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Figure 1: Aerosol measurements over Central and Eastern Europe
(left) with the MISR-instrument. The MISR-instrument is part of the

TERRA satellite (right), orbiting earth in a sun-synchronous orbit. Mea¬

surements are made for four different bands in nine angles, providing
data at a rate of 3.3 Megabits/second. The goal of the mission is to

gain a deeper understanding of the vital contribution of aerosols and

clouds to global climate dynamics. Pictures and further information from
http://www-misr.jpl.nasa.gov. The high-dimensionality of the data is ev¬

ident, possible sparse structures maybe less so.

Abstract

This thesis is a collection of papers and manuscripts about analysis
of high-dimensional data with sparse structure. The focus of this thesis

is on prediction and multiple testing.
The terms "sparse structure" and "high-dimensional" can have quite

a broad range of connotations. Instead of generally valid definitions, I

will point out some relevant applications to clarify the spirit in which

these terms are used in this thesis.

The dimensionality of a prediction problem is usually defined as the

number p of available predictor variables. Setting p into relation with the

number n of observations which are available for estimation or training,
a problem is said to be "high-dimensional" if the number of predictor
variables p is much larger than the number n of available observations.

Consider as examples land-use classification, cloud detection, or aerosol

concentration estimation with satellite-based measurements, as briefly
explained in the caption of Figure 1, or Microarray gene expression data,
Figure 2. The sample size for the latter type of experiment is typically in
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Figure 2: Microarray showing patterns of gene expression influenced
by nicotine (left), from Powledge (2004)- Gene Chips (right) are one

possibility for gene expression measurement.

the order of dozens or hundreds, while the number of genes on the chip
is in the order of thousands or tens of thousands. For cloud detection

using satellite data, a lot of information from different spectral bands and

viewing angles is available, while the number of (hand labelled) training
data for cloud classification is usually very small, as these training data

can only be obtained by manual classification, pixel by pixel.
We examine the asymptotic properties of suitable prediction methods

in a setting that reflects the "large p, small n" situation. The number of

variables p
—

pn grows with n in the asymptotic analysis, possibly very

fast, so that pn ^$> n for n — oo.

Crucially, one has to assume in this setting that the data have "sparse
structure" in some sense, meaning that most of the predictor variables

are irrelevant for accurate prediction. The task is hence to filter out

the relevant subset of predictor variables. While high dimensionality of a

dataset is evident from the start, it is usually not easy to verify structural

sparseness. Often, sparseness is an assumption one has to make in the

high-dimensional case, as it is almost impossible to analyze non-sparse

high-dimensional data. In the words of Friedman et al. (2004), this is

termed the "bet on sparsity" :

Use a method that does well in sparse problems, since no pro¬

cedure does well in dense problems.
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Figure 3: Telescopes in Taiwan (right), tracking 2-3000 stars in clear

nights to detect occultations by Kuiper Belt objects as part of the Tai¬

wanese-American Occultation Survey (TAOS). Over the course of a year,

1011 — 1012 signals have to be tested for the presence of occultations,
which are expected to total in between a few dozen to a few thousand

among all these measurements. Example trailed image data (left), where

the top panel shows a portion of CCD exposure; trailed stars are clearly
seen, while the bottom panel shows the raw photometric light curve of
the indicated star. Source of the pictures and further information under

http://taos.asiaa.sinica.edu.tw. Detection of weak signals among a large
number of noisy measurements is discussed in Chapter 4> with application
to data from the TAOS project.
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In Chapter 1, the asymptotic properties of Lasso-estimates are exam¬

ined. In particular, it is shown that the Lasso is consistent for variable

selection under an appropriate choice of the penalty parameter. This

chapter led to the paper Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2006). However,
it is shown as well that the prediction-optimal choice of the penalty pa¬

rameter selects too many variables and is not consistent for variable se¬

lection. Moreover, the rates of convergence of the /2-loss can be slow

for high-dimensional data with the Lasso, as shown in Chapter 3. An

improvement of Lasso estimation is proposed, which leads to faster con¬

vergence rates for high-dimensional problems. Moreover, the prediction-
optimal choice of the penalty parameters leads now to consistent variable

selection. Chapter 3 corresponds to manuscript Meinshausen (2005a).
In Chapter 1, it was shown that Graphical Gaussian Models can be

estimated consistently by sequentially applying the Lasso to all nodes in

the graph and combining neighborhood estimates into one estimate of the

graph. However, neighborhood estimates are not necessarily consistent

with each other. Even though asymptotically this poses no problem,
it has a certain appeal trying to maximize directly the negative log-
likelihood of the Gaussian distribution under a l\-penalisation of elements

of the inverse covariance matrix. However, it is shown in Chapter 2 that

this procedure is not consistent even if the number of nodes in the graph is

constant for an increasing number of observations (Meinshausen, 2005b).
The second part of the thesis is about multiple testing. The terms

"high-dimensionality" and "sparse structure" have slightly different mean¬

ing in this context. The dimensionality of the data corresponds to the

number of hypotheses, while "sparse structure" refers to just very few

hypotheses being false null hypotheses (very few signals amidst a lot of

noise). Detection of such rare and possibly faint events is rather chal¬

lenging. Sparsity is thus a challenge for multiple testing, while it is a

necessity for accurate prediction.
In this part, the two main applications are a signal detection problem

in astronomy, as shown in Figure 3, and, again, analysis of microarray

gene expression data. The basic question that is discussed for these mul¬

tiple testing problems is how to estimate the proportion of false null

hypotheses among a large number of tests. For the astronomical appli¬
cation, the number of false null hypotheses translates directly into an

estimator for the number of objects of a certain size in the Kuipcr Belt.

Interestingly, it turns out that it is possible to estimate a lower bound for

the proportion of false null hypotheses without being able to tell which

of them are false null hypotheses.
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An estimator for independent tests is proposed in Chapter 4. This es¬

timator is shown to improve on existing techniques and optimality of the

procedure is proven. The results of Chapter 4 are published in (Mein¬
shausen and Rice, 2006). Chapter 5 treats the case of dependent test

statistics. Using a permutation-based approach, the results of Chapter 4

can be generalized. The results of this chapter are published in (Mein¬
shausen and Bühlmann, 2005). Finally, it is shown that the procedures of

Chapters 4 and 5 can not only be used to control the total number of false

null hypotheses, but also to control the proportion of false discoveries,

simultaneously for all rejection regions (Meinshausen, 2004).
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Zusammenfassung

Diese Doktorarbeit hat die Analyse hoch-dimensionaler Daten zum

Thema, unter Ausnutzung dünn besetzter Strukturen. Die Bedeutung der

Begriffe "hoch-dimensional" und "dünn besetzt" ist im Allgemeinen nicht

sehr klar umrissen. Anhand von einigen Beispielen will ich aufzeigen, wie

diese Begriffe in dieser Arbeit aufgefasst und verwendet werden.

Die Dimensionalität von Daten, die für die Vorhersage einer skalaren

Zielgrösse verwendet werden, ist üblicherweise definiert durch die An¬

zahl erklärender Variablen p. Ein Problem wird als "hoch-dimensional"

bezeichnet, wenn die Anzahl p der erklärenden Variablen die Anzahl n

unabhängiger Beobachtungen deutlich übersteigt.
Als ein Beispiel sei hier die Klassifikation von Bodennutzung, Wol-

kendetektion, oder Aerosol-konzentrations Schätzungen mithilfe von Sa¬

tellitendaten genannt (Figure 1); ein weiteres Beispiel ist die Analyse
von Microarray-Daten (Figure 2). Bei Microarray Daten liegen typisch¬
weise nur ein paar Dutzend oder Hunderte unabhängiger Beobachtungen
vor, während die Anzahl an Genen auf dem Chip in die Tausende oder

Zehntausende geht.
Es werden die Eigenschaften geeigneter Vorhersageverfahren in ei¬

ner asymtotischen Weise untersucht, die die Eigenschaft "grosses p, klei¬

nes n" angemessen berücksichtigt. Die Anzahl an erklärenden Varia¬

blen p = pn wächst in dieser Analyse mit der Anzahl Beobachtungen
n (möglicherweise sehr schnell), sodass pn ^> n für n —> oo.

In solch einer asymptotischen Analyse muss angenommen werden,
dass die Daten "dünn besetzt" sind, in dem Sinne dass viele erklärende

Variablen irrelevant sind für die Vorhersage der Zielgrösse. Eine Aufgabe
besteht also darin, die relevanten Variablen aus der gesamten Menge der

Variablen herauszufiltern.

Eine hohe Dimensionalität der Daten ist sofort ersichtlich; eine dünne

Besetzung der Daten hingegen nicht. Meistens muss diese dünne Beset¬

zung einfach angenommen werden, da es nahezu unmöglich ist hoch-

dimensionale Daten zu analysieren, die nicht dünn besetzt sind. Dies

wird als "bet on sparsity" in Friedman et al. (2004) bezeichnet: "Use a

method that does well in sparse problems, since no procedure does well

in dense problems."
Die asymptotischen Eigenschaften der Lasso Schätzer werden in Kapi¬

tel 1 untersucht. Es wird gezeigt, dass Lasso konsistent für die Variablcn-

selektion ist unter der Voraussetzung, dass der Bestrafungsparametcr
richtig gewählt ist. Diese Resultate sind in Meinshausen and Bühlmann

(2006) veröffentlicht. Es wird zudem gezeigt, dass Lasso nicht konsistent
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ist für die Variablen-selektion, wenn der Bestrafungsterm auf eine opti¬
male Vorhersage ausgerichtet ist. In diesem Fall werden zuviele Varia¬

blen selektiert. Ausserdem kann die Konvergenzrate des Z2-Verlustes sehr

langsam sein für hoch-dimensionale Daten. Dies wird in Kapitel 3 ge¬

zeigt. Eine Verbesserung des Lasso Schätzers wird vorgeschlagen, die zu

schnelleren Konvergenzraten für hoch-dimensionale Daten führt. Der für

die Vorhersage optimale Bestrafungsparameter führt jetzt auch zu einer

konsistenten Variablen-selektion (Meinshausen, 2005a).
Es wurde gezeigt, dass Gauss'sche Graphen konsistent geschätzt wer¬

den können, indem Lasso sequentiell auf alle Knoten des Graphen ange¬

wendet wird und die Schätzungen der Nachbarschaften zu einer Schätzungen
des gesamten Graphen kombiniert werden. Schätzungen der Nachbar¬

schaften sind jedoch nicht notwendigerweise miteinander verträglich. Dies

stellt asymptotisch kein Problem dar. Es erscheint attraktiv, den Gra¬

phen direkt zu schätzen durch eine Maximierung der Likelihood unter

einer Zi-Bestrafung der Elemente der inversen Kovarianzmatrix. Es wird

in Kapitel 2 gezeigt, dass dieses Verfahren nicht konsistent ist, selbst

wenn die Anzahl Knoten des Graphen konstant ist für eine zunehmende

Anzahl von Beobachtungen (Meinshausen, 2005b).
Der zweite Teil der Doktorarbeit handelt vom multiplen Testen. Die

Begriffe "hoch-dimensional" und "dünn besetzt" haben eine leicht ande¬

re Bedeutung in diesem Kontext. Mit der Dimensionalität der Daten ist

in diesem Teil die Anzahl an Hypothesen (oder Tests) gemeint, während

"dünn besetzt" bedeutet, dass viele dieser Hypothesen die Nullhypothe¬
se erfüllen. Die Detektion von seltenen und schwachen Signalen ist eher

schwierig. Somit sind dünn besetzte Daten eine Herausforderung im Be¬

reich des multiplen Testens, jedoch eine Notwendigkeit und erwünscht

für Vorhersage-probleme.
Zwei Anwendungen haben als Motivation für die Untersuchungen in

diesem Teil der Arbeit gedient: zum einen ein Signal-Detektions Problem

in der Astronomie (Figure 3) und zum anderen die Analyse von Genex¬

pressions Daten.

Die grundlegende Fragestellung für beide Anwendungen ist die Schätzung
der Anzahl falscher Nullhypothesen unter einer grossen Menge an durch¬

geführten Tests. Interessanterweise ist es möglich, die Anzahl falscher

Nullhypothesen nach unten sehr präzise abzuschätzen, ohne aussagen zu

können, welche Nullhypothesen falsch sind.

Ein Schätzer für unabhängige Teststatistiken wird in Kapitel 4 vor¬

geschlagen. Es wird gezeigt, dass dieser Schätzer bestehende Techniken

verbessert und die Optimalität wird nachgewiesen. Dieses Kapitel ist in
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(Meinshausen and Rice, 2006) veröffentlicht. Abhängige Teststatistiken

werden in Kapitel 5 untersucht. Mithilfe eines Permutations-Ansatzes

können die Resultate von Kapitel 4 verallgemeinert werden (Meinshau¬
sen and Bühlmann, 2005). Zuletzt wird gezeigt, dass die Prozeduren von

den Kapiteln 4 und 5 ebenfalls dazu benutzt werden können, die An¬

zahl falscher Nullhypothesen für alle Verwerfungsbereiche gleichzeitig zu

kontrollieren (Meinshausen, 2004).
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Chapter 1

High-Dimensional Graphs and Variable

Selection With The Lasso

The pattern of zero entries in the inverse covariance matrix of a mul¬

tivariate normal distribution corresponds to conditional independence
restrictions between variables. Covariance selection aims at estimating
those structural zeros from data. We show that neighborhood selection

with the Lasso is a computationally attractive alternative to standard

covariance selection for sparse high-dimensional graphs. Neighborhood
selection estimates the conditional independence restrictions separately
for each node in the graph and is hence equivalent to variable selection

for Gaussian linear models. We show that the proposed neighborhood
selection scheme is consistent for sparse high-dimensional graphs. Con¬

sistency hinges on the choice of the penalty parameter. The oracle value

for optimal prediction does not lead to a consistent neighborhood esti¬

mate. Controlling instead the probability of falsely joining some distinct

connectivity components of the graph, consistent estimation for sparse

graphs is achieved (with exponential rates), even when the number of

variables grows like the number of observations raised to an arbitrary
power.

1.1 Introduction

Consider the p-dimensional multivariate normal distributed random

variable

X = (Xu...,Xp)~Af(u.,Z).

This includes Gaussian linear models where, for example, X\ is the re¬

sponse variable and {X^; 2 < k < p) are the predictor variables. As¬

suming that the covariance matrix S is non-singular, the conditional in¬

dependence structure of the distribution can be conveniently represented

2
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by a graphical model Q — (F, E), where V — {1,... ,p} is the set of nodes

and E the set of edges in Y x T. A pair (a, b) is contained in the edge set

E if and only if Xa is conditionally dependent of X^, given all remaining
variables ^r\{a,&} — {Xk', k G T\{a, &}}. Every pair of variables not con¬

tained in the edge set is conditionally independent, given all remaining
variables and corresponds to a zero entry in the inverse covariance matrix

(Lauritzen, 1996).
Covariance selection was introduced by Dempster (1972) and aims at

discovering the conditional independence restrictions (the graph) from a

set of i.i.d. observations. Covariance selection traditionally relies on the

discrete optimization of an objective function (Lauritzen, 1996; Edwards,

2000). Exhaustive search is computationally infeasible for all but very

low-dimensional models. Usually, greedy forward or backward search is

employed. In forward search, the initial estimate of the edge set is the

empty set and edges are then added iteratively until a suitable stopping
criterion is fulfilled. The selection (deletion) of a single edge in this search

strategy requires an MLE fit (Speed and Kiiveri, 1986) for 0(p2) different

models. The procedure is not well suited for high-dimensional graphs.
The existence of the MLE is not guaranteed in general if the number of

observations is smaller than the number of nodes (Buhl, 1993). More

disturbingly, the complexity of the procedure renders even greedy search

strategies impractical for modestly sized graphs. In contrast, neighbor¬
hood selection with the Lasso, proposed in the following, relies on opti¬
mization of a convex function, applied consecutively to each node in the

graph. The method is computationally very efficient and is consistent

even for the high-dimensional setting, as will be shown.

Neighborhood selection is a subproblem of covariance selection. The

neighborhood nea of a node a G T is the smallest subset of T\{a} so that,

given all variables Xnea in the neighbourhood, Xa is conditionally inde¬

pendent of all remaining variables. The neighborhood of a node a G V

consists of all nodes b G T\{a} so that (a, 6) G E. Given n i.i.d. observa¬

tions of X, neighborhood selection aims at estimating (individually) the

neighborhood of any given variable (or node). The neighborhood selec¬

tion can be cast into a standard regression problem and can be solved

efficiently with the Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996), as will be shown in this

paper.

The consistency of the proposed neighborhood selection will be shown

for sparse high-dimensional graphs, where the number of variables is po¬

tentially growing like any power of the number of observations (high-
dimensionality) whereas the number of neighbors of any variable is grow-
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ing at most slightly slower than the number of observations (sparsity).
A number of studies have examined the case of regression with a grow¬

ing number of parameters as sample size increases. The closest to our

setting is the recent work of Greenshtein and Ritov (2004), who study
consistent prediction in a triangular setup very similar to ours (see also

Juditsky and Nemirovski, 2000). However, the problem of consistent esti¬

mation of the model structure, which is the relevant concept for graphical

models, is very different and not treated in these studies.

We study in section 2 under which conditions, and at which rate,

the neighborhood estimate with the Lasso converges to the true neigh¬
borhood. The choice of the penalty is crucial in the high-dimensional

setting. The oracle penalty for optimal prediction turns out to be incon¬

sistent for estimation of the true model. This solution might include an

unbounded number of noise variables into the model. We motivate a dif¬

ferent choice of the penalty such that the probability of falsely connecting
two or more distinct connectivity components of the graph is controlled

at very low levels. Asymptotically, the probability of estimating the cor¬

rect neighborhood converges exponentially to 1, even when the number

of nodes in the graph is growing rapidly like any power of the number

of observations. As a consequence, consistent estimation of the full edge
set in a sparse high-dirnensional graph is possible (section 3).

Encouraging numerical results are provided in section 4. The pro¬

posed estimate is shown to be both more accurate than the traditional

forward selection MLE strategy and computationally much more efficient.

The accuracy of the forward selection MLE fit is in particular poor if the

number of nodes in the graph is comparable to the number of observa¬

tions. In contrast, neighborhood selection with the Lasso is shown to be

reasonably accurate for estimating graphs with several thousand nodes,

using only a few hundred observations.

1.2 Neighborhood Selection

Instead of assuming a fixed true underlying model, we adopt a more

flexible approach similar to the triangular setup in Greenshtein and Ritov

(2004). Both the number of nodes in the graphs (number of variables),
denoted by p(n) = |T(n)|, and the distribution (the covariance matrix)
depend in general on the number of observations, so that V = T(n) and

S — S(n). The neighborhood nea of a node a G T(n) is the smallest sub¬

set of r(n)\{a} so that Xa is conditionally independent of all remaining
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variables. Denote the closure of node a G T(n) by cla :— nea U {a}. Then

Xa±{Xk;keT(n)\cia}\Xzne.

For details see Lauritzen (1996). The neighborhood depends in general
on n as well. However, this dependence is notationally suppressed in the

following.
It is instructive to give a slightly different definition of a neighborhood.

For each node a G T(n), consider optimal prediction of Xa, given all

remaining variables. Let 0a G MP^ be the vector of coefficients for

optimal prediction,

0a = arg min E(Xa - V 0kXk)2. (1.1)
6:9a=0

fcer(n)

As a generalization of (1.1), which will be of use later, consider optimal

prediction of Xa, given only a subset of variables {Xk;k E A4}, where

Ai Ç r(n)\{a}. The optimal prediction is characterized by the vector

oa,M

0»^=arg min E(Xa- V 6kXkf. (1.2)
Mk-o,ntM k^n)

The elements of 0a are determined by the inverse covariance matrix

(Lauritzen, 1996). For 6 e V\{a} and K(n) = S"1^), it holds that

9% = —Kab(n)/Kaa(n). The set of non-zero coefficients of 6a is identi¬

cal to the set {b G F(n)\{a} : Ka^n) / 0} of non-zero entries in the

corresponding row vector of the inverse covariance matrix and defines

precisely the set of neighbors of node a. The best predictor for Xa is

thus a linear function of variables in the set of neighbors of the node a

only. The set of neighbors of a node a G T(n) can hence be written as

nea = {be T(n) : 6ab ± 0}.

This set corresponds to the set of effective predictor variables in regression
with response variable Xa and predictor variables {Xk] k eT(n)\ {a}}.
Given n independent observations of X ~ 7V(0, S(n)), neighborhood se¬

lection tries to estimate the set of neighbors of a node a G T(n). As

the optimal linear prediction of Xa has non-zero coefficients precisely for

variables in the set of neighbors of the node a, it seems reasonable to try
to exploit this relation.
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1.2.1 Neighborhood selection with the Lasso

It is well known that the Lasso, introduced by Tibshirani (1996),
and known as Basis Pursuit in the context of wavelet regression (Chen
et al., 2001), has a parsimonious property (Knight and Fu, 2000). When

predicting a variable Xa with all remaining variables {Xk; k G T(n)\{a}},
the vanishing Lasso coefficient estimates identify asymptotically the neigh¬
borhood of node a in the graph, as shown in the following. Let the

n x p(n)-dimensional matrix X contain n independent observations of X,

so that the columns X0 correspond for all a G T(n) to the vector of n

independent observations of Xa. Let (•, •) be the usual inner product on

Rn and || • H2 the corresponding norm.

The Lasso estimate 0a,A of 6a is given by

0a>A=arg min (n_1||Xa - X0||| + A||0||i), (1.3)

where ||0||i — YlbeT(n) \@b\ is the li-novm of the coefficient vector. Nor¬

malization of all variables to common empirical variance is recommended

for the estimator in (1.3). The solution to (1.3) is not necessarily unique.

However, if uniqueness fails, the set of solutions is still convex and all our

results about neighborhoods (in particular Theorems 1.1 and 1.2) hold

for any solution of (1.3).
Other regression estimates have been proposed, which are based on

the Zp-norm, where p is typically in the range [0,2] (Frank and Friedman,

1993). A value of p = 2 leads to the ridge estimate, while p = 0 corre¬

sponds to traditional model selection. It is well known that the estimates

have a parsimonious property (with some components being exactly zero)
for p < 1 only, while the optimization problem in (1.3) is only convex

for p > 1. Hence Zi-constrained empirical risk minimization occupies a

unique position, as p = 1 is the only value of p for which variable selec¬

tion takes place while the optimization problem is still convex and hence

feasible for high-dimensional problems.
The neighborhood estimate (parameterized by A) is defined by the

non-zero coefficient estimates of the /i-penalized regression,

he* = {b G T(n) : 0ab>x ± 0}.

Each choice of a penalty parameter A specifies thus an estimate of the

neighborhood nea of node a G T(n) and one is left with the choice of a

suitable penalty parameter. Larger values of the penalty tend to shrink

the size of the estimated set, while more variables are in general included

into he* if the value of A is diminished.
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1.2.2 The prediction-oracle solution

A seemingly useful choice of the penalty parameter is the (unavailable)
prediction-oracle value,

Aüracie = axgmin£?(Xa- ^ ê%xXk)2.
fcer(n)

The expectation is understood to be with respect to a new AT, which is

independent of the sample on which 6a,x is estimated. The prediction-
oracle penalty minimizes the predictive risk among all Lasso estimates.

An estimate of Aoracie is obtained by the cross-validated choice Acv •

For fo-penalized regression it was shown by Shao (1993) that the cross-

validated choice of the penalty parameter is consistent for model selection

under certain conditions on the size of the validation set. The prediction-
oracle solution does not lead to consistent model selection for the Lasso,
as shown in the following for a simple example.

Proposition 1.1 Let the number of variables grow to infinity, p(n) —>

oo; for n —> oo. Assume that the covariance matrices S(n) are identical

to the identity matrix except for some pair (a, b) G T(n) x T(n), for which

^ab(n) = T,ba(n) = s, for some 0 < s < 1 and all n G N. The probability
of selecting the wrong neighborhood for node a converges to 1 under the

prediction-oracle penalty,

P(he*oracle / nea) -> 1 for n ^ oo.

A proof is given in the appendix. It follows from the proof of Propo¬
sition 1.1 that many noise variables are included into the neighborhood
estimate with the prediction-oracle solution. In fact, the probability of

including noise variables with the prediction-oracle solution does not even

vanish asymptotically for a fixed number of variables. If the penalty is

chosen larger than the prediction-optimal value, consistent neighborhood
selection is possible with the Lasso, as demonstrated in the following.

1.2.3 Assumptions
We make a few assumptions to prove consistency of neighborhood

selection with the Lasso. We always assume availability of n independent
observations from X ~ AA(0, £).

High-dimensionality. The number of variables is allowed to grow like

the number of observations n raised to an arbitrarily high power.
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Assumption 1.1 There exists 7 > 0, so that

p(n) — O^n1) for n —> 00.

It is in particular allowed for the following analysis that the number of

variables is very much larger than the number of observations, p(n) 3> n.

Non-singularity. We make two regularity assumptions for the covari¬

ance matrices.

Assumption 1.2 For all a G T(n) and n G N, Var(Xa) = 1. There

exists v2 > 0, so that for all n G N and a G T(n),

Far(Xa|ATr(n)\{a}) > <u2.

Common variance can always be achieved by appropriate scaling of the

variables. A scaling to common (empirical) variance of all variables is

desirable, as the solutions would otherwise depend on the chosen units

or dimensions in which they are represented. The second part of the

assumption explicitly excludes singular or nearly singular covariance ma¬

trices. For singular covariance matrices, edges are not uniquely defined

by the distribution and it is hence not surprising that nearly singular co-

variance matrices are not suitable for consistent variable selection. Note,

however, that the empirical covariance matrix is a.s. singular if p(n) > n,

which is allowed in our analysis.

Sparsity. The main assumption is the sparsity of the graph. This en¬

tails a restriction on the size of the neighborhoods of variables.

Assumption 1.3 There exists some 0 < k < 1 so that

max IneJ — 0{nK) for n —> 00.

aer(n)

This assumption limits the maximal possible rate of growth for the size

of neighborhoods.
For the next sparsity condition, consider again the definition in (1.2)

of the optimal coefficient 9b,M for prediction of Xb, given variables in the

set M C r(n).

Assumption 1.4 There exists some D < 00 so that for all neighboring
nodes a, 6 G T(n) and all n G N,

||0a,neb\{a}|| < ^
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This assumption is e.g. fulfilled if Assumption 1.2 holds and the size of

the overlap of neighborhoods is bounded by an arbitrarily large number

from above for neighboring nodes. That is, if there exists some m < oo

so that for all n G N,

max |nea n ne^l < m for n —» oo, (1.4)
a,6er(n),6enea

then Assumption 1.4 is fulfilled. To see this, note that Assumption 1.2

gives a finite bound for the /2-norm of #a'neb\M, while (1.4) gives a finite

bound for the fo-norm. Taken together, Assumption 1.4 is implied.

Magnitude of partial correlations. The next assumption bounds

the magnitude of partial correlations from below. The partial corre¬

lation nab between variables Xa and Xb is the correlation after hav¬

ing eliminated the linear effects from all remaining variables {Xk;k G

T(n)\{a,b}}; for details see Lauritzen (1996).

Assumption 1.5 There exists a constant S > 0 and some £ > k, with k

as in Assumption 1.3, so that for every (a, b) G E,

M > fc-'1-«/2.

It will be shown below that Assumption 1.5 cannot be relaxed in gen¬

eral. Note that neighborhood selection for node a G T(n) is equivalent
to simultaneously testing the null hypothesis of zero partial correlation

between variable Xa and all remaining variables Xb, b G T(n)\{a}. The

null hypothesis of zero partial correlation between two variables can be

tested by using the corresponding entry in the normalised inverse empir¬
ical covariance matrix. A graph estimate based on such tests has been

proposed by Drton and Perlman (2004). Such a test can only be ap¬

plied, however, if the number of variables is smaller than the number of

observations, p(n) < n, as the empirical covariance matrix is singular
otherwise. Even if p(n) — n — c for some constant c > 0, Assumption 1.5

would have to hold with £ = 1 to have a positive power of rejecting false

null hypotheses for such an estimate, that is partial correlations would

have to be bounded by a positive value from below.

Neighborhood stability. The last assumption is referred to as neigh¬
borhood stability. Using the definition of 9a,A in equation (1.2), define

for all a, b G T(n),

Sa(b):= £ sign(^nea)^'nea. (1.5)
fc£nea
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The assumption of neighborhood stability restricts the magnitude of the

quantities Sa(b) for non-neighboring nodes a, b G T(n).

Assumption 1.6 There exists some <5 < 1 so that for all a, b G F(n)
with 6 ^ nea,

|5a(6)|<5.

It is shown in Proposition 1.3 that this assumption cannot be relaxed.

We give in the following a more intuitive condition which essentially

implies Assumption 1.6. This will justify the term neighborhood stability.
Consider the definition in equation (1.1) of the optimal coefficients 9a for

prediction of Xa, For rj > 0, define Ba{rf) as the optimal set of coefficients

under an additional /i-penalty,

0a(n) := arg min E(Xa - V 0fcXfc)2+ #?||i- (1.6)
0'.9a—O

kT(n)

The neighborhood nea of node a was defined as the set of non-zero coef¬

ficients of 9a, nea = {k G T(n) : 9k ^ 0}. Define the disturbed neighbor¬
hood nea(?7) as

nea(77) := {k G T(n) : 9ak(n) ^ 0}.

It clearly holds that nea
— nea(0). The assumption of neighborhood

stability is fulfilled if there exists some infinitesimal small perturbation

rj, which may depend on n, so that the disturbed neighborhood ne0,(r/) is

identical to the undisturbed neighborhood nea(0).

Proposition 1.2 // there exists some n > 0 so that nea(r}) = nea(0);
then \Sa{b)\ < 1 for all b G T(n)\nea.

A proof is given in the appendix.
In light of Proposition 1.2 it seems that Assumption 1.6 is a very weak

condition. To give one example, Assumption 1.6 is automatically fulfilled

under the much stronger assumption that the graph does not contain

cycles. We give a brief reasoning for this. Consider two non-neighboring
nodes a and 6. If the nodes are in different connectivity components there

is nothing left to show as Sa(b) — 0. If they are in the same connectivity

component, then there exists one node k G nea that separates 6 from

nea\{fc}) as there is just one unique path between any two variables in the

same connectivity component if the graph does not contain cycles. Using
the global Markov property, the random variable Xb is independent of

^nea\{fc}> given Xk. The random variable E(Xb\Xnea) is thus a function
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of Xk only. As the distribution is Gaussian, E(Xb\Xnea) — 6k'nQaXk.
By Assumption 1.2, Var(Xb\XnGa) — v2 for some v2 > 0. It follows

that Var{Xb) = v2 + (6^nea)2 = 1 and hence 9bk^a = y/l^v2 < 1,
which implies that Assumption 1.6 is indeed fulfilled if the graph does

not contain cycles.
We mention that Assumption 1.6 is likewise fulfilled if the inverse

covariance matrices E-1(n) are for each n G N diagonally dominant. A

matrix is said to be diagonally dominant if and only if, for each row,

the sum of the absolute values of the non-diagonal elements is smaller

than the absolute value of the diagonal element. The proof of this is

straightforward but tedious and hence omitted.

1.2.4 Controlling type I errors

The asymptotic properties of Lasso-type estimates in regression have

been studied in detail by Knight and Fu (2000) for a fixed number of

variables. Their results say that the penalty parameter A should decay
for an increasing number of observations at least as fast as n~1//2 to obtain

a n1/2-consistent estimate. It turns out that a slower rate is needed for

consistent model selection in the high-dimensional case where p(n) ;§> n.

However, a rate n-^1"6)/2 with any k < e < £ (where «,£ are defined

as in Assumptions 1.3 and 1.5) is sufficient for consistent neighborhood

selection, even when the number of variables is growing rapidly with the

number of observations.

Theorem 1.1 Let Assumptions 1-6 1.2.3 be fulfilled. Let the penalty

parameter satisfy An ~ dn~^~£^2 with some k < e < £ and d > 0.

There exists some c > 0 so that, for all a G T(n),

P(nex Ç nea) = 1 — 0(exp(—cn£)) for n —> oo.

A proof is given in the appendix.
Theorem 1.1 states that the probability of (falsely) including any of

the non-neighboring variables of the node a G T(n) into the neighbor¬
hood estimate is vanishing exponentially fast, even though the number

of non-neighboring variables may grow very rapidly with the number of

observations. It is shown in the following that Assumption 1.6 cannot be

relaxed.

Proposition 1.3 // there exists some a,b G T(n) with b ^ nea and

\Sa(b)\ > 1, then, for A — An as in Theorem 1.1,

P(he^ Ç nea) —> 0 for n — oo.
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A proof is given in the appendix. Assumption 1.6 of neighborhood sta¬

bility is hence critical for the success of Lasso neighborhood selection.

1.2.5 Controlling type II errors

So far it was shown that the probability of falsely including variables

into the neighborhood can be controlled by the Lasso. The question
arises if the probability of including all neighboring variables into the

neighborhood estimate is converging to 1 for n —» oo.

Theorem 1.2 Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 be fulfilled. For A =

An as in Theorem 1.1, it holds for some c > 0 that

P(nea Ç nea) = 1 — 0(exp(—cn£)) for n —» oo.

A proof is given in the appendix.
It may be of interest whether Assumption 1.5 could be relaxed, so

that edges are detected even if the partial correlation is vanishing at a

rate n~(1-^/2 for some £ < n. The following proposition says that £ > e

(and thus £ > k, as e > n) is a necessary condition if a stronger version of

Assumption 1.4 holds, which is fulfilled for forests and trees, for example.

Proposition 1.4 Let the assumption of Theorem 1.1 be fulfilled with

•d < 1 in Assumption 1.4 and the exception that, for a G T(n), there

exists some b G r(n)\{a} with irab ^ 0 and \7rab\ — 0(n~(1-^/2) for
n —> 00 with Ç < e. Then

P(b G hea) — 0 for n —* 00.

Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.4 say that edges between nodes which

partial correlation vanishes at a rate n~(1-^/2 are, with probability con¬

verging to 1 for n —> 00, detected if £ > e and are undetected if £ < e.

The results do not cover the case £ = £, which remains a challenging

question for further research.

All results so far have treated the distinction between zero and non¬

zero partial correlations only. The signs of partial correlations of neigh¬

boring nodes can be estimated consistently under the same assumptions
and with the same rates, as can be seen in the proofs.
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1.3 Covariance Selection

It follows from section 2 that it is possible under certain conditions

to estimate the neighborhood of each node in the graph consistently, e.g.

P(nea = nea) —> 1 for n —> oo.

The full graph is given by the set T(n) of nodes and the edge set E —

E(n). The edge set contains those pairs (a, b) G F(n) x F(n), for which

the partial correlation between Xa and Xb is not zero. As the partial
correlations are precisely non-zero for neighbors, the edge set E Ç T(n) x

r(n) is given by

E = {(a, b) : a G ne& Abe nea}.

The first condition, a G ne;,, implies in fact the second, b G nea, and vice

versa, so that the edge is as well identical to {(a,b) : a £ nc^, V b G nea}.
For an estimate of the edge set of a graph, we can apply neighborhood
selection to each node in the graph. A natural estimate of the edge set

is then given by EA,A Ç T(n) x T(n), where

£?A'A = {(a, b) : a G ne£ A b G ne*}. (1.7)

Note that a G he6 does not necessarily imply b G hea and vice versa. We

can hence also define a second, less conservative, estimate of the edge set

by
ÊA'V = {(a, 6) : a G heA V 6 G he*}. (1.8)

The discrepancies between the estimates (1.7) and (1.8) are quite small

in our experience. Asymptotically the difference between both estimates

vanishes, as seen in the following corollary. We refer to both edge set

estimates collectively with the generic notation E
,
as the following result

holds true for both of them.

Corollary 1.1 Under the conditions of Theorem 1.2, for some c > 0,

P(ÊX = E) = 1- 0(exp(-cne)) for n -> oo.

The claim follows since |T(n)|2 = p(n)2 = 0(n21) by Assumption 1.1

and neighborhood selection has an exponentially fast convergence rate

as described by Theorem 1.2. Corollary 1.1 says that the conditional

independence structure of a multivariate normal distribution can be es¬

timated consistently by combining the neighborhood estimates for all

variables.
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Note that there are in total 2^p ~p)/2 distinct graphs for a p-dimensional
variable. However, for each of the p nodes there are only 2P_1 distinct

potential neighborhoods. By braking the graph selection problem into

a consecutive series of neighborhood selection problems, the complex¬

ity of the search is thus reduced substantially at the price of potential
inconsistencies between neighborhood estimates. Graph estimates that

apply this strategy for complexity reduction are sometimes called depen¬

dency networks (Heckerman et al., 2000). The complexity of the proposed

neighborhood selection for one node with the Lasso is reduced further to

0(npniin{n,p}), as the Lars procedure of (Efron et al., 2004) requires

0(min{n,p}) steps, each of complexity 0(np). For high-dimensional

problems as in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, where the number of variables

grows like p(n) ~ en1 for some c > 0 and 7 > 1, this is equivalent to

0(p2+2/7) computations for the whole graph. The complexity of the pro¬

posed method scales thus approximately quadratic with the number of

nodes for large values of 7.

Before providing some numerical results, we discuss in the following
the choice of the penalty parameter.

Finite sample results and significance. It was shown above that

consistent neighborhood and covariance selection is possible with the

Lasso in a high-dimensional setting. However, the asymptotic consid¬

erations give little advice on how to choose a specific penalty parameter
for a given problem. Ideally, one would like to guarantee that pairs of

variables which are not contained in the edge set enter the estimate of the

edge set only with very low (pre-specified) probability. Unfortunately, it

seems very difficult to obtain such a result as the probability of falsely

including a pair of variables into the estimate of the edge set depends on

the exact covariance matrix, which is in general unknown. It is possible,

however, to constrain the probability of (falsely) connecting two distinct

connectivity components of the true graph. The connectivity component

Ca Ç r(?7,) of a node a G F(n) is the set of nodes which are connected to

node a by a chain of edges. The neighborhood nea is clearly part of the

connectivity component Ca.
Let C* be the connectivity component of a in the estimated graph

(T, Ex). For any level 0 < a < 1, consider the choice of the penalty

A(a) = ^-Htt-Tv^ (1-9)

where $ = 1 - $ ($ the c.d.f. of A/"(0,1)) and <72 = n^X^X«,). The
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Figure 1.1: A realization of a graph is shown on the left, generated
as described in the text. The graph consists of 1000 nodes and 1747

edges out of 449500 distinct pairs of variables. The estimated edge set,

using estimate (1-7) at level a — .05, see equation (1.9), is shown

in the middle. There are 2 erroneously included edges, marked by an

arrow, while 1109 edges are correctly detected. For estimate (1.8) and

an adjusted level as described in the text, the result is shown on the right.

Again two edges are erroneously included. Not a single pair of disjoint

connectivity components of the true graph has been (falsely) joined by
either estimate.

probability of falsely joining two distinct connectivity components with

the estimate of the edge set is bounded by the level a under the choice

A — X(a) of the penalty parameter, as shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 1.3 Let Assumptions 1-6 be fulfilled. Using penalty parameter

\(a), it holds for all n G N that

P(3 a G F(n) : Cx £ Ca) < a.

A proof is given in the appendix. This implies that if the edge set is

empty (E = 0) it is estimated by an empty set with high probability,

P(EX = 0) > 1 - a.

Theorem 1.3 is a finite sample result. The previous asymptotic results

in Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 hold true if the level a is vanishing exponentially
to zero for an increasing number of observations, leading to consistent

edge set estimation.
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1.4 Numerical Examples

We use both the Lasso estimate from section 3 and forward selection

MLE (Lauritzen, 1996; Edwards, 2000) to estimate sparse graphs. We

found it difficult to compare numerically neighborhood selection with

forward selection MLE for more than thirty nodes in the graph. The

high computational complexity of the forward selection MLE made the

computations for such relatively low-dimensional problems very costly

already. The Lasso scheme in contrast handled with ease graphs with

more than 1000 nodes, using the recent algorithm developed in Efron

et al. (2004). Where comparison was feasible, the performance of the

neighborhood selection scheme was better. The difference was particu¬

larly pronounced if the ratio between observations to variables was low,
as can be seen in Table 1.1, which will be described in more detail below.

First we give an account of the generation of the underlying graphs,
which we are trying to estimate. A realization of an underlying (random)
graph is given in the left panel of Figure 1.1. The nodes of the graph are

associated with a spatial location and the location of each node is dis¬

tributed identically and uniformly on the two-dimensional square [0, l]2.
Every pair of nodes is included initially in the edge set with a proba¬

bility of (p(d/y/p)i where d is the Euclidean distance between the pair
of variables and ip the density of the standard normal distribution. The

maximum number of edges connecting to each node is limited to four

to achieve the desired sparsity of the graph. Edges which connect to

nodes which do not fulfill this constraint are removed randomly until the

constraint is fulfilled for all edges. Initially all variables have identical

conditional variance and the partial correlation between neighbors is set

to 0.245 (absolute values less than 0.25 guarantee positive definiteness

of the inverse covariance matrix), that is S^1 — 1 for all nodes a G T,

T,~b — 0.245 if there is an edge connecting a and &, S^1 = 0 other¬

wise. The diagonal elements of the corresponding covariance matrix are

in general larger than 1. To achieve constant variance, all variables are

finally rescaled so that the diagonal elements of E are all unity. Us¬

ing the Cholesky transformation of the covariance matrix, n independent

samples are drawn from the corresponding Gaussian distribution.

The average number of edges which are correctly included into the es¬

timate of the edge set is shown in Table 1.1 as a function of the number

of edges which are falsely included. The accuracy of the forward selec¬

tion MLE is comparable to the proposed Lasso neighborhood selection if

the number of nodes is much smaller than the number of observations.

The accuracy of the forward selection MLE breaks down, however, if the
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number of nodes is approximately equal to the number of observations.

Forward selection MLE is only marginally better than random guessing
in this case. Computation of the forward selection MLE (using MIM,

Edwards, 2000) took on the same desktop up to several hundred times

longer than the Lasso neighborhood selection for the full graph. For more

than 30 nodes, the differences are even more pronounced.

Table 1.1: The average number of correctly identified edges as a function

of the number k of falsely included edges for n
— 40 observations and

p = 10,20,30 nodes for forward selection MLE (FS), £A'V, ÊX>A and

random guessing.

p= 10 p = 20 p = 30

k 0 5 10 0 5 10 0 5 10

random 0.2 1.9 3.7 0.1 0.7 1.4 0.1 0.5 0.9

FS 7.6 14.1 17.1 8.9 16.6 21.6 0.6 1.8 3.2

£A,V 8.2 15.0 17.6 9.3 18.5 23.9 11.4 21.4 26.3

ÊX'A 8.5 14.7 17.6 9.5 19.1 34.0 14.1 21.4 27.4

The Lasso neighborhood selection can be applied to hundred- or

thousand-dimensional graphs, a realistic size for e.g. biological networks.

A graph with 1000 nodes (following the same model as described above)
and its estimates (1.7) and (1.8), using 600 observations, are shown in

Figure 1.1. A level a = .05 is used for estimate Ex,v. For better com¬

parison, the level a was adjusted to a- .064 for the estimate EX,A, so

that both estimates lead to the same number of included edges. There

are two erroneous edge inclusions, while 1109 out of all 1747 edges have

been correctly identified by either estimate. Of these 1109 edges, 907

are common to both estimates while 202 are just present in either (1.7)
or (1.8).

To examine if results are critically dependent on the assumption of

Gaussianity, long-tailed noise is added to the observations. Instead of

n i.i.d. observations of X ~ Ar(0, E), n i.i.d observations of X + 0.1Z

are made, where the components of Z are independent and follow a t^-

distribution. For 10 simulations (with each 500 observations), the pro¬

portion of false rejections among all rejections is increasing only slightly
from 0.8% (without long-tailed noise) to 1.4% (with long tailed-noise) for

Ex,v and from 4.8% to 5.2% for ÊA'A. Our limited numerical experience

suggests that the properties of the graph estimator do not seem to be
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critically affected by deviations from Gaussianity.

1.5 Proofs

1.5.1 Notation and useful lemmas

As a generalization of (1.3), the Lasso estimate 9a,M,x oî9a>M, defined

in (1.2), is given by

êa>M'x=arg min (n"1!^ - X0II2 + A||0||i). (1.10)
9:9k=0\/k(£M

v J

The notation 9a,x is thus just a shorthand notation for 0a'r(n)\W>\

Lemma 1.1 Given 9 G Rp(n); letG{9) be a p(n)-dimensional vector with

elements

Gb(9) = -2n-1(Xa-X9^b).

A vector 9 with 9k = 0,Vfc T(n)\M is a solution to (1.10) iff for all
A A ,A A.

b G M, Gb{9) — —sign(#5)A in case 9b ^ 0 and \Gb(9)\ < A in case

9b — 0. Moreover, if the solution is not unique and \Gb(9)\ < A for some

solution 9, then 9b — 0 for all solutions of (1.10).

Proof. Denote the subdifferential of

n~1\\Xa-X9\\2 + \\\9\\1

with respect to 9 by D(9). The vector 9 is a solution to (1.10) iff there

exists an element d G D(9) so that db = 0, V& G M. D(9) is given by

{G(6) + Ae, e G £}, where S c Kp(n) is given by S := {e G Rp(n) : eb =

sign(6>6) if 6>ö ^ 0 and e6 G [-1,1] if 9b = 0}. The first part of the

claim follows. The second part follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1. in

Osborne et al. (2000). D

Lemma 1.2 Let Qa>ne<"x be defined for every a G T(n) as in (1.10).
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, it holds for some c > 0 that for
all a G T(n), for n —> oo,

P(sign(06a'ne"A) = sign(^), V6 G nea) = 1 - 0(exp(-cn£))

For the sign-function, it is understood that sign(0) — 0. The Lemma

says, in other words, that if one could restrict the Lasso estimate to have

zero coefficients for all nodes which are not in the neighborhood of node
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a, then the signs of the partial correlations in the neighborhood of node a

are estimated consistently under the made assumptions. Proof. Using
Bonferroni's inequality, and |nea| = o(n) for n —> oo, it suffices to show

that there exists some c > 0 so that for for every a,b T(n) with b G nea,

P(sign(^'nea'A) = sign(0£)) - 1 - 0(exp(-cn£)) for n -^ oo

Consider the definition of 0a'nea,A in (1.10),

0a>ne-A-arg min (n"1^ - X9\\2 + A||0||i). (1.11)
G:0k—O Vfc^nea

Assume now that component b of this estimate is fixed at a constant

value ß. Denote this new estimate by 9a,b,x(ß),

9a>b>x(ß)=&rg min (n-1^ - X0||2 + A||0||i), (1.12)

where

Qa,b(ß) •= {0 e Kp(n) : 06 = /3; 0fc = 0, VA; £ nea}.

There exists always a value ß (namely ß — #£'nea>A) so that 9a>b>x(ß) is

identical to 9a>ne<"x. Thus, if sign(0£'nea'A) ^ sign(0£), there would exist

some ß with sign(ß)sign(9b) < 0 so that 9a,b,x(ß) would be a solution

to (1.11). Using sign(0^) ^ 0 for all b G nea, it is thus sufficient to show

that for every ß with sign(ß)sign(9b) < 0, 9a,b,x(ß) cannot be a solution

to (1.11) with high probability.
We focus in the following on the case where 9b > 0 for notational

simplicity. The case 9b < 0 follows analogously. If 9b > 0, it follows by

Lemma 1.1 that 9a>b>x(ß) with 9bAX(ß) = ß < 0 can only be a solution

to (1.11) if Gb{0a>b'x(ß)) > -A. Hence it suffices to show that for some

c > 0 and all b G nea with 9b > 0, for n —» oo,

P(sup{Gb(9aAX{ß))} < -A) = 1 - 0(exp(-cn£)). (1.13)

Let in the following R^/?) he the n-dimensional vector of residuals,

Rx{ß):=Xa-X9a^x(ß). (1.14)

We can write Xb as

*b= E Ok^^Xk + Wb, (1.15)
kenea\{b}
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where Wb is independent of {Xk; k G nea\{6}}. By straightforward
calculation, using (1.15),

Gb(9a^x(ß)) = -2n-l(Kx(ß),Wb)~ £ 0^U6>(2n-1(RA(/?),X,)).
kenea\{b}

By Lemma 1.1, for all k G nea\{6}, \Gk(0a>b>x(ß))\ = \2n-1(R*(ß),Xk)\ <

A. This together with the equation above yields

Gb(9a^x{ß)) < -2n-1(RA(/?),W6) + A||06'nea\{f,}||i. (1.16)

Using Assumption 1.4, there exists some $ < oo, so that ||#6'ne<AW||i <

•a. For proving (1.13) it is therefore sufficient to show that there exists

for every g > 0 some c > 0 so that it holds for all b G nea with 9b > 0,
for n — oo,

P(M{2n-1(Bi(ß),Wb)}>g\) = 1 - 0(exp(-cne)). (1.17)

With a little abuse of notation, let W^ QM.n be the, at most (|nea| — 1)-
dimensional, space which is spanned by the vectors {Xk, k G nea\{6}}
and let W1- be the orthogonal complement of W^ in Rn. Split the n-

dimensional vector W& of observations of Wb into the sum of two vectors

W6 = W^+WJ, (1.18)

where WjJ is contained in the space W^ Ç Rn, while the remaining part

W^ is chosen orthogonal to this space (in the orthogonal complement
W1- of W"). The inner product in (1.17) can be written as

2n-1(RA(/3),W6) = 2n-1(RA(/?),W6±) + 2n-1(RA(/?),w||). (1.19)

By Lemma 1.3 (see below), there exists for every g > 0 some c > 0 so

that, for n —> oo,

P( mf{2n-1<RA(/3), W|)/(l + \ß\)} > -gX) = 1 - 0(exp(-cn£))

To show (1.17), it is sufficient to prove that there exists for every g > 0

some c > 0 so that, for n —> oo,

P{ mf {2n"1(RA(/3), W^) - g(l + \ß\)X} > gX) = 1 - 0(exp(-cne)),

(1.20)
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It holds for some random variable Va-, independent of XnCa, that

xa - J2 e%Xk+v-
fcne0

Note that Va and Wb are independent normally distributed random vari¬

ables with variances o2 and a2 respectively. By Assumption 1.2, 0 <

^2 < (Jb^(T'a ^ L Note furthermore that Wb and ^nea\{&} are indepen¬
dent. Using 9a = 0a'nea and (1.15),

Xa= J2 ^ + ^0fc'neaU6})Xfc + 0fW6 + K. (1.21)
/cGneffl\{6}

Using (1.21), the definition of the residuals in (1.14), and the orthogo¬

nality property of Wb ,

2n-1(RA(/?),W61H
2n-\9ab - «(W^Wj1) +2n"1(Va,W6±) > (1.22)

2n"1(06a - ß)(Wbl,WbL) - ßrr^Va, W^)|.

The second term, |27i-1(Va, W^-)|, is stochastically smaller than

This can be derived by conditioning on {Xfc", k G nea}. Due to indepen¬
dence of Va and Wb, E(VaWb) = 0. Using Bernstein's inequality (Lemma
2.2.11 in van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996), and A ~ dn"(1-£)/2 with

e > 0, there exists for every g > 0 some c > 0 so that

P(|2n-1(Vfl,W6±)|>pA) <

P(|2n-1(Va,W6)|>^A) = 0(exp(-cn£)). (1.23)

Instead of (1.20), it is sufficient by (1.22) and (1.23) to show that there

exists for every <7>0ac>0so that, for n — oo

P(M{2n-1(9t-ß)(WbL,WbL)~g(l+\ß\W > 2gX) = l-0(exp(-cne)).

(1.24)
Note that ab 2(WbL,WbL) follows a Xn-ineJ-distribution. As |nea| — o(n)

and o~2 > v2 (by Assumption 1.2), it follows that there exists some k > 0

so that for n > no with some no(k) G N, and any c > 0,

P(2n"1(W^, W^-) >k) = l- 0(exp(-cne)).
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To show (1.24), it hence suffices to prove that for every k,£ > 0 there

exists some no(k,£) G N so that, for all n > no,

M{(9ab-ß)k-t{l + \ß\)X}>Q. (1.25)

By Assumption 1.5, |7ra5| is of order at least n-^1-^/2. Using

TTab = 067(^^(^a|^r(n)\{a})^aK^l^r(n)\{6}))1/2

and Assumption 1.2, this implies that there exists some q > 0 so that 9b >

gn-(i-0/2_ As A ^ dn~^-~E^/2 and, by the assumptions in Theorem 1.1,

£ > e, it follows that for every k, £ > 0 and large enough values of n,

O^k -£X>0

It remains to show that for any k, £ > 0 there exists some no(k, £) so that

for all n > no,

mi{-ßk-£\ß\X\>Q.
ß<0

This follows as A — 0 for n —> oo, which completes the proof. G

Lemma 1.3 Assume the conditions of Theorem 1.1 hold true. LetHx(ß)
be defined as in (1.14) and WJj as in (1.18). For any g > 0 there exists

c > 0 so that it holds for all a, & G T(n), for n —> oo,

P(sup|2n-1(RA(/3),w||)|/(l + |/3|)<^A)^l~0(exP(-rne)).
/3GK

Proof. By Schwartz's inequality,

|2n-1(R^(/?),wi|)|/(l + |ff|)<2n-1/2||wiJ||2"~1/12|l|R|yi2. (1.26)

The sum of squares of the residuals is increasing with increasing value

of A. Thus, ||RA(/3)||| < ||R~(/3)||1- By definition of RA in (1.14), and

using (1.12),
\\R(ß)\\2 = \\Xa-ßXb\\l

and hence

ll^(/?)lll<(l + l/?l)2max{||Xa||2,||X6||2}.
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Therefore, for any q > 0,

p(sup
n-W\\Ri(ß)\\2

>q)^ p{n_1/2 max{||Xj2) ||x6||2} > qy
ßGR 1 + \P\

Note that both ||Xa||2 and ||X{,||2 are Xn-distributed. Thus there exists

q > 1 and c > 0 so that

P(sup
n }Ka}ß^2 > q) - 0(exp(-cne)) for n -> oo. (1.27)

/3eR 1 + |P|

It remains to be shown that for every g > 0 there exists some c > 0 so

that

P(rT-1/2 ||WJJ||2 > gX) = 0(exp(-cn£)) for n — oo. (1.28)

The expression ab2(Wb,Wb) is x?ne , ^-distributed. As ob < 1 and

|nea| = 0(nK), it follows that n_1/2||WJj ||2 is for some t > 0 stochastically
smaller than

tn-^-^iZ/n")1/2,

where Z is \nK-distributed. Thus, for every g > 0,

P(n-1/2||WJ||2 > gX) < P{{Z/nK) > (g/tfn^-^X2).

As A"1 - 0(n^-£)/2), it follows that n1_KA2 > hn£~K for some h > 0 and

sufficiently large n. By the properties of the x2-distribution and e > re,

by assumption in Theorem 1.1, claim (1.28) follows. This completes the

proof.

1.5.2 Proof of Proposition 1.1

All diagonal elements of the covariance matrices £(n) are equal to 1,
while all off-diagonal elements vanish for all pairs except for a,b G T(n),
where Hab(n) — s with 0 < s < 1. Assume w.l.o.g. that a corresponds
to the first and b to the second variable. The best vector of coefficients

9a for linear prediction of Xa is given by 9a ~ (0, —Kab/Kaa, 0,0,...) =

(0, s, 0,0,...), where K — S_1(n). A necessary condition for hea = nea

is that 9a' — (0, r, 0,0,...) is the oracle Lasso solution for some r / 0.

In the following, we show first, that

P(3A,r >s:0a'A = (0,r,0,0,...)) - 0 n ^ oo. (1.29)
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The proof is then completed by showing in addition that (0,r, 0,0,...)
cannot be the oracle Lasso solution as long as r < s.

We begin by showing (1.29). If 0 = (0,t, 0,0,...) is a Lasso solu¬

tion for some value of the penalty, it follows that, using Lemma 1.1 and

positivity of r,

(Xi-rX2,X2) > \{XX ~ rX2:Xk)\ \/k eT{n),k > 2. (1.30)

Under the made assumptions, X2,Xs,... can be understood to be inde¬

pendently and identically distributed, while X\ — sX2 + W\, with W±

independent of (X2, X3,...). Substituting X\ = sX2+W\ in (1.30) yields
for all k G T(n) with k > 2,

<W1,X2)-(T-S)<X2,X2)>|<W1,Xfc)-(r-S)<X2,X,)|.

Let C/2, Us, , £/p(n) be the random variables defined by Uk = (Wi, Xk).
Note that the random variables Uk, k — 2,... ,p(n), are exchangeable.
Let furthermore

D = (X2lX2) - \(X2,Xk)\.

The inequality above implies then

U2 > max Uk 4- (r — s)D.
k<ET(n),k>2

To show the claim, it thus suffices to show that

P(U2 > max Uk + ir- s)D) -> 0 for n -» 00. (1.31)
fcer(n),/c>2

Using r — s > 0,

P(C/2 > max Uk + (r - s)£>) < P(C/2 > max Uk) + Pp < 0).
A;er(n),A;>2 keF(n),k>2

Using the assumption that s < 1, there exists some e > 0 so that E(D) >

e, and hence, using a Bernstein-type inequality,

P(D < 0) -> 0 for n -> 00.

Furthermore, as C/2,..., f/p(n) are exchangeable,

P([72 > max Uk) = (p(n) - 1)_1 ^0 for n —> 00,
k^r(n),k>2

which shows that (1.31) holds. The claim (1.29) follows.
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It hence suffices to show that (0,r, 0,0,...) with r < s cannot be

the oracle Lasso solution. Let Tmax be the maximal value of r so that

(0,r, 0,...) is a Lasso solution for some value A > 0. By the previous

assumption, Tmax < s. For r < rmax, the vector (0, r, 0,...) cannot be

the oracle Lasso solution. We show in the following that (0, rmax, 0,...)
cannot be an oracle Lasso solution either. Suppose that (0, rmax, 0,0,...)
is the Lasso solution 9a,x for some A — A > 0. As Tmax is the maximal

value such that (0,t, 0,...) is a Lasso solution, there exists some k G

r(n) > 2, such that

|^-1(Xi -rmaxX2,X2)| = |n_1(Xi - rmaxX2,Xfc)|,

and the value of both components G2 and Gk of the gradient is equal to

A. By appropriately reordering the variables we can assume that k — 3.

Furthermore, it holds a.s. that

max |(Xi -rmaxX2,Xfc)| < A.
fcer(n),fc>3

Hence, for sufficiently small ÖX > 0, a Lasso solution for the penalty
A — ÖX is given by

(0,rmax +502,(503,O,...).

Let Hn be the empirical covariance matrix of (X2,Xs). Assume w.l.og.
that n~1{X1 - TmaxX2,Xfc) > 0 and n~1{X2,X2) = n"1^^) = 1.

Following e.g. Efron et al. (2004), p. 417, the components {592,59s) are

then given by if~1(1, l)r, from which it follows that 592 — 59s, which

we abbreviate by 59 in the following (one can accommodate a negative

sign of n_1(X1 — rmaxX2,Xfc) by reversing the sign of 59s). Denote by

L<5 the squared error loss for this solution. Then, for sufficiently small

59,

L6-L0 = E(X1 - (rmax + 59)X2 + 59Xsf - E{XX - rmaxX2)2,
= (S " (Tmax + 59)f + 592 - (« - Tmax )2,
- -2(s-Tm^)59 + 2592.

It holds that L$q — Lq < 0 for any 0 < 59 < l/2(s — rmax), which

shows that (0, r, 0,...) cannot be the oracle solution for r < s. Together
with (1.29), this completes the proof.

1.5.3 Proof of Proposition 1.2

The subdifferential of the argument in (1.6),

E(Xa- J2 0^m)2+^||0a||l,
mer(n)
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with respect to 0^, k G T(n)\{a}, is given by

-2E((Xa- J2 0^Xm)Xk) + r,ek,

mer(n)

where ek G [-1,1] if 0£ = 0, and ek - sign(0£) if 91 / 0. Using that

neG(n) = nea, it follows as in Lemma 1.1 for all k G nea,

2E((Xa~ ]T 0^(n)Xm)Xfc) = nsign(0£), (1.32)
mT(n)

and, for b ^ nea,

\2E((Xa- ]T 9am(r])Xm)Xb)\<r]. (1.33)

mer(n)

A variable Xb with b ^ nea can be written as

xb= J2 obk^xk + Wb,

k£nea

where Wb is independent of {Xk; k G cla}. Using this in (1.33) yields

\2^9bk^E((Xa~- Yl 9am(r])Xm)Xk)\<r].
kenea mGr(n)

Using (1.32) and 9a = 0a'ne«, it follows that

| J2 ^neasign(0re«)| < i.

feenea

which completes the proof. D

1.5.4 Proof of Theorem 1.1

The event hea ^ nea is equivalent to the event that there that there

exists some node b G r(n)\cla in the set of non-neighbors of node a such

that the estimated coefficient 9b' is not zero. Thus

P(nex C nea) = 1 - P(3b G r(n)\cla : 9ab'X / 0). (1.34)

Consider the Lasso estimate 9a,nea'
,
which is by (1.10) constrained

to have non-zero components only in the neighborhood of node a G T(n).
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Using |ne0| — 0(nK) with some re < 1, we can assume w.l.o.g. that

|nea| < n. This in turn implies, see e.g. Osborne et al. (2000), that

ßa,nea,A js a g a umqUe solution to (1.10) with M = nea. Let be the

event

max |Gfc(0a'nea'A)| < A.
fcer(n)\cia

Conditional on the event S, it follows from the first part of Lemma 1.1

that #a'ne"'A is not only a solution of (1.10), with M = nea, but as

well a solution of (1.3), where M = T(n)\{a}. As ^'nCo,A = 0 for all

b G r(n)\cla, it follows from the second part of Lemma 1.1, that 9b' — 0,
V6 G r(n)\cla. Hence

P(3b G r(n)\cl„ : 06a'A / 0) < 1 - P(S)

= P( max |Gfc(0a'nea'A)| > A),

where

G6(0a'ne-A) - -2n~1{Xa -X0a'ne-\X6). (1.35)

Using Bonferroni's inequality and p(n) — O^n1) for any 7 > 0, it suffices

to show that there exists a constant c > 0 so that for all b G r(n)\cla,

P(|G5(0a'nett'A)| > A) = 0(exp(-cne)). (1.36)

One can write for any 6 G r(n)\cla,

Xb= J2 emeaXm+Vb, (1.37)
m£nea

where Vb ~ Af(Q, a2) for some o2 < 1 and Vb is independent of {Xm; m G

cla}. Hence

Gfc(0a'ne-A) - -2n~l J2 0^ne°(Xa-X0a'ne-'A,Xm)
menea

-2n1(Xa-X0a'ne-A,V6).

By Lemma 1.2, there exists some c > 0 so that with probability 1 —

0(exp(—cn£)),

sign(0£'nea'A) - sign(0£'nen), VA G nea. (1.38)

In this case it holds by Lemma 1.1 that

2n"1 J2 0b^(Xa-X9a^-x,Xm)^( J2 sign(0re°)^ne")A.
m£nea ranea
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If (1.38) holds true, the gradient is given by

G6(0a'ne-A) = -( Y, sign(0^ne°)0^ne«)A
m&nea

-2n_1(Xa -X0a'ne-\V6). (1.39)

Using Assumption 1.6 and Proposition 1.2, there exists some 5 < 1 so

that

| Y sign(Cnea)teal<^
rane0

The absolute value of the coefficient Gb of the gradient in equation (1.35)
is hence bounded with probability 1 — 0(exp(—cn£)) by

|G6(0a'nea'A)| < 6\+ \2n~\Xa -X0a'ne-A,V6)|. (1.40)

Conditional on Xcia = {Xk\ k G cla}, the random variable

<Xa-X0A£'ne°'A,V6)

is normally distributed with mean zero and variance cr2||Xa—X0a'nCa'A||2.
On the one hand, a2 < 1. On the other hand, by definition of §a'ne^'xi

n-y -v-ûa,nea,\\\ ^ ll-y II

Thus

\2n~1(Xa-XÔa'ne^x,Vb)\

is stochastically smaller than or equal to |2n_1(Xa, V{,)|. Using (1.40),
it remains to be shown that for some c > 0 and 5 < 1,

P(|2n"1(Xa, V6>| > (1 - 5)X) = 0(exp(-cn£)).

As Vb and Xa are independent, E(XaVb) = 0. Using the Gaussianity
and bounded variance of both Xa and Vb, there exists some g < oo

so that E(exp(\XaVb\)) < g. Hence, using Bernstein's inequality and

using the boundedness of A, it holds for some c > 0 that for all b G

nea, P(|2n-1(Xa, V6)| > (1 - 5)X) = 0(exp(-cnA2)). The claim (1.36)
follows, which completes the proof. D
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1.5.5 Proof of Proposition 1.3

Following a similar argument as in Theorem 1.1 up to equation (1.36),
it is sufficient to show that for every a, b with 6 G r(n)\cla and |50(6)| > 1

it holds that

P(|Gb(0a'ne-A)| > A) - 1 for n ^ oo. (1.41)

Using (1.39) in the proof of Theorem 1.1, one can conclude that for some

5 > 1, with probability converging to 1 for n —> oo,

|C6(0a'ne-A)| >5X- \2n-1{Xa-X0a>nea>x,Vb)\. (1.42)

Using the identical argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 below (1.40),
it holds for the second term that for any g > 0,

P(|2n-1(Xa-X0a'nea'A,V6)| >gX)^0 for n -> oo,

which together with 5 > 1 in (1.42) shows that (1.41) holds. This com¬

pletes the proof. D

1.5.6 Proof of Theorem 1.2

First, P(nea C neA) - 1 - P(3b G nea : 9b'x = 0). Let S be again the

event

max |Gfc(0a'ne-A)| < A. (1.43)
ker(n)\cia

Conditional on E, we can conclude as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 that

0a,nea,A an(j Qa,\ are umqUe solutions to (1.10) and (1.3) respectively, and

ßa,nea,X _ ßa,\^ TllUS

P(36 G nea : 0£'A - 0) < P(3b G nea : 0«'ne-A = 0) + P{SC)

It follows from the proof of Theorem 1.1 that there exists some c > 0

so that P(SC) — 0(exp(—cn£)). Using Bonferroni's inequality, it hence

remains to show that there exists some c > 0 so that for all b G nea,

p0a,nea,X = Qj = o^j.^^ (L44)

This follows from Lemma 1.2, which completes the proof. D
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1.5.7 Proof of Proposition 1.4

The proof of Proposition 1.4 is to a large extent analogous to the proof
of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Let £ be again the event (1.43). Conditional on

the event £, we can conclude as before that Qa,nea' and 9a, arc unique
solutions to (1.10) and (1.3) respectively, and #a>ne«'A = Qa'x. Thus, for

any b G nea,

P(b i heA) - P(êb'x = 0)> P((9£'nea'A - 0\£)P(S).

Since P{£) —> 1 for n —> oo by Theorem 1.1,

P(0^'ne"'A - 0\£)P(£) — P(^'ne-A = 0) for rw oo.

It thus suffices to show that for all b G nea with |7ra&| — 0(n~(l~&/2) and

£ < £

p0a,nea,X = Q) - 1 for n ^ 00

This is fulfilled if

P(|C6(0a'ne°\{6}'A)| < A) - 1 for n - oo, (1.45)

as |G6(0a>ne"\{6>'A)| < A implies that 6a>ne«\W>x - öa'nGa'A and hence

ga,nea,\ = Q Uging ^ ^ ^ h()lds th&t

|G&^a,nea\W,A)| < |2n_1 (RA (0), W6) | + A||06'ne"\{6} || i.

It holds by assumption that ||#6'ne<AW||;L < 1. It is thus sufficient to

show that for any g > 0,

P(|2n_1(RA(0), W6)| < gX) -> 1 for n ^ oo. (1.46)

Analogous to (1.19), we can write

^(R^O), W6)| < ^n-^R^O), W^l + ^(R^O), wj)| (1.47)

Using Lemma 1.3, it follows for the last term on the right hand side that

for every g > 0,

P(|2n-1(RA(0), Wj)| < gX) -> 1 for n ^ oo.

Using (1.22) and (1.23), it hence remains to be shown that for every

9>0,

P(|2n-X'nea(W^-, W^)| < gX) - 1 for n ^ oo. (1.48)
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We have already noted above that the term ob
2
(Wb , W^ ) follows a

Xn-\ne i-distribution and is hence stochastically smaller than a x2-distributed

random variable. By Assumption 1.2, o2 < 1. Furthermore, using As¬

sumption 1.2 and |7rab| - 0{n~^~^/2), it holds that |0£'nea| - O^1"^/2).
Hence, with A ^ dn~^~s^2, it follows that for some constant k > 0,

X/\9b'nea\ > kn(£-V/2. Thus, for some constant c> 0,

P(|2n-106a'ne«(W^, W^)| < gX) > P{Z/n < era*6"«/2), (1.49)

where Z follows a xi distribution. By the properties of the x2-distribution
and the assumption £ < e, the r.h.s. in (1.49) converges to 1 for n —> oo,

from which equation (1.48) and hence the claim follows. Ü

1.5.8 Proof of Theorem 1.3

A necessary condition for Cx $£ Ca is that there exists an edge in Ex

joining two nodes in two different connectivity components. Hence

P{3a G r(n) : Cx <£ Ca) < p{n) max P(36 G T(n)\Ca : b G heA).
aer(n)

Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1.1,

P(36 G T(n)\Ca : b G heA) < P( max \Gb(9a^x)\ > A),
br(n)\Ca

where Qa'Ca'x} according to (1.10), has non-zero components only for vari¬

ables in the connectivity component Ca of node a. Hence it is sufficient

to show that

p{n)2 max P{\Gb(9a'Ca>x)\ > X) < a, (1.50)
aer(n),6er(n)\ca

The gradient is given by Gb{0a>Ca>x) = -2n_1(Xa - X0a'c-A,X6). It

holds for all k G Ca that the variables Xb and Xk are independent as

they are in different connectivity components. Hence, conditional on

XCa = {Xk; k G Ca},

G6(0a'Ca'A)~7V(O,Ä2/n),

where R2 — 4n_1||Xa — X9a,Ca,x\\2, which is smaller than or equal to

à2 — 4n_1||Xa||2 by definition of 0a'Ca,x. Hence it holds for all a G T(n)
and b G T(n)\Ca that

P(\Gb(9a>c°>x)\ > X\XCa) < 2*(v^A/(2<r0)),
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where I» = 1-$. It follows for the A proposed in (1.9) that P(\Gb(Ôa'Ca>x)\ >

A|XCJ < an(n)~2, and therefore P(\Gb{9a'Ca>x)\ > A) < ap{ny2. Thus

(1.50) follows, which completes the proof. D



Chapter 2

A Note on the Lasso for Gaussian

Graphical Model Selection

Inspired by the success of the Lasso for regression analysis (Tibshirani,
1996), it seems attractive to estimate the graph of a multivariate normal

distribution by £i-norm penalised likelihood maximisation. The objec¬
tive function is convex and the graph estimator can thus be computed

efficiently, even for very large graphs. However, we show in this note that

the resulting estimator is not consistent for some graphs.

2.1 Introduction

Let X be a p-dimensional random vector X — (X^\ ..., X^) with

a multivariate normal distribution,

X-7V(0,S). (2.1)

Denote the concentration matrix by K = S_1. The corresponding graph

Q = g(K) is given by Ç? = (T,E) with nodes T = {1,... ,p}. The edge
set is given by all pairs (a, 6) G T x T so that a ^ b and Ka>b ^ 0.

The distribution of X belongs to an exponential family, and the log-
likelihood £n(K) of i.i.d. observations X{, i = 1,... ,n under concentra¬

tion matrix K — S_1 is given by

n

UK) = - YiXTKXi ~ A(K)},
i=l

where A(K) oc — log \K\. The MLE of the concentration matrix is

£M^ = argmin {-£n(M)}.,
M

(2.2)

33
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where £n(M) is the log-likelihood of the observations Xi,i = l,...,n

under concentration matrix M. The MLE of the covariance matrix,

y\MLE _ rf>MLE\~l

is componentwise identical to the empirical covariances between the cor¬

responding pair of variables (Lauritzen, 1996).
It is often of interest to estimate the underlying graph of the distri¬

bution, that is estimate structural zeros of the inverse covariance matrix.

The MLE leads to a full graph estimator, that is all edges are in gen¬

eral present in the MLE. Edge selection is usually achieved by adding a

^o-type penalty to the likelihood,

Kpen = argmin {-£n(M) + nA||M||0}, (2.3)

where ||M||0 :— Y2a^b l{Ma,b / 0} counts the number of edges present

in the graph (Dempster, 1972; Edwards, 2000).
The convexity of the likelihood function is lost in the objective func¬

tion in (2.3) as the added penalty term is not convex. The solution

to (2.3) is thus usually found by greedy search, using forward selection

or backward elimination of edges. This greedy search (let alone finding
the exact solution) becomes infeasible for large graphs.

A remedy to the high computational complexity of (2.3) is to add a

convex penalty term instead of the ^-penalisation. For ordinary regres¬

sion, Tibshirani (1996) proposed the Lasso, by adding a ^i-norm penalisa¬
tion instead of the more common ^-penalisation. An efficient algorithm
for computing the exact solution to the resulting convex optimisation

problem has been proposed recently in Efron et al. (2004). It seems in¬

teresting to examine if a £\-penalisation could lead to a reasonable graph
estimator.

2.2 Lasso Graph Estimators

The Lasso-type estimator of K can be defined as the minimizer of the

negative log-likelihood with an added penalty term proportional to the

^i-norm of the non-diagonal elements of the concentration matrix,

Kx = argmin {-£n(M)+nX\\M\\1}, (2.4)

where ||M||i :— Xw6 l^a,&|- We show in the following that the Lasso-

estimator (2.4) is not consistent for estimating the structure of the graph,

regardless of how the penalty parameter A is chosen.
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An alternative approach to the Lasso-estimator would be to penal¬
ize the sum of the absolute values of the partial correlations instead of

the diagonal entries of the concentration matrix. However, the concern

about consistency is the same as for the present formulation of the Lasso

estimator.

Solutions characteristics. We characterize the solutions to (2.4). The

distinctive feature of the solutions is a soft-thresholding of the estimated

covariances SA = {Ä"A}_1.

Proposition 2.5 For any X and {a, b} G V x T so that K^b ^ 0 and

a t^ b, it holds that

tXib-t^bLE^Xsign(KXib).

For any X and {a, b} G T x T so that Kx
b
~ 0 and a ^ b, it holds that

l^a.b
~~

^0,6 I ^ A'

Finally, for all aeV, ÊA
a
= t^E.

Proof. The concentration matrix Kx is a solution to (2.4) if and only if

the subdifferential of the objective function in (2.4) with respect to Ka,b
contains 0 for every pair a,b G T x T. If Ka^b ^ 0, the subdifferential of

the objective function in (2.4) with respect to Kajb is identical to

n

YiXt)x^ + (d/dKa,b)A(K)} + nAsign(^A6).
i=l

Using a general property of exponential distributions, the derivative of

A(K) with respect to Kajb is given by the expectation of the sufficient

statistics —X^X^ under concentration matrix K, which is identical

to -(K-^b. Using n=i(*W) = ^,tE and E^(X^X^) =

££ b,
the first part of the Proposition follows. For the second part, where

K*b — 0, the subdifferential is given by the interval

\S^MLE vA \ s^MLE fA , \i

and the claim follows. The third part about the diagonal elements follows

analogously.
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Figure 2.1: The graph of Example 2.1.

2.3 Consistency

Let G(K) — (r, E) be again the graph associated with the concen¬

tration matrix K — E_1, so that a pair of nodes in V is included in the

edge set E if and only if the corresponding entry in K is non-zero. For

an estimate K of the concentration matrix, the corresponding estimate

Ex of the edge set E is given by the set of non-zero (and non-diagonal)
entries of K

.

We show for an example that the estimator (2.4) cannot be consistent

for graph estimation.

Example 2.1 Let V = {1, 2, 3,4} and the edge set E given by all (a, b) G

T x T so that a ^ b and (a, b) ^ (1,4). The covariance matrix is then

determined for some 0 < p < l/\/2 by

E0i0 = l for a G {1,2,3,4,5}

Ea,6 = p for {a, 6} G {{1,2}, {1,3}, {2,4}, {(3,4}}

Ea,6 = 0 for {a,&}-{2,3}

A picture of the graph is given in Figure 2.1.

The population case. We make first an argument why the Lasso es¬

timator is not consistent for the population case, regardless of how the

penalty parameter is chosen. Consider that the MLE-covariance matrix

is identical to the true covariance matrix. In some sense, this is the best
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case one could hope for. The corresponding estimate is denoted by K ,

Kx = argmin {£(-/n(M)) + A||M||i},

For A — 0, the estimator is identical to the true concentration matrix,
kmle = K^ and %mle = {KMLEyi = s_ Nevertheless, this Lasso

estimator Kx produces the wrong graph for arbitrarily small values of A, if

p > -1 + (3/2) V2 ~ o.23. As Kx - K for A —» 0, it holds for sufficiently
small values of A that sign(JFCA6) = sign(Kajb) for all (a, 6) G F x T with

Ka,b 7^ 0. Then, by Proposition 2.5, it follows that that EA3 — A and

^1,2 = ^1,3 — ^2,4 — ^3,4 — P— X.

If indeed Kx4 = 0, this would imply that the covariance between nodes

1 and 4 is given by

2(p - A)7(l + A) - 2p2 - (4p + 2p2)X + 0(A2)

The true covariance is 2p2 and thus |EA4 - Ei)4| > (4p + 2p2)A + 0(X2).
For small enough positive values of A, the r.h.s. is larger than A (using
p > 0.23). This is in contradiction to Proposition 2.5 by which |EA4 —

^1,41 < A. Hence Kx2 ^ 0. The graph is thus not estimated correctly

with the population estimate Kx for small penalties A even though adding
no penalty at all (A = 0) would produce the correct result.

The penalty has thus for the edge 1-4 an effect that is opposite to what

is intended: instead of "pushing" the estimate of the partial correlation

towards zero with increasing size of the penalty, the penalty rather pushes
the estimate of the partial correlation away from zero.

Finite samples. As the effect of the penalty is opposite to what is

intended for the edge 1-4, it is not surprising that the random fluctuations

due to a limited number of observations cannot make up for this effect.

Using the results above, it is indeed shown in the following that the Lasso

estimator is not consistent for finite sample sizes.

For notational simplicity, denote the estimated entry KÄ4 by k
.
The

unpenalized estimate, fc°, is unbiased, that is E(k°) — 0 for n > 6 (Lau-
ritzen, 1996). There is always positive probability that the estimate is

negative and, because of asymptotic normality of k°,

lim P{k° < 0) - 0.5. (2.5)
n—M30
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We show in the following that, if indeed k° < 0, then an added penalty A

pushes the estimate even further away from zero. That is, for sufficiently
small A, it holds with probability converging to 0.5 for n —> oo that

kx <k° < 0, (2.6)

and the edge 1-4 is in this case falsely included into the edge set estimate.

Using (2.5), it follows that for all penalty sequences with A — o(l) for

n -—» oo, the edge set is different from the true edge set with non-negligible

probability.

Theorem 2.4 Consider the graph in Example 2.1 with edge set E and

edge set estimate Êx. If p > — 1 + (3/2)1/2 w 0.23, it holds for any

sequence X — Xn with X — o(l) for n —> oo; that the edge set is wrongly
estimated with positive probability,

liminf P(ÊX ^ E) > 0.5.
n—!-oo

Proof. We only need to prove that (2.6) holds with positive probability.
This is true by the following Lemma 2.4, which completes the proof.

Lemma 2.4 Let X = An - o(l) for n - oo. If p > -l + (3/2)1/2 « 0.23,

liminfP(JfcA<fc° < 0) > 0.5.
n—ï-OO

Proof. The probability that k — K^ 4 < 0 is converging to 0.5 for

n —> oo. Using

fcA^^° + {^r(A^0)}A + Op(A2),

it suffices to show that there exists some positive constant c(p) > 0 so

that, with probability converging to 1 for n —> oo,

f)kx

|^-(A = 0)<-c(p).

Using K —^p K (Lauritzen, 1996), it follows that, with probability con¬

verging to 1 for n —> oo, sign(Ä^6) = sign(Kajb) for all {a, 6} / {1,4}.
Define matrix A as

0 a = b

Aa,b= { 1 {a, b} -{2,3} .

— 1 otherwise
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As limn-^oo P(k° — K®
4 < 0) — 0.5, it follows by convergence in proba¬

bility of K° to K for n —> oo that

lim P{sign{K°) = A} - 0.5 (2.7)
n—i-oo

Suppose for the following that indeed sign(iïTu) = A. By Proposition

2.5, the estimated covariance SA = {Kx}-1 is then, for sufficiently small

values of A, given by
EA = tMLE + AA.

Using that Kx — {EA}~1, the derivative of Kx with respect to A is given
under the above sign-condition by

^(A = 0) = -ff°Airo.
ÖX

It holds that K° ->p K. Note that, for p > -1 + (3/2)x'2, there exists

some c(p) > 0 so that

-(KAK)h4 < -2c(p).

Hence

lim P{-(KÜA KÜ)1A < -c(p)} = 1.
n—>oo

Thus, using (2.7),

r - Bkx ï

liminf P{ k° < 0 A -—(A = 0) < -c(p) \ = 0.5,
n—>oo I oX J

which completes the proof. O



Chapter 3

Lasso with Relaxation

For high-dimensional regression, the Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) is an at¬

tractive régularisation method. It combines variable selection with an

efficient computational procedure (Efron et al., 2004). The efficiency
of the computational procedure is due to the convexity of the objective
function. However, the rate of convergence of the Lasso is slow for some

sparse high-dimensional data, where the number of predictor variables is

growing (possibly fast) with the number of observations, as shown in this

paper.

It is shown that the contradicting demands of an efficient computa¬

tional procedure and fast convergence rates of the ^2-loss can be overcome

by a two-stage procedure, termed the relaxed Lasso. For orthogonal de¬

signs, the relaxed Lasso provides a continuum of solutions that include

both soft- and hard-thresholding of estimators. The relaxed Lasso so¬

lutions include all regular Lasso solutions and the computation of all

relaxed Lasso solutions is often identically expensive as computing all

regular Lasso solutions. It is shown that the convergence rates of the re¬

laxed Lasso estimators are unaffected by the presence of a large number

of noise predictor variables. We demonstrate with both theoretical and

numerical results that the relaxed Lasso produces both sparser (in terms

of number of included variables) and better (in terms of squared error

loss) estimators than the regular Lasso estimator for high-dimensional
data.

3.1 Introduction

The current work is motivated by linear prediction for high-dimensional

data, where the number of predictor variables p is very large, possibly

very much larger than the number of observations n (e.g. van de Geer and

40
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van Houwelingen, 2004). Régularisation is clearly of central important

for these high-dimensional problems.
There are many criteria to consider when choosing an appropriate

régularisation method. First, not all régularisation procedures are ade¬

quate for the high-dimensional case. The nonnegative Garotte (Breiman,
1995) is for example a promising régularisation method. However, it is

not suited for the case p > n as it requires computation of the OLS-

estimator, which is unavailable in this case. An important criterion in

the presence of many predictor variables is the computational complex¬

ity of the procedure. Many régularisation procedures with otherwise

attractive features involve, unfortunately, minimization of a non-convex

function (e.g. Fan and Li, 2001; Tsybakov and van de Geer, 2005). For

high-dimensional problems, it is in general very costly to find an (ap¬

proximate) solution in this case, due to the presence of local minima in

the objective function.

We study the tradeoff between computational complexity on the one

hand and (asymptotic) properties of the estimators more closely in the

following for Bridge estimators, which were proposed in Frank and Fried¬

man (1993). Let X = (X1,... ,XP) be a p-dimensional predictor vari¬

able and Y a response variable of interest. For n independent observa¬

tions (Yi^Xi), i = 1,..., n, of (Y, X), Bridge estimators are defined for

A, 7 G [0, oo) as

n

ßx« = argmin n~l V(F, - Xjßf + A||/?||7, (3.1)
9

i=i

where ||/3||7 — X1a;g{i p\ l^l7 1S tne ^y-norm of the vector of coefficients,

and 7 is typically chosen in the range [0,2].
For 7 — 0, Bridge estimation corresponds to ordinary model selection.

Ridge regression is obtained for 7 — 2, while 7 = 1 is equivalent to the

Lasso proposed in Tibshirani (1996). Computation of the estimator (3.1)
involves minimization of a non-convex function if 7 < 1, while the func¬

tion is convex for 7 > 1. Since optimisation of a non-convex function in a

high-dimensional setting is very difficult, Bridge estimation with 7 > 1 is

an attractive choice. However, for values of 7 > 1, the shrinkage of esti¬

mators towards zero increases with the magnitude of the parameter being

estimated (Knight and Fu, 2000). For the Lasso (7 = 1), the shrinkage is

constant irrespective of the magnitude of the parameter being estimated

(at least for orthogonal designs, where régularisation with the Lasso is

equivalent to soft-thresholding of the estimates). It was recognised in
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Fan and Li (2001) that this leads to undesirable properties (in terms

of prediction) of the resulting estimator. It was first suggested by Hu-

ber (1973) to examine the asymptotic properties for a growing number

p — pn of predictor variables as a function of the number of observations

n, see as well Fan and Peng (2004). It will be shown below that the

shrinkage of the Lasso leads to a low convergence rate of the £2-\oss for

high-dimensional problems where the number of parameters p — pn is

growing almost exponentially fast with n, so that pn ^> n.

For 7 < 1, the shrinkage of estimates decreases with increasing mag¬

nitude of the parameter being estimated and faster convergence rates can

thus in general be achieved (see e.g. Knight and Fu, 2000 and, for clas¬

sification, Tsybakov and van de Geer, 2005). However, the fact remains

that for 7 < 1 a non-convex optimization problem has to be solved.

There is no value of 7 for which an entirely satisfactory compromise

is achieved between low computational complexity on the one hand and

fast convergence rates on the other hand. In this paper, it is shown that

a two-stage procedure, termed relaxed Lasso, can work around this prob¬
lem. The method has low computational complexity (the computational
burden is often identical to that of an ordinary Lasso solution) and, unlike

the Lasso, convergence rates are fast, irrespective of the growth rate of

the number of predictor variables. Moreover, relaxed Lasso leads to con¬

sistent variable selection under a prediction-optimal choice of the penalty

parameters, which does not hold true for ordinary Lasso solutions in a

high-dimensional setting.

3.2 Relaxed Lasso

We define relaxed Lasso estimation and illustrate the properties of the

relaxed Lasso estimators for an orthogonal design. A two-stage algorithm
for computing the relaxed Lasso estimator is then proposed, followed by a

few remarks about extending the procedure to generalized linear models

(McCullagh and Neider, 1989).
Recall that the Lasso estimator under a squared error loss is defined

in Tibshirani (1996) as

n

ßx = argmin n"1 V(^ - XTß)2 + A||/3||i. (3.2)
ß fcï

The Lasso estimator is a special case of the Bridge estimator (3.1), ob¬

tained by setting 7 — 1. The set of predictor variables selected by the
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Lasso estimator ß is denoted by Mx,

Mx = {l<k<p\ßx^0}. (3.3)

For sufficiently large penalties A (e.g. for A > 2mai/cn"1 SlLi YiX%),
the selected model is the empty set, Mx = 0» as all components of the

estimator (3.2) are identical to zero. In the absence of a ^-penalty and

if the number of variables p is smaller than the number of observations

n, all predictor variables are in general selected, so that Mo = {1, • ,p}
in this case.

3.2.1 Relaxed Lasso

The /i-penalty for the ordinary Lasso-estimator (3.2) has two effects,

model selection and shrinkage estimation. On the one hand, a certain set

of coefficients is set to zero and hence excluded from the selected model.

On the other hand, for all variables in the selected model M\, coefficients

are shrunken towards zero compared to the least-squares solution. These

two effects are clearly related and can be best understood in the context

of orthogonal design as soft-thresholding of the coefficients. Nevertheless,
it is not immediately obvious whether it is indeed optimal to control these

two effects, model selection on the one hand and shrinkage estimation on

the other hand, by a single parameter only. As an example, it might
be desirable in some situations to estimate the coefficients of all selected

variables without shrinkage, corresponding to a hard-thresholding of the

coefficients.

As a generalisation of both soft- and hard-thresholding, we control

model selection and shrinkage estimation by two separate parameters A

and cf) with the relaxed Lasso estimator.

Definition 3.1 The relaxed Lasso estimator is defined for A G [0, oo)
and (f) G (0,1] as

n

ßx^ = argmin n-i Y^Yt - Xj{ß lMx})2 + 0A||/?||i, (3.4)
ß

i=l

where 1mx ls the indicator function on the set of variables Mx Q {1, • • ,p]
so that for all k G {1,... ,p},

{/MmJ*-| ßk

0 k£Mx,
k G Mx-
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Note that only predictor variables in the set M\ are considered for the

relaxed Lasso estimator. The parameter A controls thus the variable

selection part, as in ordinary Lasso estimation. The relaxation parameter

4> controls on the other hand the shrinkage of coefficients. If 4> = 1
?
the

Lasso and relaxed Lasso estimators are identical. For <p < 1, the shrinkage

of coefficients in the selected model is reduced compared to ordinary

Lasso estimation. The case of (ft — 0 needs special consideration, as the

definition above would produce a degenerate solution. In the following,

we define the relaxed Lasso estimator for <f> ~ 0 as the limit of the above

definition for 0 —> 0. In this case, all coefficients in the model M\ are

estimated by the OLS-solution. This estimator (for 0 — 0) was already

proposed in Efron et al. (2004) as Lars-OLS hybrid, "using Lars to find

the model but not to estimate the coefficients" (Efron et al., 2004). The

reduction of the sum of squared residuals of this hybrid method over the

ordinary Lasso estimator was found to be small for the studied dataset,

which contained 10 predictor variables only.
We will show further below that the gains with relaxed Lasso esti¬

mation (adaptive 4>) compared to ordinary Lasso estimation (<f> = 1) can

be very large. Moreover, relaxed Lasso is producing in most cases better

results than the Lars-OLS hybrid (<j> = 0), as relaxed Lasso can adapt

the amount of shrinkage to structure of the underlying data.

An algorithm is developed to compute the exact solutions of the re¬

laxed Lasso estimator. The parameters A and <p can then be chosen

e.g. by cross-validation. The algorithm is based on the Lars-algorithm

(Efron et al., 2004). As the relaxed Lasso estimator is parameterized by
two parameters, a two-dimensional manifold has to be covered to find

all solutions. The computational burden of computing all relaxed Lasso

estimators is in the worst case identical to that of the Lars-OLS hybrid
and in the best case identical to that of the Lars-algorithrn. The method

is thus very well suited for high-dimensional problems.

3.2.2 Orthogonal Design
To illustrate the properties of the relaxed Lasso estimator, it is in¬

structive to consider an orthogonal design. The shrinkage of various

régularisation methods are shown in Figure 3.1 for this case. The set of

solutions of the relaxed Lasso estimator is given by

r ß° - 0A ß°> A,

ßK4> = < 0 \ß°I < A,

{ ßQ + <pX ß° < -A,
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of shrinkage estimators as a function of

the OLS-estimator ß°. Shown are estimators for sofl-thresholding (top

left), hard-thresholding (top right), the estimator ß ^, equation (3.1), for

7 = 0,0.5,0.9, and 1 (bottom left) and the relaxed Lasso estimMors ßx,(^

for (f> — 0,1/3,2/3; and 1 (bottom right).
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where ß° is the OLS-solution. For 0 = 0, hard-thresholding is achieved,

while 0=1 results -as mentioned above- in soft-thresholding, which

corresponds to the Lasso solution. The relaxed Lasso provides hence a

continuum of solutions that includes soft- and hard-thresholding, much

like the set of solutions provided by the bridge estimators, (3.1), when

varying 7 in the range [0,1]. It can be seen in Figure 3.1 that the solutions

to the bridge estimators and the relaxed Lasso solutions are indeed very

similar.

3.2.3 Algorithm
The main advantage of the relaxed Lasso estimator over Bridge esti¬

mation is the low computational complexity. We propose in the following

a naive, easy to implement, algorithm for computing relaxed Lasso esti¬

mators as in (3.4). Based on some more insight, a modification is pro¬

posed further below so that -for many data sets- the computational effort

of computing all relaxed Lasso solutions is identical to that of solving the

ordinary Lasso solutions.

Simple Algorithm.

a) Compute all ordinary Lasso solutions e.g. with the Lars- algo¬
rithm in Efron et al. (2004) under the Lasso modification. Let

Mi,..., Mm be the resulting set of m models. Let Ai > ... >

Am = 0 be a sequence of penalty values so that M\ — Mk if and

only if A G (Xk, Afc_i], where Ao :— 00. (The models are not neces¬

sarily distinct, so it is always possible to obtain such a sequence of

penalty parameters.)

b) For each k ~ 1,..., m, compute all Lasso solutions on the set Mk

of variables, varying the penalty parameter between 0 and Xk. The

obtained set of solutions is identical to the set of relaxed Lasso

solutions ßx,(^ for A G Ak. The relaxed Lasso solutions for all

penalty parameters are given by the union of these sets.

It is obvious that this algorithm produces all relaxed Lasso solutions,

for all values of the penalty parameters 4> G [0,1] and A > 0. The

computational complexity of this algorithm is identical to that of Lars-

OLS hybrid as the Lars iterations in Step b) are about as computationally
intensive as ordinary least squares estimation (Efron et al., 2004).

However, this naive algorithm is not optimal in general. The compu¬

tation of the ordinary Lasso solutions contains information that can be
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Figure 3.2: Left: path of the estimators ßA for a data set with three

variables. For large values of X all components are equal to zero. In the

range X G (0.45,0.75], only the first components is nonzero. Middle: The

relaxed Lasso solutions, if X is in the range X G (0.45,0.75]. The direc¬

tion in which the relaxed Lasso solutions are found is the same as those

computed for the ordinary Lasso solutions. The relaxed Lasso solution for

(f) — 0 corresponds to the OLS-solution. Right: Likewise, relaxed Lasso

solutions for the range X G (0.2,0.45] are found by extrapolating the Lasso

solutions. Again, the solutions for 0 = 0 correspond to the OLS-solution

for the two variables selected by the Lasso estimator.

exploited in the second stage, when finding Lasso solutions for all subsets

Mk, k = 1,..., m of variables. Figure 3.2 serves as an illustration. The

"direction" in which relaxed Lasso solutions are found is identical to the

directions of ordinary Lasso solutions. These directions do not have to

be computed again. Indeed, by extrapolating the path of the ordinary
Lasso solutions, all relaxed Lasso solutions can often be found. There is

an important caveat. Extrapolated Lasso solutions are only valid relaxed

Lasso solutions if and only if the extrapolations do not cross zero. This is

e.g. fulfilled if the ordinary Lasso estimators are monotonously increas¬

ing for a decreasing penalty parameter A. If, however, the extrapolations

do cross zero for a set Mk, then the Lasso has to be computed again

explicitly for this set, using e.g. again the Lars- algorithm of Efron et al.

(2004).

Refined Algorithm.

a) Identical to Step a) of the simple algorithm. Compute all ordinary

Lasso solutions.

b) For each k = 1,..., m, let 6(k) = {ßXk - /^^/(Afc-i - Xk). This

is the direction in which solutions are found for ordinary Lasso
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solutions and is hence known from Step a). Let ß = ßXk JrXk6(k). If

there is at least one component / so that sign(ßi) ^ sign(ßt k), then

relaxed Lasso solutions for A G A& have to be computed as in Step

b) of the simple algorithm. Otherwise all relaxed Lasso solutions

for A G Afc and 0 G [0,1] are given by linear interpolation between

/3A*-i (which corresponds to 0 = 1) and ß (which corresponds to

0 = 0).

In the worst case, the refined algorithm is no improvement over the

simple algorithm. In the best case, all relaxed Lasso solutions are found

at no extra cost, once the ordinary Lasso solutions are computed. If Lasso

solutions are e.g. monotonously increasing (for a decreasing value of A),
then the condition about sign-equality in Step b) of the refined algorithm
is fulfilled, and the relaxed Lasso solutions are found at no extra cost.

The computational complexity of the ordinary Lasso is 0(np min{n, p}),
as there are m — 0(mm{n,p}) steps, each of complexity 0(np). In

the worst case, the computational complexity of the relaxed Lasso is

0(m2np), which is, for high-dimensional problems with p > n, identi¬

cal to 0(n3p), and hence slightly more expensive than the 0(n2p) of

the ordinary Lasso (but equally expensive as the Lars-OLS hybrid if the

least squares estimator is computed explicitly). However, the linear scal¬

ing with the number p of variables is identical. Moreover, as mentioned

above, the scaling 0(n3p) is really a worst case scenario. Often all re¬

laxed Lasso solutions can be found at little or no extra cost compared to

the ordinary Lasso solutions, using the refined algorithm above.

3.2.4 Extensions

The method can be easily generalised to more general loss functions

and generalised linear models (McCullagh and Neider, 1989). Let l(ß)
be the negative log-likelihood under parameter ß. The relaxed Lasso

estimator is then defined in analogy to (3.4) as

ßx>* = arg min l(ß) + <pX\\ß\\u (3.5)

where ß G Mx is understood to be equivalent to requiring that ßk = 0, for

all k ^ Mx- The algorithm for computing the solutions for all parameter

values A, 0 has the same two-stage characteristic as for the quadratic loss

function. The computational effort is again identical to that of ordinary

Lasso estimation. For this case, no exact solutions for ordinary Lasso

estimators are in general available, and the same is true for the relaxed
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Lasso estimators. However, only optimisation of convex functions are

required as long as the log-likelihood is a concave function. For the

Lasso, a solution has been proposed e.g. in Zhao and Yu (2004) and

could be generalized to compute all relaxed Lasso solutions.

3.3 Asymptotic Results

For the asymptotic results, we consider a random design. Let

X = (X\...,X*)

be a p — pn-dimensional random variable with a gaussian distribution

with covariance matrix S, so that X ~ A/*(0, £). The response variable

Y is a linear combination of the predictor variables,

Y = XTß + e, (3.6)

where e ~ M(0,o2). We compare the risk of the Lasso estimator and

the relaxed Lasso estimator. The minimal achievable squared error loss

is given by the variance o2 of the noise term. The random loss L(X) of

the Lasso estimator is defined by

L(X) = E{Y-XTßx)2-a2, (3.7)

where the expectation is with respect to a sample that is independent of

the sample which is used to determine the estimator. The loss L(X, 0) of

the relaxed Lasso estimator under parameters A, 0 is defined analogously

as

L(A, 0) = E(Y - XTßx^)2 - o2. (3.8)

It is shown in the following that convergence rates for the relaxed

Lasso estimator are largely unaffected by the number of predictor vari¬

ables for sparse high-dimensional data. This is in contrast to the ordinary

Lasso estimator, where the convergence rate drops dramatically for large

growth rates of the number pn of predictor variables.

3.3.1 Setting and Assumptions
We make a few assumptions about sparse high-dimensional data. The

number of predictor variables p = pn is assumed to be growing very fast

with the number of observations.
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Assumption 3.7 For some c > 0 and 0 < £ < 1,

\ogpn ~ cn^. (3.9)

In the following, a matrix is said to be diagonally dominant at value

v if the row-wise sum of the absolute values of its non-diagonal entries

are bounded by v times the corresponding absolute value of the diagonal

element.

Assumption 3.8 There exists some v < 1 so that both I] and S_1 are

diagonally dominant at value v for all n G N.

Note that a diagonal dominant matrix (for any value v > 0) is positive

definite. The existence of S_1 is hence already implied by the assumption

about S. The assumption is not of critical importance for the results,

but shortens the proofs considerably.
The coefficient vector ß is assumed to be sparse. For simplicity of ex¬

position, we assume sparseness in the Z°-norm: there are a finite number

q of nonzero components of ß and these are fix for all n G N. W.l.o.g.,
the nonzero components are first in order.

Assumption 3.9 The vector ß G MPn of coefficients is given for all n G N

by/?=(/?!,...,^,0,0,...).

The true model is hence M* = {1,..., q}. The pn — q noise variables with

zero coefficients are nevertheless possibly correlated with the response

variable. This setting is similar to some numerical examples in Fan and

Peng (2004).
As the number of non-zero coefficients is given by a finite and fixed

number q, we restrict the penalty parameter A in the following to the

range A, for which the number of selected variables is less than or equal

to dlogn with an arbitrary large d > 0,

A := {A > 0 : #A4A < dlogn}. (3.10)

This range includes all sequences An for which the Lasso or relaxed Lasso

estimates are consistent for variable selection, as the number of true non¬

zero coefficients is finite and fixed.

3.3.2 Slow rates with ordinary Lasso

It is shown that the rate of convergence of ordinary Lasso estimators

is slow if the number of noise variables is growing fast.
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Figure 3.3: Convergence rates for the Lasso and the relaxed Lasso.

The parameter £ determines the rate at which the number pn of variables

grows for n, between constant (£ = 0) and exponential (£ = 1). The loss

under the relaxed Lasso is Op(n_1), irrespective of £. The loss under the

ordinary Lasso estimator can be of oder Op(n~r) only if r < 1 — £ (de¬
picted by the grey area in the figure), no matter how the penalty parameter
X is chosen.
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Theorem 3.5 Under Assumptions 1-3 and independent predictor vari¬

ables, that is S = 1, it holds for the risk under the ordinary Lasso esti¬

mator that for any c > 0 and n —> oo

P{ inf L(X) > cn~r) - 1 Vr > 1 - £.
AeA

A proof is given in the appendix.
It is hence shown that the rate of convergence of the risk is criti¬

cally determined by the rate n^ with which the logarithm \ogpn of the

number of predictor variables is growing to infinity. It follows that it is

impossible to have both consistent variable selection and optimal rates

for independent predictor variables with the ordinary Lasso estimator.

Adding many noise predictor variables slows down the rate of conver¬

gence for the Lasso estimator, no matter how the penalty parameter A

is chosen. The reason for this slow convergence in the high-dimensional

setting is that a large value of the penalty parameter A is necessary to

keep the estimates of coefficients of noise predictor variables at low val¬

ues. The shrinkage of the non-zero components is then very large, leading

to less than optimal prediction, see for a further discussion as well Fan

and Li (2001).

3.3.3 Fast rates with relaxed Lasso

A faster rate of convergence is achieved with the relaxed Lasso esti¬

mator than with ordinary Lasso in this sparse high-dimensional setting.

Noise variables can be prevented from entering the estimator with a high

value of the penalty parameter A, while the coefficients of selected vari¬

ables can be estimated at the usual y^n-rate, using a relaxed penalty.

It is shown in other words that the rate of convergence of the relaxed

Lasso estimator is not influenced by the presence of many noise variables.

Theorem 3.6 Under Assumptions 1-3, for n —> oo, it holds for the loss

under the relaxed Lasso estimator that

inf L(A,0) = Op(n_1).
AA,0e[O,l]

A proof is given in the appendix.
The rate of convergence of the relaxed Lasso estimator (under oracle

choices of the penalty parameters) is thus shown to be uninfluenced by

a fast growing number of noise variables. The results are illustrated in

Figure 3.3.
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3.3.4 Choice of the penalty parameters by cross-validation

It was shown above that the rate of convergence of the relaxed Lasso

estimate is not influenced by the presence of many noise variables under

an oracle choice of the penalty parameters A and 0 (which are unknown).
We show that the parameters A, 0 can be chosen by cross-validation while

still retaining the fast rate.

For if-fold cross-validation, each observation belongs to one of K par¬

titions, each consisting of n observations, where n/n —» 1/K for n —* oo.

Let Ls,n(X, 0) be for S = 1,..., K the empirical loss on the observations

in partition S when constructing the estimator on the set of observa¬

tions different from S. Let LCV(X, 0) be the empirical loss under if-fold

cross-validation,

K

Lc,(A,0) = X-1^L5,n(A,0).
5=1

The penalty parameters A and 0 are chosen as minimizers of LCV(X, 0),

(Â, 0) = arg min LCV(X, 0).
(x,<j>)eAx[o,i]

In practice, a value of K between 5 and 10 is recommended, even though
the following result is valid for a broader range.

Theorem 3.7 Let L(X, 0) be the loss of the relaxed Lasso estimate and

(A, 0) chosen by K-fold cross-validation with 2 < K < oo. Under As¬

sumptions 1-3, it holds for any c > 0 that

L(X, 4>) = Op{n~1 log2 n).

The optimal rates under oracle choices of the penalty parameters

are thus almost obtained if the penalty parameters are chosen by cross-

validation. We conjecture that the cross-validated penalty parameters

lead for the relaxed Lasso estimator to consistent variable selection (which
is not the case for the Lasso, see Meinshausen and Bühlmann, 2006). This

is supported by the following numerical examples.

3.4 Numerical Examples

We illustrate the asymptotic results of section 3.3 with a few numerical

examples. The response variable follows the linear model (3.6). The
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predictor variable X follows a normal distribution with covariance matrix

S, where S^- = p^~^ for some value of 0 < p < 1. For p = 0, this

corresponds to independent predictor variables. The variance of £ in (3.6)
is chosen so that the signal-to-noise ratio is 0 < rj < 1 (e.g. the variance

of the response variable Y due to e is I/77 of the variance of Y due to

xTß).
We consider the case where there are q variables (with q < p) that

"carry signal" in the sense that ßk / 0 for all k < q and ßk = 0 for all

k with k > q. All components ßk with k < q are double-exponentially

distributed.

For various values of n between 50 and 200 and p between 50 and

800, the ordinary Lasso estimator (0 = 1), the Lars-OLS hybrid estima¬

tor (0 = 0), and the relaxed Lasso estimator (adaptive 0) are computed.

The penalty parameters are chosen by 5-fold cross-validation. The signal-
to-noise ratio is chosen from the set rj e {0.2,0.8}. The correlation be¬

tween predictor variables is chosen once as p — 0 (independent predictor

variables) and once as p = 0.3, while the number of relevant predictor
variables is chosen from the set g G {5,15,25, 50}. For each of these set¬

tings, the three mentioned estimators are computed 100 times each. Let

Lrei be the average loss of relaxed Lasso over these 100 simulations, in

the sense of (3.7), and likewise L0is and Liasso for Lars-OLS hybrid and

Lasso, see (3.8).
For small q, the setting is resembling that of the theoretical consider¬

ations above and of the numerical examples in Fan and Peng (2004). For

small q, the Theorems above suggest that the relaxed Lasso and Lars-

OLS hybrid outperform Lasso estimation in terms of predictive power.

On the other hand, for q — p, the Lasso is the ML estimator and one

expects it to do very well compared with the Lars-OLS hybrid for large

values of q. (In a Bayesian setting, if the prior for ß is chosen to be the

actual double-exponential distribution of the components of ß, the Lasso

solution is the MAP estimator if q = p.)
If we knew beforehand the value of q (the number of relevant predictor

variables), then we would for optimal prediction either choose Lasso (if

q is large), that is 0 = 1, or Lars-OLS hybrid (if q is small), that is

0 = 0. However, we do not know the value of q. The numerical examples

illustrate how well relaxed Lasso adapts to the unknown sparsity of the

underlying data.

Number of selected variables. The number of selected variables is

shown in Table 3.1 for the Lasso estimator and in Table 3.2 for the relaxed
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Table 3.1: Average number of selected variables with the Lasso for

p = 0

p 50 100 200 400 800 50 100 200 400 800

n <? =: 5
, 77 == 0.8 q =: 5

, 77 == 0.2

50 17 18 20 22 25 9 9 8 9 8

100 13 23 24 27 31 10 12 15 14 17

200 11 13 27 31 34 11 13 19 22 24

n <? = 15, V = 0.8 <? = 15,77 = 0.2

50 27 30 30 27 24 10 8 8 6 7

100 26 39 44 52 53 13 15 14 16 17

200 27 35 51 59 69 18 21 26 29 30

n Q = 50, 77 = 0.8 Q = 50,77 = 0.2

50 36 30 23 16 12 9 7 8 7 6

100 47 65 66 61 54 15 19 16 14 11

200 48 71 96 112 121 27 30 34 31 27

Lasso. As expected, the relaxed Lasso selects roughly the correct number

of variables (or less, if the noise is high or the number of observations n

is low, with the Lars-OLS hybrid selecting even fewer variables in these

cases, as can be seen from Table 3.3). In contrast, ordinary Lasso often

selects too many noise variables (with the cross-validated choice of A).
For q = 5, it selects e.g. up to 34 variables. For q = 50, up to 121. Using

the considerations in the proof of Theorem 3.5, these numbers can be

expected to grow even higher if a larger number n of observations would

be considered.

Comparison with Lasso. Lasso and relaxed Lasso estimators produce

nearly identical results (in terms of predictive power) if the number q of

relevant predictor variables is large, as can be seen from Table 3.4, which

shows the relative improvement of relaxed Lasso over ordinary Lasso,

100 (Liasse/Lrel-1). (3.11)

There is no harm when using the relaxed Lasso on such data instead of

the Lasso, but there is not much to be gained either. However, for data

where there is a very large number of noise variables (e.g. small q), the

relaxed Lasso estimator produces a much smaller MSE, as expected from

the previous theoretical results. The extent to which the relaxed Lasso
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Table 3.2: Average number of selected variables with the relaxed

Lasso for p — 0

p 50 100 200 400 800 50 100 200 400 800

n q =: 5
, r/ == 0.8 q = 5

, v
== 0.2

50 7 6 7 5 5 6 5 6 6 4

100 5 6 6 5 5 6 8 7 6 9

200 5 4 6 5 5 5 6 12 8 8

n <? = 15,77 = 0.8 <? = 15 ,r> = 0.2

50 19 18 18 15 12 8 6 6 6 6

100 17 19 16 17 16 10 12 10 9 12

200 15 15 16 15 13 12 14 18 18 15

n Q = 50,77 = 0.8 q = 50
, v = 0.2

50 34 25 19 12 9 8 6 6 6 5

100 44 57 55 45 34 13 17 13 11 9

200 46 57 64 71 66 23 26 29 24 19

Table 3.3: Average number of selected variables with the Lars-OLS

hybrid for p — 0

p 50 100 200 400 800 50 100 200 400 800

n «7 == 5
, 77 = 0.8 <? =: 5

, 77 = 0.2

50

100

200

5

4

4

5

5

4

6 5

5 4

5 4

5

5

3

4

3

3

4

3

2 4

3 3

7 4

2

5

4

n Q = 15
, 77 = 0.8 q = 15

, 77 = 0.2

50

100

200

17

14

13

16

16

13

17 13

16 16

14 14

11

15

13

3

5

7

3

6

6

3 3

4 4

8 6

3

7

4

n q = 50
, 7] = 0.8 Q = 50

, 77 = 0.2

50

100

200

31

42

46

23

49

47

16 12

48 37

52 58

7

30

57

3

5

16

3

5

10

2 2

2 5

9 5

3

1

4
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outperforms Lasso in this setting depends strongly on the signal-to-noise

ratio r). The improvements are larger for large n, where shrinkage of

the selected components is not necessary. For small 77, shrinkage of the

selected components is useful and an optimal procedure chooses thus 0
close to 1 for noisy problems. Indeed, the average chosen value of 0 for

the relaxed Lasso is large if 77 is low, as can be seen from Table 3.6.

Table 3.4: The relative improvement of relaxed Lasso over ordinary

Lasso for p = 0 (upper half) and p = 0.3 (lower half)

p 50 100 200 400 800 50 100 200 400 800

n Q = 5
, V = 0.8 q == 5

. V == 0.2

50 41 55 49 49 52 -1 0 -2 -2 1

100 95 88 89 110 146 5 6 5 11 9

200 106 88 84 169 171 24 14 11 21 22

n <? = 15,77 == 0.8 Q = 15
. V = 0.2

50 -5 -3 -2 -3 -2 -3 -3 -4 _4 -4

100 7 17 18 18 12 -3 0 -1 3 -1

200 28 32 43 58 60 -3 2 2 3 4

n 9 = 50,77-: 0.8 Q = 50
> V = 0.2

50 -3 -4 -3 -2 -3 -4 -3 -3 -4 -3

100 -3 -2 -4 -4 -3 -3 -1 -1 -1 -1

200 0 -1 3 1 -2 -4 -1 -1 -1 0

n q = 5
, 77 = 0.8 q-= 5

. V == 0.2

50 40 98 104 85 103 -2 2 0 -3 1

100 83 95 114 180 186 9 8 6 10 15

200 119 128 89 166 202 24 32 10 19 41

n Q = 15,77 =: 0.8 9 = 15
. V = 0.2

50 -3 3 5 -1 7 -3 -5 -3 -2 -2

100 14 31 36 33 49 0 -1 -3 1 0

200 50 48 72 77 114 -4 -1 5 7 3

n <? = 50,77 =: 0.8 <? = 50
> V = 0.2

50 -7 -2 -3 -2 -3 -4 -4 -2 -2 -4

100 -2 -1 0 -2 -3 -3 -1 -1 -3 -I

200 2 7 8 12 11 -2 -3 -1 -2 -1

In the worst case, relaxed Lasso is performing only marginally worse

than ordinary Lasso and is slightly more expensive to compute. For

many sparse high-dimensional problems, however, the computation of
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the relaxed Lasso solutions comes at no extra computational cost and

leads to sparser estimators and more accurate predictions.

Comparison with Lars-OLS hybrid. The theoretical conclusions

suggest that Lars-OLS hybrid should do equally well for sparse high-
dimensional data as relaxed Lasso. However, there are two caveats. First,

the argument holds only for data with sparse structure. If the data do

not have sparse structure, Lars-OLS hybrid is in general performing worse

than Lasso. Relaxed Lasso can adapt to the amount of sparseness (as
seen from Table 3.6) by varying 0 between 1 (for not so sparse data) to

0 (for sparse data). Table 3.5 shows the relative improvement of relaxed

Lasso over Lars-OLS hybrid, analogously to (3.11). For large values of q,

relaxed Lasso is indeed performing better than Lars-OLS in general.
What is more striking than the dependence on the sparseness, how¬

ever, is the dependence on the signal-to-noise ratio. Consider the case

where only 5 variables carry signal (q — 5). For a high signal-to-noise
ration (77 — 0.8), relaxed Lasso and Lars-OLS hybrid perform approxi¬

mately equally well (and both much better than ordinary Lasso). For a

low signal-to-noise ratio (77 = 0.2), however, relaxed Lasso is considerably
better than Lars-OLS. The reason for this is intuitively easy to under¬

stand. For noisy problems, it pays off to shrink the coefficients of selected

variables, while this is less important for less noisy data. Relaxed Lasso

adapts the amount of shrinkage to the noise level.

In general, it is not optimal to do no shrinkage at all for the selected

variables (0 = 0) or do full shrinkage (0 = 1). This is the reason why

relaxed Lasso is performing better than both ordinary Lasso and Lars-

OLS hybrid for noisy problems, especially when just a few variables carry

signal. Given that the computational cost of relaxed Lasso is not higher

than that for Lars-OLS hybrid (and sometimes equal to that of Lasso),
relaxed Lasso seems to be well suited for high-dimensional problems as

the sparseness and signal-to-noise ratio is in general unknown and relaxed

Lasso is adaptive to both.

3.5 Proofs

3.5.1 Proof of Theorem 3.6

It was assumed that the set of non-zero coefficients of ß is given by

M* = {1,..., <?}. Denote by £ the event

3A: Mx=M*. (3.12)
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Let c > 0 be any positive constant. Then

P(infL(A,0) > cn^1) < P(infL(A,0) > cn'^S)P{£) + P{£c).
x,4> x,(f>

Let A* be the smallest value of the penalty parameter A such that no

noise variable enters the selected variables, that is ßk — 0 for all k > q,

X* := min{A|/3£ = 0,Vfc > q}. (3.13)

The loss infa,0 L(A, 0) is smaller than L(A*,0). Note that, conditional

on E, the loss L(A*,0) is the loss of the regular OLS-estimator ß*° on

the set M* — {1,..., q] of the q predictor variables with non-vanishing

coefficients. Let L* be the loss of this OLS-estimator. It follows that

P(inf L(A,0) > en'1) < P(L* > cn~l\£)P{£) + P{£c) <

x,<f>

P(L* >cn~1) + P{£c).

It follows from the proofs in Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2006) that

there is a value of A such that the true model M* is selected with the

Lasso estimator, so that P(£c) —> 0 for n —» oo. By the known properties
of the OLS-estimator, there exists some c > 0 for every e > 0, so that

limsup^^^ P(L* > en-1) < s, which completes the proof. D

3.5.2 Some useful lemmas

Eigenvalues. Let H(M) be the covariance matrix, restricted to the

subset M Ç {l,...,p} of variables. Let Tln(M) be the corresponding

empirical covariance matrix for n independent observations.

Lemma 3.5 Under Assumptions 1-3, there exist 0 < bmin < bmax < oo;

so that the maximal and minimal eigenvalues Xmax(M) and Xmin(M) of
the empirical covariance matrices Y>n(M) are all bounded simultaneously

for any d > 0 and all M with \M\ = mn < dlogn by bmin from below

and bmax from above, with probability converging to 1 for n —> oo,

P(bmin < Xmin{M),Xmax(M) < bmax, WW : \M\ < mn) -> 1.

Proof. By Gershgorins theorem, all eigenvalues of the empirical co-

variance matrix Y,n(M) are in the set

T(M) := \J {x : \x - (Zn(M))aa\ < Y \&n(M)U\}-
a^M beM\a
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Let r := {1,... ,£>} be the set of all predictor variables. Taking the union

over all sets with \M\ < mn,

\JT(M) Ç (J {x : |z-(En)oa| < max £ |(E„)a&|}
M a{W>

aç{l,..,p},|a|<m„-l
6es

Denoting the maximal difference between the covariance matrix and its

empirical version by
A = max|(Sn-X)a6|, (3.14)

a, b

it follows that

\Jr(M)Q U {x:\x-^aa\<mnA + Y^\}.
M o{l,...,p} b^a

Using the assumption that S is diagonally dominant at value v < 1 and

Eaa = 1, for all a e {1,... ,p}, it follows that

\JT(M) Ç |J {a; : 1 - v - mnA < x < 1 + v + mnA}.
At ae{l,...,p}

As logpn ~ cn^ with £ < 1 and mn < dlogn for some d > 0, it is

sufficient to show that there exist g > 0 for every <5 > 0 so that for

n —» oo,

P(A > <y/mn) = 0(^ exp(-gn/mn)). (3.15)

Using Bernstein's inequality, there exists g > 0 so that for any 1 < a, b <

pn and for n —> oo,

n

Pdn-1 $^(X?X?) - £(XaXb)| > S/mn) = 0{exp(-gn/mn)).
i=i

With Bonferronis inequality, equation (3.15) follows, which completes the

proof.

Change in real gradient. Let Vh be the set of all diagonal h x h

matrices V, where the diagonal elements arc in {—1,1}.

Lemma 3.6 It holds under Assumptions 1-3 that, for every g > 0, with

probability converging to 1 for n —» oo, simultaneously for all M with

\M\ < mn — dlogn and V G V\m\>

|S(M)Sn(7W)-Vl^ - V1M\ < 9,
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where the inequality is understood to be fulfilled if it is fulfilled compo¬

nentwise.

Proof. First,

EiM^niMyWlM - V1M + (£(A<) " ZniM^niM^VlM-

Thus, simultaneously for all M with \M\ < m„, it holds componentwise

that

^{M^niM^VlM-VlMl <mnA max |(S„(M)-1yi.M)a|,

where A is defined as in (3.14). The last term,

max |(Sn(7W)-Vl^)a|,

is bounded by mn/Xmin, where Am^n is the minimal eigenvalue of Sn(jM)
over all subsets M with \M\ < mn. This minimal eigenvalue is bounded

from below by bmin > 0 with probability converging to 1 for n —> oo,

according to Lemma 3.5. It remains to be shown that for any Ô > 0,

P(A > ö/mn) —> 1 for n — oo. This follows analogously to (3.15), which

completes the proof. O

Restricted positive cone condition. The positive cone condition of

Efron et al. (2004) is fulfilled if, for all subsets M Ç {1,... ,pn} and all

VeV[Mb
(WniMW^lM > 0,

where the inequality holds componentwise. The restricted positive cone

condition is fulfilled if the inequality holds for all subsets M so that

\M\ < mn.

Lemma 3.7 Under Assumptions 1-3, the restricted positive cone condi¬

tion is fulfilled for mn < dlogn with any d > 0, with probability converg¬

ing to 1 for n —> oo. Moreover, for any 0 < e < 1 — v,

P( min (VY,JM)V)-llM > e) -> 1 for n - oo.

M:\M\<mn,VeV\M\

Proof. First, for any M and V V\m\i

(VZniMWy^M = (VX(M)V)-1 (VXiM^niM^VlM)-
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By Lemma 3.6, the components of l/S(X)Sn(X)~1Vl>i are, for every

ö > 0, simultaneously bounded for all M with \M\ <mn and V G V\M\
by 1 — ö from below and by 1 + ö from above, with probability converging

to 1 for n —> oo. Thus it holds for every a G M and V V|x|, with

probability converging to 1 for n —» oo,

((^(.M)^)-1!^ > ^(M)-a1(l-ö)- Y MM^Kl + ô)
beM\a

= (i_Ä)(E(A<)-i-i±i yj |s(mü!)

=: 9a(ö)

The inverse covariance matrix X!-1 is by assumption diagonally dominant

at value v < 1, which is equivalent to

Y \Kbl\<^äl
6eM\a

It is straightforward to show that in this case, for all A4 Ç {1,... ,p}, the

inverse covariance matrices Y,(M)~l are diagonally dominant at value

v < 1 as well. For 6 = 0, the continuous function ga(S) is hence, for all

components a G .M, larger than or equal to (l-u)ÇBaa(M)~l). Note that

Saa(At)-1 is the inverse of the conditional variance Var(Xa\{Xb,b G

M \ a}), which is smaller than the unconditional variance Var(Xa).
Hence, as £aa = 1, it holds that Haa(M)~1 > 1 for all a G M and thus

for all a G M,

lim#a(5) >l-v.

Choosing Ô sufficiently small, the continuous function ga(ö) is for all

components a e M larger than e, as e < 1 — v, which completes the

proof.

Lemma 3.8 Under Assumptions 1-3, for some d > 0, it holds for any

e > 1 + v that

P( max (VXJMWy^M < e) -> 1 for n -> oo.

Vl:|.M|<m„,VeV|jvt|

Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.8 follows analogously to the proof of

Lemma 3.7. Q
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Monotonicity of Lasso-solutions.

Lemma 3.9 Under the restricted positive cone condition, the absolute

value of the Lasso estimator ßk is, for all components k — l,...,p,

monotonously increasing for a decreasing value of X.

Proof. For any value of A, let ÔX > 0 be a small change of the penalty

parameter A. Let ößx be the corresponding change of the Lasso estimator,

Sßx --ßx-ox-ßx.

It has to be shown that for any A > 0,

ßx 6ßx > 0. (3.16)

For all components of ßx equal to zero, the claim is automatically fulfilled.

Let the set of non-zero components of ßx be again denoted by .Ma -

{1,... ,p}. Denote the restriction of ßx and Oßx to the set M by ßx(M)
and 6ßx(M) respectively. It follows e.g. from Efron et al. (2004) that

the infinitesimal change öß(M) of the vector ßx(M) is proportional to

(^(M^y'lM, (3.17)

where V is a diagonal \M\ x |A4|-matrix with diagonal elements Vkk,

k G M, identical to the signs of the correlations of X*, i — l,...,n

with the residuals Yi - Soe{i,-,p} ßkXi> * = 1, ,
^- As ßx is a Lasso

solution, Vfcfc is identical to the sign of ßk for all fc G M. Therefore,

componentwise, for all A > 0

sign(<5/3A(A4) • ßx(M)) = sign((FSn(A4)^)-1l^).

If the restricted positive cone condition is fulfilled, all components on

the r.h.s. are positive and so the same is true for the l.h.s., and (3.16)
follows. The restricted positive cone condition is fulfilled with probability

converging to 1 for n —> oo according to Lemma 3.7, which completes the

proof.

When do noise variables enter the estimators? By assumption,

the correct model is given by the first q predictor variables, M* =

{1,... ,g}. A noise variable is hence a variable with index larger than

q. If any noise variable is part of the Lasso estimator, then, equivalently,

there exists some k > q so that k G M\.
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Lemma 3.10 Let Xn, n G N, be a sequence with Xn = o(r^~1+^'2)
for n — oo. Then, under Assumptions 1-3 and independent predictor-

variables,

P(3k> q : k G M\n) ->• 1 n - oo.

Proof. Let /3*A be the Lasso estimator, which is constrained to be zero

outside the set M* = {1,..., q],

n

ß*x = argmin n'1 Y& - Y ^Xif + AMi- (3'18)

If ß*x is a valid Lasso solution to the unconstrained problem, as in equa¬

tion (3.2), then there does not exist, by uniqueness of the solution, any

k > q so that k e Mx- It suffices hence to show that ß*AjL cannot

be the solution to (3.2), with probability converging to 1 for n —> oo.

Using results in Osborne et al. (2000), the Lasso estimator /3*A is only

a valid Lasso solution for the whole set of pn predictor, if the gradi¬

ent n"1 Y%=i RiXi is smaller or equal to A for all k > q, where, for

z = l,...,n,

Ri = Yi — 2_^ ßk Xi>

are the residuals under the estimator /? .
Thus

n

P(3k >q:ke MxJ > P(maxn-iy"RiX? > Xn). (3.19)
k>q f—f

Conditional on (Y, X1,..., Xq), it holds for every k > q, that

n n

z=l i=l

The expected value of n"1 J27=i ^h tne averaged squared residuals, is

larger than o2(n — q)/n for all values of A and

n

Pin-1 Y R2i > v2/2) ~^1 n -» °°-

i=l

If n-^tiR2 = °2fi> then n"1 E?=i Äi^* ~ M{0,o2j{2n)). Thus,

for some c,d> 0,

n

Pin-'YR^i > Xn) > dX-1 exp(-cnX2n),
i=l
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which holds for every k > q, of which there are pn
—

q variables. The

probability that the gradient n_1 Yn=i RiXi is smaller than An for all

pn — q noise variables is hence bounded by

n

Ptmaxn"1 V^J < An) < (1 - dX~l exp{~cnX2n))Pn'q
k>q z—'

< exp(-(pn - g)^1 exp(-cnAn)).

Let An be a sequence with An = o(n(~1+^/2) for n —> oo. Then nX2n —

o(n^), and as logpn ^ #77^, for some g > 0, it follows that

~ "

n —> oo,P(maxn_1 ViîiX? < An) - 0

which, using (3.19), completes the proof.

Error of Estimators. The following lemma bounds from below the

difference between the estimator under A > A* and the true parameter

value.

Lemma 3.11 Assume S = 1 and Assumptions 1 and 2. For any 5 > 0,

with probability converging to 1 for n —» oo, it holds for all k < q that for

A>A*;

\ß^-ßk\>(l-ö)X.

Proof. First,

\ßx-ßk\>\ßx-ßf\-\ßi?-ßk\,

where ß*° is defined as in (3.18) as the Lasso estimator where all com¬

ponents of noise variables, for k > q, are restricted to be zero. This

estimator is the regular OLS estimator on the set M = {\,...,q} of

variables and it follows by standard results that for any series cn with

c-1 = opin-1/2), it holds that P(\ßf - ßk\ > cn) - 0 for n - oo. By

Lemma 3.10, A"1 = op(n~1/2). It suffices hence to show that, for any

<5 > 0, for all k < q and A > A*,

P(\ßk ~ ßk°\ > (1 - S)X) -> 1 for n - oo. (3.20)

Note that for A > A*, ßx = ß*x by definition of ß*x in (3.18). Us¬

ing (3.17), it holds for every A > 0 that

\ßtx-ßi°\ = \ [ (v^iMxwr'iM.dx'i
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where Mx = {k < q : ß*kx ^ 0} Ç M*. By Lemma 3.7 and S = 1, it

holds for every Ö > 0 with probability converging to 1 for n —> oo that

min (VEniM^y^M > (1 - S). (3.21)
M:\M\<mntV

As q = \M+\ < mn, it follows that with probability converging to 1 for

n — oo,

IÄA-Ä°I>(1-^)A,

which shows, using ßx — /3*A for A > A*, that (3.20) holds true and thus

completes the proof.

Errors due to finite validation set. Let Ln(A, 0) be the empirical

version of L(A, 0) for n observations of (V, X): which are independent of

the observations used to construct the relaxed Lasso estimator.

Lemma 3.12 Let lim infn^^n/n -+ 1/K with K > 2. Then, under

Assumptions 1-3,

sup |£(A,0) - Ln(A, 0)| = Op(n~l log2 n) for n — oo.

AeA,0[O,l]

Proof. The restricted positive cone condition is satisfied with probabil¬

ity converging to 1 for n —> oo, according to Lemma 3.7. It hence suffices

to show the claim under assumption of the restricted positive cone con¬

dition. Let, as before, M\,... ,Mm be the set of all models attained

with Lasso estimates and let Xk, k — l,...,m, (with Ai < ...
< Am)

be the largest value of the penalty parameter A so that Mk — Mx- Us¬

ing Lemma 3.9 and the definition of the relaxed Lasso estimates, equa¬

tion (3.4), any relaxed Lasso solution is in one of the sets B\,... ,Bm,

where for all k G {1,..., m},

Bk = {ß = 0/3Afc>° + (1 - (ß)ßXkA\<P G [0,1]}. (3.22)

The estimates /3Afcîl are the Lasso estimates for penalty parameter Xk,

and /3Afe!° the corresponding OLS-estimates. The loss under a choice of

A, 0 as penalty parameters is given by

L(X, 0) = E(Y - Y ßk*xk?
ke{i,...,p}

For any A, set Sßx = (ßx>1 - /3A'°). The loss L(A, 0) can then be written

as

L(A, 0) = E(U2) + 2cPE(UxVx) + 4>2E{V2), (3.23)
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where Ux = Y - £fc{1,...,p} ßXk°X\ and Vx = Efce{i,..,P} WxXk. The

loss L(X,4>) is hence, for a given A, a quadratic function in 0. Both

U\ and V\ are normal distributed random variables conditional on the

sample on which ßx^ is estimated. There exists some h > 0 so that,

for all A and 0, P(maxfc/3^ > h) —» 0 for n —» oo. As the number

of non-zero coefficients is bounded by mn < dlogn, it thus follows by

Bernstein's inequality that there exists some g > 0 for every e > 0 so

that,
lim sup P(\E(Ul) - En{U2x)\ > gfi'1 logn) < e,

n—>oo

where En{U2) is the empirical mean of Ux in the sample of n observations

in the validation set. For the second and third term in the loss (3.23) it

follows analogously that there exists g > 0 for every e > 0 so that

lim sup P{\E{UXVX) - Eh{UxVx)\ > gn^logn) < e,

n—>oo

lim sup P{\E(VX2) - Efi{VJ!)\ > gfi'1 logn) < e.

n—>oo

Hence, using (3.23), there exists some g > 0 for every s > 0 sso that

lim sup P( sup |L(A, 0) - Ln(A, 0)| > pn-1 logn) < e.

n^oo <p[0,l]

When extending the supremum over 0 G A to a supremum over A > 0, 0 G

[0,1], note that it is due to (3.22) sufficient to consider values of A in the

finite set {Ai,..., Am}. Using Bonferroni's inequality and m < dlogn, it

follows that there exists some g > 0 for every e > 0 so that

lim sup P(sup |L(A, 0) - Ln(A, 0)| > grT1 log2 n) < e,

n—>oo X,tfr

which completes the proof as n/n —» 1/K > 0 for n —> oo. O

3.5.3 Proof of Theorem 3.5

For independent predictor variables, the loss L(X) of the Lasso esti¬

mator under penalty parameter A is given by

L(X)= £ (4A-A)2 = E(ÂX-&)2 + £(Â")2> (3.24)

fc{l,...,p} k<q k>q

using that the variance of all components of X is identical to 1 and ßk = 0

for all k > q. Let A* be defined as in (3.13). Using Lemma 3.11, it follows
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that for all e > 0, with probability converging to 1 for n —> oo, for all

k < q and A > A*,

(ßxk-ßk)2>(l~e)2(X-X*)2.

Summing only over components with k < q in (3.24), it follows that the

loss is bounded from below for A > A* by

inf L{X)>q(l~e)2Xl (3.25)

Now the case A < A* is examined. The range of A is furthermore

restricted to lie in the area A, defined in (3.10). Denote in the following

the difference between the Lasso estimators ßx and ßx* by 6X = ßx-ßx*.
Denote the difference between ßx* and the true parameter ß by 0 =

ßx* - ß. Then

(ßx-ßk)2 = 6i-2eköx + (Sx)2.

It follows by Lemma 3.11 that, with probability converging to 1 for n —>

oo, for any e > 0, \9k\ > (1 - e)A*. It holds by an analogous argument

that \9k\ < (1 + e)A*. Hence, for all k < q,

(4A - ßk)2 > (1 - e)2Xl - 2(1 + e)A*<5A + (<5A)2.

By Lemma 3.8 and analogously to Lemma 3.11, it holds furthermore with

probability converging to 1, that (1 - e)(A0 - A) < \ôx\ < (1 + e)(A0 - A)
and hence, for all k < q,

(ßXk ~ ßk)2 > (1 - e)2Xl - 2(1 + 6)2A*(A* - A) + (1 - e)2(A* - A)2.

As A* is the largest value of A such that A4a = M*, a noise variable (with
index k > q) enters the model Mx if A < A*. Using again Lemma 3.7,

with probability converging to 1 for n — oo, it holds for this component

that for any e > 0,

(ÀA)2>(l-e)2(A,-A)2. (3.26)

It follows that with probability converging to 1 for n — oo,

L(X) > q(l - e)2Xl - 2q{\ + e)2A*(A* - A) + (q + (1 - e)2)(A* - A)2.

Denote the infimum over Ao < A < A* of the r.h.s. by /(e),

/(e) := inf (g(l_e)2A^2g(l+e)2A,(A,-A) + (g+(l-e)2)(A^A)2).
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Note that /(e) is a continuous function of e and

lim/(e)=g/(a + l)A2.

Hence, as e can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1, it holds that, with prob¬

ability converging to 1 for n —> oo,

inf L(A) > inf/(e) > A2/2.
Ao<A<A+ e>0

By Lemma 3.10, A2 — Ov{nl~^) and thus, using (3.25), for any r > l-£,

P(inf L(X) > cn~r) - 1 for n ^ oo,

which completes the proof.

3.5.4 Proof of Theorem 3.7

It holds for the loss under A and 0 for every g > 0 that

P(L(X, 0) > gn'1 log2 n) < P( inf L(A, 0) > -grr1 log2 n) +
AeA,</>e[o,i] 2

2P( sup |L(A,0) -Lc.(A,0)| > ^n-Mog2n).
AeA,0e[o,i]

*

It follows by Theorem 3.6 that the first term on the r.h.s. vanishes for

n —> oo. The second term is by Bonferroni's inequality bounded from

above by

K max P( sup |L(A, 0) - Ls,n(A,0)| >-yn"1 log2 n).
1<S<K AGA,<£G[0,1]

l

Using Lemma 3.12, there exists thus for every e > 0 some g > 0 so that

A A
1 O \

lim sup P(L(A, 0) > gn~ log n) < s,
n—*oo

which completes the proof. D
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Table 3.5: The relative improvement of relaxed Lasso over

Lars-OLS hybrid for p = 0 (upper half) and p — 0.3 (lower half)

p 50 100 200 400 800 50 100 200 400 800

n q = 5
, 77 = 0.8 q =: 5

, 77 = 0.2

50

100

200

0

-4

8

3 2-3

6 1 1

1 -4 5

-2

5

0

38

18

2

29

46

-4

21 28

34 19

55 5

20

23

9

n q = 15
, 77 = 0.8 Q = 15

, 77 = 0.2

50

100

200

8

6

3

5 2 2

3 0 0

-2 2 -2

3

0

0

28

32

22

21

42

20

20 9

31 26

48 23

9

29

22

n q
- 50

, 77 = 0.8 9 = 50
, 77 = 0.2

50

100

200

18

6

3

8 7 7

11 6 6

6 3 2

6

6

2

20

35

41

14

33

46

9 3

16 20

52 31

4

8

30

n q = 5
, v = 0.8 9 =: 5

, 77 = 0.2

50

100

200

-3

-6

-3

2-13

-4 -7 -1

-1 -2 2

-1

3

2

42

11

1

33

39

-4

24 30

20 21

81 4

26

22

-6

n q = 15
, 77 = 0.8 Q = 15

, 77 = 0.2

50

100

200

0

0

-2

0 -1 1

2 -2 1

2 1 -1

1

1

-1

37

29

14

29

39

13

23 18

39 33

34 9

9

32

16

n q = 50
, 77 = 0.8 Q = 50

, 77 = 0.2

50

100

200

18

5

4

1 5 4

9 8 4

1 2 1

5

3

0

29

46

39

17

43

36

10 5

28 17

46 41

3

13

31
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a,

Table 3.6: The average value of 0 for the relaxed Lasso, for p = 0

p 50 100 200 400 800 50 100 200 400 800

n q = 5, 77 = 0.8 q = 5
, 77 = 0.2

50 .14 .09 .08 .04 .03 .66 .50 .49 .51 .46

100 .09 .11 .08 .03 .04 .52 .68 .53 .45 .51

200 .08 .08 .07 .06 .06 .29 .39 .71 .47 .41

n q = 15
, 77 = 0.8 q = 15

, 77 = 0.2

50 .24 .15 .13 .19 .20 .67 .50 .45 .47 .45

100 .21 .17 .05 .05 .04 .66 .72 .61 .61 .64

200 .17 .12 .10 .06 .02 .54 .63 .75 .70 .61

n q = 50
, 77 = 0.8 q = 50

, 77 - 0.2

50 .55 .38 .39 .45 .43 .65 .47 .45 .41 .33

100 .44 .54 .45 .41 .40 .72 .77 .71 .64 .58

200 .40 .44 .30 .29 .19 .77 .84 .89 .79 .75
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Chapter 4

Estimating the Proportion of False Null

Hypotheses Among A Large Number of

Independently Tested Hypotheses

We consider the problem of estimating the number of false null hypothe¬

ses among a very large number of independently tested hypotheses, fo¬

cusing on the situation in which the proportion of false null hypotheses

is very small. We propose a family of methods for establishing lower

100(1 — a)% confidence bounds for this proportion, based on the empir¬

ical distribution of the p-values of the tests. Methods in this family arc

then compared in terms of ability to consistently estimate the proportion

by letting a —> 0 as the number of hypothesis tests increases and the pro¬

portion decreases. This work is motivated by a signal detection problem

occurring in astronomy.

4.1 Introduction

An example, which motivated our work, is afforded by the Taiwanese-

American Occultation Survey (TAOS), which we now briefly describe.

TAOS will attempt to detect small objects in the Kuiper Belt, a region of

the solar system beyond the orbit of Neptune. The Kuiper Belt contains

an unknown number of objects (KBOs), most of which are believed to

be so small that they do not reflect enough light back to earth to be

directly observed. The purpose of the TAOS project is to estimate the

number of these KBOs down to the typical size of cometary nuclei (a few

km) by observing occultations. The idea of the occultation technique

is simple to describe. One monitors the light from a collection of stars

that have angular sizes smaller than the expected angular sizes of comets.

An occultation is manifested by detecting the partial or total reduction

in the flux from one of the stars for a brief interval when an object in

73
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the Kuiper Belt passes between it and the observer. Four dedicated

robotic telescopes will automatically monitor 2-3,000 stars every clear

night for several years and their combined results will be used to test for

an occultation of each star approximately every 0.20 seconds, yielding on

the order of 1011 tests per year. The number of occultations expected per

year ranges from tens to a few thousands, depending on what model of the

Kuiper Belt is used. Having conducted a large number of tests, it is then

of interest to estimate the number of occultations, or the occultation rate,

since this will provide information on the distribution of KBOs. Note

that in this context we are not so much interested in which particular
null hypotheses are false as in how many are. The TAOS project is further

described in Liang et al. (2002) and Chen et al. (2003).
We will base our analysis on the distribution of the p-values of the

hypothesis tests. Let {Go, 9 e 9} be some family of distributions, where

9 is possibly infinite-dimensional and G0(t) = t with 0 e 9 is the uni¬

form distribution on [0,1]. All p-values are assumed to be independently

distributed according to

Pi~G9i, i = l,...,n.

If a null hypothesis is true, the distribution of its p-value is uniform on

[0,1] and Pi ~ Go- We suppose that neither the family {Go{t),9 G 0}
nor the parameter vector (0i,..., 9n) is known, except from the fact that

Go corresponds to the uniform distribution.

The proportion of the null hypotheses that are false (the fraction of

occultations in the TAOS example) is denoted by A,

n

A = n-1^l{0z^O}. (4.1)
i=l

Our goal is to construct a lower bound A with the property

P(Â < A) > 1 - a (4.2)

for a specified confidence level I — a. Such a lower bound would allow

one to assert, with a specified level of confidence, that the proportion of

false null hypotheses is at least A. The global null hypothesis that there

are no false null hypotheses can be tested at level a by rejecting when

A>0.

Our construction is closely related to that in Meinshausen and Bühlmann

(2005), which treats the case of possibly dependent tests, but with an ob¬

servational structure that allows the use of permutation arguments that
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are not available in our case. Another estimate is examined in Nettle-

ton and Hwang (2003), but it does not have a property like (4.2). Our

methodology is related to that of controlling the false discovery rate (Ben-

jamini and Hochberg, 1995; Storey, 2002), but the goals are different—we

are not so much interested in which particular hypotheses are false as in

how many are. However we note that an estimate of the number of false

null hypotheses can be usefully employed in adaptive control of FDR

(Benjamini and Hochberg, 2000). In a modification of the original FDR

method, Storey (2002) also estimated the proportion of false hypotheses.

The empirical distribution of p-values was used in Schweder and Spj0tvoll

(1982) to estimate the number of true null hypotheses; the methods used

there are different than ours and do not provide explicit lower confidence

bounds. The methods in this paper extend a proposal of Genovese and

Wasserman (2004). We also relate our results to those of Donoho and

Jin (2004).

4.2 Theory and Methodology

The estimate hinges on the definition of bounding functions and bound¬

ing sequences.

Let U be uniform on [0,1]. Let Un(t) be the empirical cumulative

distribution function of n independent realisations of a random variable

with distribution U. For any real-valued function 5(t) on [0,1], which is

strictly positive on (0,1), define V^ as the supremum of the weighted

empirical distribution

T/
Un(t)~t

Vn,s
:= sup —. (4.3)

*(0,1) dKt)

Definition 4.2 A bounding function 5(t) is any real-valued function on

[0,1] which is strictly positive on (0,1). A series ßn,a is called a bounding

sequence for a bounding function S(t) if, for a constant level a,

(a) nßn^a is monotonically increasing with n,

(b) P(VniS > ßn,a) < a for all n.

The definition of a bounding sequence depends neither on the unknown

proportion of false null hypotheses nor on the unknown distribution G(t)
of p-values under the alternative.
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One is interested in the case where a proportion A of all hypotheses

are false null hypotheses. Denote the empirical distribution of p-values

by Fn(t),
n

F^^n-'YHP'^t}- (4-4)

Estimating the proportion of false null hypotheses can be achieved by

bounding the maximal contribution of true null hypotheses to the empir¬

ical distribution function of p-values. We give a brief motivation. Sup¬

pose for a moment that there are only true null hypotheses. The expected

fraction of p-values less than or equal to some t 6 (0,1) equals in this

scenario U(t) = t. The realized fraction Un(t) is on the other hand fre¬

quently larger than t. However, using Definition 4.2, the probability that

Un(t) is larger than t + ßn,aS(t) is bounded by a, simultaneously for

all values of t G (0,1). The proportion of p-values in the given sample

which are in excess of the bound t + ßnyaö(t) can thus be attributed to

the existence of a corresponding proportion of false null hypotheses and

Fn(t) — t — ßn>aö{t) is hence a low-biased estimate of A. As the bound

for the contribution of true null hypotheses holds simultaneously for all

values of t e (0,1), a lower bound for A is obtained by taking the supre¬

mum of Fn(t) - t - ßn,aö{t) over the interval (0,1). A refined analysis

shows that an additional factor 1/(1 — t) can be gained when estimating

the proportion of false null hypotheses.

Definition 4.3 Let ßn^a be a bounding sequence for 5(t) at level a. An

estimate for the proportion A of false null hypotheses is given by

Â= sup
*»(«>-«-&.-'(«>, (4.5)

te(o,i)
1~t

This estimate is indeed a lower bound for A, as shown in the following

Theorem.

Theorem 4.8 Let ßn^a be a bounding sequence for 5(i) at level a and X

defined by (4-5). Then,

P{X < X) > 1 - a. (4.6)

4.2.1 Proof of Theorem 4.8

The distribution of p-values Fn is bounded by Fn(t) < A + (1 -

X)Uno(t), where n0 = (1 - X)n and Uno(t) is the empirical distribution of
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n0 independent Uniform(0,l)-distributed random variables. Thus

p(â> a) < p( sup
a+(i-a)^ (o-t-ft,,af(t)

> A)(47)
t(0,l)

1_i

= P( sup (1 - X)(Uno(t) -t)- ßn,a6{t) > 0) (4.8)
*(0,1)

72

- P( sup C/no(t) - t - —ßn,aö(t) > 0). (4.9)
t(0,l) n0

As 72/3n;Q, is monotonically increasing, nßnfCX/no > ßnQ,a and the proof

follows by property (b) in Definition 4.2.

Asymptotic control. Instead of finite-sample control, it is sometimes

more convenient to resort to asymptotic control. A sequence ßrha is said

to be an asymptotic bounding sequence if ßnjCX fulfills condition (a) from

Definition 4.2 and, additionally a modified condition (b'),

lim sup P(Vn,s > ßn,a) < a, (4.10)
n—»oo

where Vn^ is defined as in (4.3). If we suppose that the absolute number

of false null hypotheses nX is growing with n, that is nX — oo for 72 —> oo,

it holds for an asymptotic bounding sequence that

lim sup P(A < A) > 1 — a.

Asymptotic control is typically useful in the following situation. For a

given bounding function 5(t) and two sequences an,bn, consider weak

convergence of

anVn,6 - K -^d L, (4.11)

to a distribution L. Any sequence /3n>a which satisfies the monotonicity

condition (a) of Definition 4.2 and, additionally, ßrha > a~1(L~1(l — a) +

bn), is thus an asymptotic bounding sequence at level a.

As an important example, consider the bounding function 6(t) =

\/t(l — t). The following Lemma is due to Jäschke and can be found in

Shorack and Wellner (1986), p. 599, Theorem 1 (18).

Lemma 4.13 Let an = y/2n log log n and bn ~ 2 log log 72+ \ log log log n-

4log47r. Then

an sup ^W-*-^-^, (4.12)
t(o,i) VH1 -l)

where E is the Gumbel distribution E(x) — exp(— exp(—re)).
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Remark 4.1 The convergence in (4-12) is in general slow. Nevertheless,

the result is of interest here. First, the number of tested hypotheses is

potentially very large (e.g. 1012 in the TAOS setting described in the

introduction). Moreover, the slow convergence is mainly caused by values

oft which are of order \jn. The expected value of the smallest p-value of

true null hypotheses is at least \/n and it might be useful to truncate in

practice the range over which the supremum is taken in (4-5) to (1/n, 1 —

1/n). Doing so, the following asymptotic results are still valid, while the

approximation by the Gumbel distribution is empirically a good fit even

for moderate values of n (Donoho and Jin, 2004)-

Similar weak convergence results for other bounding function can be

found in Csörgö and Horvath (1993) or Shorack and Wellner (1986).

4.2.2 Bounding functions

The estimate is determined by the choice of the function 5(t), the

so-called bounding function, and a suitable bounding sequence.

There are many conceivable bounding functions. Bounding functions

of particular interest include

- linear bounding function: ö(t) = t.

- constant bounding function: 5(t) — 1.

- standard deviation-proportional bounding function: 6(t) = \/t(l — t).

The linear bounding function is closely related to the False Discovery

Rate (FDR), as introduced by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). In the

FDR setting, the empirical distribution of p-values is compared to the

linear function t/a. The last down-crossing of the empirical distribution

over the line t/a determines the number of rejections that can be made

when controlling FDR at level a. It is interesting to compare this to the

current setting. In particular, it follows by a result in Daniels (1945) that

P( sup Un(t)/t > A) = 1/A.
t(0,l)

The optimal bounding sequence at level a is thus given for the linear

bounding function by ßn,a = 1/a — 1- Let A be the estimate under the

linear bounding function. The estimate vanishes hence, that is A — 0,

if and only if no rejections can be made under FDR-control at the same

level. Note that the bounding sequence is independent of the number

of observations. This leads to weak power to detect the full proportion
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A of false null hypotheses when the proportion A is rather high but the

distribution of p-values under the alternative deviates only weakly from

the uniform distribution, as shown in an asymptotic analysis below.

An estimate under a constant bounding function was already pro¬

posed in Genovese and Wasserman (2004). Using the Dvoretzky-Kiefer-

Wolfowitz (DKW) inequality, a bounding sequence is given by ß2hCX =

~ log ^. In contrast to the linear bounding function, this bounding func¬

tion sequence vanishes for 72 —> 00. However, the estimate is unable to

detect any proportion of false null hypotheses which is of smaller order

than \/n. The intuitive reason is that the bounding function S(t) is not

vanishing for small values of t. Any evidence from false null hypotheses,

however strong it may be, is hence lost if there are just a few false null

hypotheses.
As already argued above, a bounding sequence for the standard deviation-

proportional bounding function is given by

ßn,a=an1{E-1(l-a)+bn), (4.13)

where E is the Gumbel distribution and an, bn are defined as in Lemma 4.13.

Note that the bounding sequence is vanishing at almost the same rate as

for the constant bounding function. In contrast to the constant bounding

function, however, the standard deviation-proportional bounding func¬

tion vanishes for small t. It will be seen that the standard deviation-

proportional bounding function possesses optimal properties among a

large class of possible bounding functions.

Asymptotic properties of bounding sequences. Faced with an

enormous number of potential bounding functions, it is of interest to look

at general properties of bounding functions, especially the asymptotic
behaviour of the resulting estimates. The asymptotic properties turn out

to be mainly determined by the behaviour of S(t) close to the origin.

Definition 4.4 Let, for every v e [0,1], Qu be a family of real-valued

functions on [0,1]. In particular, ö(t) G Qv iff

(a) ö(t) is non-negative and finite on [0,1] and strictly positive on (0,1),

(b) o(l-t)>S(t)îorte(0,±),

(c) the function ö(t) is regularly varying with power v, that is

limM = V.
t^o 6(t)
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Most bounding functions of interest are members of Qv for some value

of v G [0,1]. The constant bounding function is member of Qq, while the

linear bounding function is member of Qi and the standard deviation-

proportional bounding function is a member of Qi/2-
It holds in general for any bounding function that bounding sequences

can not be of smaller order than the inverse square root of n. In partic¬

ular, note that by Definition 4.2 of a bounding sequence it has to hold

for any t G (0,1) that P(Un(t) - t - ßn,aS(t) > 0) < a for all n G N.

As nUn(t) ~ B(n, t) is binomially distributed with mean nt and variance

proportional to 72, it follows indeed that

lim inf n^ßn0L > 0

Consider now bounding functions S(t), which are member of Qu with

some v G (|,1]. It follows directly from Theorem 1.1 (iii), p. 255, in

Csörgö and Horvath (1993) that a more restrictive assumption has to

hold in this case, namely

lim inf nl~v'ßn,a > 0 (4.14)
n—»oo

For v — 1 this amounts to lim inf^^oo ßn,a > 0. The linear bounding

function is a member of Q\, explaining the lack of convergence to zero of

the corresponding optimal bounding sequence 1/a — 1.

For bounding functions ô(t) G Qv with v G [0, \], there exists some

constant c > 0, so that cö(t)2 > t(l — t). Hence, using Lemma 4.13, there

exist bounding sequences so that

72 v
A

lim sup (-— )2ßn,a < oo. (4.15)
n^oo

V fog log 72

The different asymptotic behaviour of the bounding sequences influences

the asymptotic power to detect false null hypotheses, as will be seen in

the following.

4.3 Power

We examine the influence of the bounding function ö(t) on the power

to detect false null hypothesis. For simplicity of exposition, it is assumed

that the p-values of all false null hypotheses follow a common distribution

G, while p-values of true null hypotheses have a uniform distribution on

[0,1]. For some 7 G (0,1), let

A ^ 72
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A value of 7 — 0 corresponds to a fixed proportion of false null hypothe¬

ses, while 7 = 1 corresponds to a fixed absolute number of false null

hypotheses. Here all cases between those two extremes are considered.

Bounding sequences with vanishing level. For the asymptotic anal¬

ysis, it is convenient to let a — an decrease monotonically for n —> 00,

so that an — 0 for 72 —> 00. Note that an —> 0 is equivalent to

P(yn,8 > ßn,a,n) — 0 for 72 —> oo. For notational simplicity, this as¬

sumption is strengthened slightly to

Vn,s/ßn,an -^pO 72 -> 00. (4.16)

In almost all cases of interest, (4.16) and an —> 0 are equivalent. To

maintain reasonable power, one would like to avoid that the level an is

vanishing too fast as 72 —> 00. For bounding functions Ô(t) G Qv with

v G [0, ry] it is required that

72 A

hmsup (—-yßn,an<oo. (4.17)
n—KX> log n

It follows from (4.15) that it is always possible to find a sequence an — 0

so that both (4.16) and (4.17) are satisfied. If both (4.16) and (4.17) are

fulfilled, the sequence an is said to vanish slowly. For bounding functions

5{t) G Qu with v G (1/2,1], it will be seen below that the power is poor

no matter how slow the sequence an vanishes for n —> 0.

4.3.1 Case I: many false null hypotheses, 7 G [0, \)
The fluctuations in the empirical distribution function are negligible

compared to the signal from false null hypotheses if 7 G [0, |). Hence

one should be able to detect (asymptotically) the full proportion of false

null hypotheses in this first setting.
This is indeed achieved, as long as we look for bounding functions in

Qu with v G [0, |], as shown below. If on the other hand, v G (^, 1], one

is in general unable to detect the full proportion of false null hypotheses.
The proportion of detected false null hypotheses is even converging in

probability to zero for large values of 7 if v is in the range (^, 1]. This

includes in particular the linear FDR-style bounding function t G Q±,

which is only able to detect a non-vanishing proportion of false null hy¬

potheses (asymptotically) as long as the proportion A is bounded from

below, which is only fulfilled for 7 — 0.
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Theorem 4.9 Let G be continuous and inft(0,i) G'(t) — 0. Let X be

the estimate under bounding function ßn^a5{t), where 5{t) G Qu with

v G [0,1] and ßn^a is a bounding sequence. If v G [0, |] and an vanishes

slowly, then, for all 7 G [0, 4);

A
1>„
1 72 —> OO.

A
p

However, for v G (|, 1] and 7 G (1 — v, \),

X
—

—>p 0 n — 00.

A

Remark 4.2 T/ie case inft(0,i) G'(£) = 0 corresponds to the "pure" case

in Genovese and Wasserman (2004). If mi"te(o,i) G'(t) > 0, the results

above (and below) hold true if X is replaced by

X = (l- inf G'(t))X.
te(o,i)

Without making parametric assumptions about the distribution G under

the alternative, identifying X is indeed the best one can hope for.

The message from the Theorem 4.9 is that one should look for bound¬

ing functions in Qu with v G [0, ^]. This guarantees proper behavior of

the estimate if the proportion A of false null hypotheses is vanishing

slower than the square root of the number of observations.

4.3.2 Case II: few false null hypotheses, 7 G [|, 1)
As seen above, bounding functions in Qv with v < \ detect asymp¬

totically the full proportion A of false null hypotheses if A is vanishing

not as fast as the square root of the number of observations.

For 7 > 1/2, no method can detect asymptotically the full proportion

of false null hypotheses if the distribution under the alternative is fixed.

For a fixed non-degenerate alternative, the majority of p-values from false

null hypotheses fall with high probability into a fixed interval which is

bounded away from zero. The fluctuations of the empirical distribution

function in such an interval are asymptotically infinitely larger than any

signal from false null hypotheses if 7 > 1/2, which makes detection of

the full proportion of false null hypotheses impossible.
It is hence interesting to consider cases where the signal from false

null hypotheses is increasing in strength. Let therefore G — G^n>, the
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Figure 4.1: For v = 0 (^e#j; 1/ = 1/2 (second from left), v = 1 (second

from right), an illustration of the asymptotic properties of the estimate À.

27ie shaded area marks those areas in the (r, 7) -plane where A/A —>p 1,

whereas for the white areas A/A —»p 0. T/ie choice v = 1/2 zs seen to 6e

optimal. The corresponding plot for control of the family-wise error rate

is shown on the right for comparison.

distribution of p-values under the alternative, be a function of the number

72 of tests to conduct. The superscript is dropped in the following for

notational simplicity.

Shift-location testing. It is perhaps helpful to think about G as be¬

ing induced by some shift-location testing problem. For each test it is

assumed that there is a test statistic Zi, which follows some distribu¬

tion T0 under the null hypothesis i?o,z and some shifted distribution Tßn
under the alternative H\^,

Ho,i : Zi ~ T0,

H1A : Zi-T^. (4.18)

In the Gaussian case, this amounts e.g. to To — A/*(0,1) and TM —

A/*(/un,l). To have an interesting problem, one needs for 7 G (|,1) in

general that the shift fin between the null and alternative hypothesis is

increasing for increasing number of tests, that is \xn —» 00 for 72 —> 00.

On the other hand, one would like to keep the problem subtle. For the

Gaussian case it was shown in Donoho and Jin (2004) that an interesting

scaling is given by \xn — \/2r log n with r G (0,1). In this regime, the

smallest p-value stems with high probability from a true null hypothesis.

The false null hypotheses have hence little influence on the extremes of

the distribution.

Instead of assuming Gaussianity of the test statistics, Donoho and Jin

(2004) considered a variety of different distributions. Under a generalized
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Gaussian (Subbotin) distribution, the density is for some positive value

of k proportional to

r;(x)cxexp(-|a; Ml
).

The case k = 2 corresponds clearly to a Gaussian distribution, and n — 1

corresponds to the double exponential case. The shift parameter is chosen

then as

fin = («rlogn)« (4.19)

for some r G (0,1). Note that the expectation of the smallest p-value from

true null hypotheses vanishes like n-1, whereas under the scaling (4.19),
the median p-value of false null hypotheses vanishes like n~r for 72 — oo

with some r G (0,1). In fact, consider for any member of the generalized
Gaussian Subbotin distribution the q-quantile G~1(q) of the distribution

of p-values under the alternative. For some constant cq, the q-quantile is

proportional to

xK
G 1(q) oc / exp ( )dx.

Applying l'Hopitals rule twice, it follows for any c and k > 0 that

logr+cexp(-^
= l

a"
a—»oo

K

Thus it holds under the scaling (4.19) for any every q G (0,1) and positive

k that the scaling of the q-quantile is given by

logG"1^) rlogn. (4.20)

With probability converging to 1 for n -^ oo, a p-value under a false

null hypothesis is hence larger than the smallest p-value from all true

null hypotheses as long as r G (0,1). For r > 1, the problem gets trivial

as the probability that an arbitrarily high proportion of p-values under

false null hypotheses is smaller than the smallest p-value from all true

null hypotheses converges to 1 for n —» oo.

The point of introducing the shift-location model under generalized

Gaussian Subbotin distributions was just to identify (4.20) with r G

(0,1) as the interesting scaling behaviour of quantiles of G, the p-value

distribution for alternative hypotheses. The setting (4.20) is potentially

of interest beyond any shift-location model. We adopt the scaling (4.20)
for the following without making any explicit distributional assumptions

about underlying test statistics.
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Theorem 4.10 Let X ~ n 7 wit/i 7 G [|,1) and /et t/ie distribution G

of p-values under the alternative fulfill (4-20) for some r G (0,1). Let X

be the estimate of X under a bounding function ßn^a8(t), where 5{t) G Qu

with v G [0, ^] and ßn,a,n is a bounding sequence for ö(t). Let an vanish

slowly. I/r > £(7- \),
X

X

If on the other hand, r < -(y — \), then

P
I- (4.21)

A

Ä >p 0. (4.22)

Remark 4.3 The analysis was only carried out for functions with v G

[0, ^] due to the deficits of the functions with v G (^, 1] discussed in the

previous section. Nevertheless, it would be possible to carry out the same

analysis here. For v — \, one obtains e.g. a critical boundary r > 7.

The message from the last theorem is that among all bounding func¬

tion in Qu with v G [0, ^], it is best to choose a member of Qi/2- Bounding

functions in Q1/2 increase the chance to detect the full proportion A of

false null hypotheses, as illustrated for a few special cases in Figure 4.1.

The area in the (r, 7)- plane, where A/A converges in probability to 1 for a

bounding function in Q1/2 includes in particular all areas of convergence

for bounding function in Qu with v G [0, ^].

4.3.3 Connection to the Family-wise error rate

A different estimate of A is obtained by controlling the family-wise

error rate (FWER). In particular, let the estimate be the total number of

p-values less than the FWER-threshold a/n, divided by the total number

of hypotheses,
a

A = Fn(-).
72

A,

This is an estimate of A with the desired property P(A > X) < a. Con¬

trolling the family-wise error rate has often been criticised for lack of

power. Indeed, in the asymptotic analysis above, it is straightforward to

show that the area in the (r, 7)-plane, where A/A —>p 1 is restricted to the

half-plane r > 1 (neglecting again what happens directly on the border

r = 1). In comparison to other estimates proposed here, the family-wise

error rate is hence particularly bad for estimating A if there are many false

null hypotheses, each with a very weak signal. In addition, the construct
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the estimate of X and detection re¬

gions under Higher Criticism if test statistics follows the location-shift

model (4-18) and are distributed according to the generalized Gaussian

Subbotin distribution with shift parameter (4-19). The shaded area in the

left panel shows again the area of convergence in probability of A/A to 1

for a bounding function in the class <3i/2- The shaded area in the right

panel corresponds to the the region where Higher Criticism can reject

asymptotically the null hypothesis Hq : X = 0 for k < 1, including the

double-exponential case. The line below marks the detection boundary for
the Gaussian case (k — 2).

requires that p-values can be determined accurately down to precision

a/n, which might be prohibitively small. In contrast, the performance
of estimates of the form (4.5) do not deteriorate significantly if p-values

are truncated at larger values.

The drawbacks of the family-wise error rate are a consequence of the

stricter inference one is trying to make when controlling the family-wise

error rate. In particular, one is trying to infer exactly which hypotheses

are false nulls as opposed to only how many false nulls there are in total.

The loss in power is hence the price one is paying for this more ambitious

goal.

4.3.4 Connection to Higher Criticism

A connection of the proposed estimate to the Higher Criticism method

in Donoho and Jin (2004) for detection of sparse heterogeneous mixtures

emerges. In their setup, p-values Pi, i — l,...,n are distributed i.i.d.

according to a mixture distribution

Pi ~ (1 - X)H + AG,
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where H is the uniform distribution and G the distribution of p-valucs

under the alternative hypothesis. In Donoho and Jin (2004) the focus is

on testing the global null hypothesis that there are no false null hypothe¬

ses at all,

H0 : X = 0.

In this current paper we are in contrast interested in quantifying the

proportion A of false null hypotheses. The proportion A of false null hy¬

potheses, as defined for the current paper in (4.1), can be viewed as a£e-
alization of a random variable with a Binomial distribution nA ^ B(n, A).
For the asymptotic considerations of this paper, however, the distinction

between A and A is of little importance as the ratio A/A converges almost

surely to 1 for 72 —» oo.

The two goals of Higher Criticism and the current paper are con¬

nected. If there is evidence for a nonnegative proportion of false null hy¬

potheses with the proposed method, then the global null Hq can clearly

be rejected. In other words, if one obtains a positive estimate A > 0 with

P(A > X) < a, then the global null hypothesis H0 : X = 0 can be rejected

at level a. Note that the level is correct even for finite samples and not

just asymptotically.
The connection between the two methods works as well in the reverse

direction if an optimal bounding function is chosen. It emerged in partic¬

ular from the analysis above that bounding functions which are member

of Qi/2 have optimal asymptotic properties. For the particular choice of

a standard deviation-proportional bounding function in Q1/2, let A be an

estimate of A and let ßUja be a bounding sequence which satisfies

ßn,a = rr*(21oglogn)*(l + o(l)).

Donoho and Jin (2004) are not specific about choice of a critical value

for Higher Criticism. However, choosing \fnßn,a as a critical value meets

their requirements. The Higher criticism procedure rejects in this case if

and only if the estimate A of the proportion of false null hypotheses is

positive,

{Reject Ho : X — 0 with Higher Criticism} = {A > 0}.

If both A ~ n~7 and A ~ n~^ for some 7 G [0,1], the question arises if

the area in the (7, r)-plane, where

P(Higher Criticism rejects H0) —> 1 (4.23)
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is identical to the area where

A/A ->p 1. (4.24)

Intuitively, it is clear that it is somewhat easier to test for the global

null hypothesis Ho : A — 0, as done in Higher Criticism, than to estimate

the precise proportion A of false null hypotheses, as done in this paper.

One would therefore expect that the area of convergence in the (7, r)-
plane of (4.23) includes the area of convergence of (4.24).

It is hence maybe surprising that for some cases the areas of conver¬

gence in the (7, r)-plane of (4.23) and (4.24) agree. To illustrate the point,

consider again the shift-location model (4.18) under a generalized Gaus¬

sian Subbotin distribution with parameter k G (0,2) and a shift (4.19)
of test statistics under the alternative.

The area in the (7, r)-plane where A/A —>p 1 is in this setting indepen¬

dent of the parameter k. The detection boundary for Higher Criticism,

however, does depend on k. For the Gaussian case (/t = 2) and in general
for k > 1, the detection boundary for Higher Criticism is, for 7 G (1/2,1),
below the area where A/A —>-p 1. The reason for this is intuitively clear.

The Higher Criticism method looks in these cases for evidence against

Ho in the extreme tails of the distribution G, see Donoho and Jin (2004).
At these points, only a vanishing proportion of all p-values from false

null hypotheses can be found. If trying to estimate the full proportion

of false null hypotheses, the evidence for a certain amount of false null

hypotheses has to be found at less extreme points, where one can expect

a significant proportion of p-values from false null hypotheses. This lim¬

its the region of convergence in the sense of (4.24) compared to the area

where Higher Criticism can successfully reject the global null hypothesis

H0 : Ä = 0.

However, for k < 1 (including thus the case of a double exponential

distribution) the two areas where (4.23) and (4.24) hold respectively are

identical, as shown in Figure 4.2. In the white area, both Higher Criticism

and the current method fail to detect (asymptotically) the presence of

false null hypotheses and not even the likelihood ratio test is able to reject

in these cases (asymptotically) the global null hypotheses H0 : X = 0 that

there are only true null hypotheses (Donoho and Jin, 2004). It is hence
.A

of interest to see that for k < 1 it holds that A/A —>p 1 whenever the

likelihood ratio test succeeds (asymptotically) in rejecting the global null

hypothesis.
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Figure 4.3: The proportion A/A of correctly detected false null hypothe¬

ses as a function of the separation [i. Results are shown for the standard

deviation proportional bounding function (top row), the constant bounding

function (middle row), and the linear bounding function (bottom row).

4.4 Numerical Examples

It emerged from the analysis above that the standard-deviation pro¬

portional bounding function is optimal in an asymptotic sense. In the

following we briefly compare various bounding functions for a moderate

number of 72 = 1000 tests. The setup is identical to the shift location test¬

ing of section 4.3.2, equation (4.18). For true null hypotheses, test statis¬

tics follow the normal distribution A/"(0,1). For false null hypotheses, test

statistics are shifted by an amount fi > 0 and are Af(ß, l)-distributed.
The proportion A/A of correctly identified false null hypotheses is

computed for various values of the shift-parameter [i and three bounding

functions. The results for 100 simulations are shown in Figure 4.3. The

left column shows results for very few false null hypotheses (A — 0.01),

corresponding to 10 false null hypotheses, while results are shown in

the right column for a moderately large number of false null hypotheses

(A = 0.2).
For very few false null hypotheses (A — 0.01), both the standard

deviation-proportional and linear bounding function identify a substan¬

tial proportion of false null hypotheses if the shift \i is larger than about

3. The expected value of the largest test statistic from true null hypothe¬

ses is for comparison in the current setup at around 3.7. The constant
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Figure 4.4: Random samples of the weighted empirical distribution func¬

tion {Un(t) — t)/5(t) with 6(t) — y/t(l — t) on the left. Various bounding

sequences ßn^a as a function ofn in log-log scale on the right: the asymp¬

totically valid bounding sequence (solid line), the bounding sequences for

the interval (0,1) (dotted line), (1/n, 1 — 1/n) (upper dashed line) and

(1/n, 0.01) (lower dashed line), as obtained by simulation. Note that the

latter two are almost indistinguishable.

bounding function (v = 0) fails to identify any of the 10 false null hy¬

potheses even for very large shifts /i. This is in line with the theoretical

results from section 4.3.2. For a moderately large number of false null

hypotheses (A = 0.2), the performance of the linear bounding function

is worse than for the other two bounding function, as expected from the

asymptotic results in section 4.3.1. The standard deviation-proportional

bounding function (p = 1/2) identifies in both cases consistently the

most false null hypotheses, and the optimality of this bounding function

is thus numerically evident for moderate sample sizes as well.

For the standard deviation-proportional bounding function [v = 1/2),

asymptotic control was proposed in (4.10). The result relies on con¬

vergence of the supremum of a weighted empirical distribution to the

Gumbel distribution. This convergence is in general slow, as already

mentioned in Remark 4.3. The convergence is comparably fast, how¬

ever, if the region over which the supremum is taken is restricted to,

say, (1/n, 1 — 1/n), as observed in Donoho and Jin (2004). We illustrate

this in the following. Restricting the interval over which the supremum

is taken in (4.5) to some interval (a, b) with 0 < a < b < 1, bounding
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sequences can be defined analogous to Definition 4.2 by requirement (b)
in Definition 4.2 and

ßn,a = min{/? : P( sup Unf)~ %
> ß) < a}. (4.25)

Bounding sequences for the interval (0,1) satisfy (4.25) for every interval

(a, b) but might be unduly conservative. Less conservative bounding

sequences can be found conveniently by approximating the probability of

suP*<eO,&) (Un{t)—t)/ö(t) > ß with the empirical proportion of occurrence

of this event among a large number of simulations. This is illustrated

in the left panel in Figure 4.4. Shown are 5 random samples of the

the weighted empirical empirical distribution (Un(t) — t)/S(t) for n —

200 and 6(t) = y/t(l -1). Let the value ß correspond to the lower

bound of the gray area in Figure 4.4. For an interval (a, 6) = (0,0.4),
the event supt^a^(Un(t) — t)/ö(t) > ß corresponds then to the event

that a realisation of a weighted empirical distribution crosses the gray

area. The bounding sequences obtained by using 1000 simulations of the

weighted empirical distribution are shown in the right panel in Figure 4.4

for various intervals (a,b).
There are two main conclusions. Firstly, one might suspect that p-

values from false null hypotheses are mostly found in a neighborhood
around zero. Restricting the region in (4.5) to such a neighborhood

promises thus to capture all p-values from false null hypotheses while

allowing for smaller bounding sequences. However, the numerical results

suggest otherwise. The bounding sequence for the region (1/n, 0.01) is

for example almost indistinguishable from the bounding sequence for the

region (1/n, 1 — 1/n), as can be seen in Figure 4.4.

Second, the agreement of the asymptotically valid bounding sequence

(4.13) with the bounding sequence which is obtained by simulation for

the interval (1/n, 1 — 1/n) is very good even for moderate sample sizes,

while the agreement is not so good for the interval (0,1). When using the

asymptotically valid bounding sequence it is hence advisable to restrict

the region over which the supremum is taken in (4.5) to (1/n, 1 — 1/n).
This ensures that the true level is close to the chosen level a for moderate

sample sizes.

For practical applications, we hence recommend to calculate the supre¬

mum in (4.5) over a region (1/n, 1 — 1/n) and to use the standard devia¬

tion proportional bounding function with the asymptotically valid bound¬

ing sequence (4.13). The asymptotic results of the previous sections hold

true for this modified procedure.
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4.5 Proofs

4.5.1 Proof of Theorem 4.9

First it is shown that, as long as 7 G (0, |) and v < ^, for any given

e>0,

P{X < (1 - e)A) -^ 0 n -> 00. (4.26)

Let the empirical distribution of p-values be defined as in (4.4) by Fn(t) =

n~1 Yl7=i ^-{Pi
—

t}- We suppose that the proportion of false null hy¬

potheses is fixed at A, so that Fn(t) is a mixture Fn(t) — XGni{t) +

(1 — X)Uno(t), where Gni(t) is the empirical distribution of n\ ~ Xn i.i.d.

p-values with distribution G and UnQ(t) is the empirical distribution of

no — (1 — A)n i.i.d. p-values with uniform distribution U. For any t < 1,

Â = sup
*-(')-«-fl*-W

(4.27)
*e(o,i)

I -t

F(t)-t Fn(t) - F(t) - ßntQJ{t)
- ~T^r

+
r^

(4-28)

xG(t)~t |
Fn(t) - F(t) - ßn,aJ(t)

^ (429)

As inft6(0,i) G'{t) — 0, and hence supte(01)(G(0 — 0/(1 ~~ 0 — 1> there

exists by continuity of G(0 some £1 so that (G(t\)—t\)l{\—t\) > (1—e/2).
Setting ë — 4(1 _ tx)e, it suffices to show that for every e > 0,

P(ßn,aJ(h) + F{h) - F„(*i) > ëA) -> 0 n ^ co.

As Fn(ti) - F(/Ji) - Op^-VS) and ^ - n~^ with 7 < |, this follows

from the finiteness of 5(t) and, as an vanishes slowly, from (4.17). This

completes the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.9. D

For the second part, it suffices to show that for v G (^, 1] and 7 G

(1 — v, ^), and any e > 0,

P(X > eA) -> 0 n -> 00. (4.30)

In this regime, the penalty ßn,anö(t) is asymptotically larger than the

signal from false null hypotheses. Using the definition of A, the notation

n0
- (1 - A)n and m = Xn, and Fn(t) — XGni{t) + (1 - X)Um{t), it

follows that

P(\ > e\) = P( sup
Fnlf)-*-ß-.«J(t)

> eA)
*e(o,i)

l-^
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t>(
\Gni(t) — t

,
,^Uno(t)

—

P( sup A—~- eA+(l —A)
te(o,i)

1-* l-^

-ßn,*n^-t>0)
< p( sup

XGnÄt)-t _ ^ _ /^^ > 0) ^_31)
te(o,i)

1"^ 2 1—t

P( SUp (1 _ A)^o(0~* _ Êï^pfL > o).(4.32)
t(0,l)

1 ~ * * 1 _ t

Observe in (4.32) that (1 - X)~1ßn^n - nßn^n/n0 > ßn0,an > ßn0,an{i-
Thus (4.32) can be bounded by P(VnQ,s > /?»„,«„„/2). By (4.16) and

no —> oo it follows that (4.32) vanishes for n —> oo. It remains to show

that (4.31) vanishes as well. Let t2 = sup{t G (0,1) : G(t) < e/2}. Using

Bonferroni's inequality, (4.31) is bounded by

P( sup
AGw!W~* - eA > 0) + (4.33)

te(o,t2]
1~t

P( sup
xGni^ ~ t

-

ßntan Ö^
>0) (4.34)

t(t2,l) 1~t 2 1_t

As (Gni(t) - t)/(l - t) < Gni(t) for all t G [0,1], the first term (4.33)
is bounded by P(Gni(t2) > e), which vanishes for n —> oo because by
definition of t2, G^) < e/2 and ni = An —> oo. Using Gni(t) < 1, the

second term (4.34) equals zero if /?n,an ini"t(i2,i) ^(0/(1 ~" 0 > 2A. By

conditions (a) and (b) in Definition 4.4, it holds that infte(t2jl) «5(0/(1 ~

t) > 0. By (4.14), it follows furthermore that /3n,a„/A -* °° f°r n ~^ °°>

which completes the proof.

4.5.2 Proof of Theorem 4.10

First it is shown that for r > ^ (7 — ^ ),

P(A < (1 - e)A) ^ 0 n -» 00. (4.35)

Here, the penalty is again asymptotically larger than the signal from false

null hypotheses for a fixed point t G (0,1). However, as the signal from

false null hypotheses is increasing in strength for larger n, the evidence

for a certain amount of false null hypotheses can be found at decreasing

values of t. Using the definition of A, for any t E (0,1), A > Fn(t) — t —

ßn,an5{t) and hence, for any t G (0,1),

Â/A- 1 > (l-Gm(t))-t-^(t-Uno(t)) - \ßn,aj(t),
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where again ri\ — An and no = (1 —A)n. Choosing tnjT = n
r+T for some

0 < t < r-£(7-|), observe that by (4.20) it follows that 1-G(n~r+T) =

o(l). Hence

X/X-l > (l-G(tn,T))-\G{tn,T)-Gni(tn,T)\

= o(l) - op(l) - 0(1) - Op(rC-W2+(r-TW) -

0^7-(l/2+(r-r)„)log^

1 T

The proof of (4.35) follows as 7 < § + v[r - r) < \ + 2
.

Second, it has to be shown that P(A > eA) —> 0 if r < ^(7 — \).
Again, the evidence for a certain amount of false null hypotheses would

have to be found at decreasing values of t. However, the decrease has to

be so fast in this regime that the signal from false null hypotheses is not

captured. Using again the notation n\ — Xn and no = (1 — A)n, it holds

that A = supi(0;1) Dnix{t), where

Dn x{t) :=

A(GW(Q ~ Q + (1 ~ Wno(t) -t)~ ßn,aj(t)
^

Choose a sequence tn}P — n~r~p for some 0 < p < ^(7 — \) — r. The re¬

gions (0,tntp\ and (tn,p, 1) are considered separately for the following.
In particular it is shown that both P(suptw0f 1 Dn \(t) > eA) and

P(s\ipt(tn ^ Dnj\(t) > eA) vanish for n —> 00. For t > £n;P, it holds

that

P( sup Dntx{t)>eX) (4.37)
*e(t„,p,i)

<P( sup X + (l-X)l^^-ßn,an^7>0)

<P( sup
{l-X)U^^-^P$->0)

t(tn,p,l)
1-ï 2 l~t

i 1 r \ ßri,cxn °\t) n-i

+1{ sup A — -

->0)

te(in,p,i)
z i~t

= P( sup (Uno{t)-t)--^6(t)>0) (4.38)

+1{ inf
%nM.<A}. (4.39)

Seftn.p.i) 2 1-t
s v ;
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By (4.16) and as nßnj0iri is monotonically increasing, (4.38) vanishes for

n —> oo. For (4.39), as Ö G Qv, there exists some constant c so that

infte(tn,p,i) <*(*»,,) > cn~^r+^. It follows by r + p < ±(7 - f) that

infte(tniPji)/9n,an<J(*n,p)/A —> oo for n ^ oo, which completes the first

part of the proof.
It remains to show that P(swpt^o,tn i Dn>\(t) > eA) — 0 for n — oo.

It holds that

P( sup Dn>A(t) > eA) <
te(o,tn,P]

P( sup (l-A)%W-^-/3„,Q„iW->iA)(4.40)

+ P( P AG-W - G(f)
> <-\) (4.41)

*e(o,tn.p] x ~~1 ö

+ 1{ sup xG^~f > ^A} (4.42)

As already argued above, the probability on the right hand side of (4.40)
vanishes for n — oo. The probability (4.41) vanishes clearly likewise and

it remains to show that (4.42) vanishes as well for n — oo. As tn>p —> 0,
it holds that (1 — t)*"1 < 2 for t E (0, tn,p] and large enough value of n.

The term (4.42) vanishes hence if G(tntP) < e/6. This is equivalent to

logG-1(|) < —(r + p) logn and the claim follows from property (4.20).
D



Chapter 5

Lower Bounds for the Number of False

Null Hypotheses for Multiple Testing of

Associations under General Dependence

Structures

We propose probabilistic lower bounds for the number of false null hy¬
potheses when testing multiple hypotheses of association simultaneously.
The bounds are valid under general and unknown dependence structures

between the test statistics. The power of the proposed estimator to de¬

tect the full proportion of false null hypotheses is discussed and compared
to other estimators. The proposed estimator is shown to deliver a tight

probabilistic lower bound for the number of false null hypotheses in a

multiple testing situation even under strong dependence between test

statistics.

5.1 Introduction

When testing multiple hypotheses simultaneously, it is often of inter¬

est to select a subset of hypotheses which show a significant deviation

from the null hypothesis. Adjusting for the multiplicity of the testing

problem is commonly achieved by calculating a suitable error rate like

the family-wise error rate, see for example Westfall and Young (1993) and

Holm (1979), or the false discovery rate, as introduced by Benjamini and

Hochberg (1995). Instead of selecting a subset of significant hypotheses,

however, one might sometimes rather be interested in just testing a global
null hypothesis; see Donoho and Jin (2004) for a recent development in

this field and possible areas of application.
Here we consider an intermediate approach. The goal is to estimate

the total number mi of false null hypotheses among all m tested hypothe-

96
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ses. For a chosen level a, we propose probabilistic lower bounds mi, for

the total number mi of false null hypotheses, for which it holds under

arbitrary and unknown dependence between the test statistics, that

P{rhx < mi) > 1 - a. (5.1)

The estimator 7721 can be used as a global test of significance, as the global
null hypothesis mi = 0 can be rejected at level a if mi > 0. On the other

hand, estimates of mi are useful for tighter estimation of error rates.

Storey (2002) showed for example that less conservative estimates of the

false discovery rate are possible if an estimate of mi is available. Likewise,
with an estimate of mi to hand, more powerful procedures are possible
if the multiplicity adjustment is carried out using the per-comparison or

the per-family error rate; see for example Shaffer (1995) and Dudoit et al.

(2003) for an overview of the most common multiple hypotheses testing

procedures. In the context of gene expression microarray experiments,
it is often of interest to test for differential expression; that is, to test

the null hypothesis for each gene that its expression level follows the

same distribution under various clinical classes (Golub ct al., 1999; Alon

et al., 1999). As well as being of interest in its own right, a lower bound

on the number mi of differentially expressed genes is helpful for tighter
estimation of common error rates.

A second application is provided by the Taiwanese-American occul¬

tation survey, one goal of which is to estimate the number of objects
in the Kuiper Belt (Liang et al., 2002). This number is inferred from

the rate of occultations of stars by Kuiper belt objects, which results in

a very high-dimensional multiple testing problem. In this case, one is

exclusively interested in estimating the number mi of false null hypothe¬
ses and not in identifying precisely which hypotheses show a significant
deviation from the null hypothesis. As a third example, consider the

detection and quantification of climate change. Frei and Schär (2001)
examined the existence of a trend in the occurrence of extreme precipi¬
tation events in the alpine region. Precipitation events are recorded at a

large number of stations. No recording station might show a significant
effect when taking the multiplicity of the testing problem into account.

With the proposed estimators it is nevertheless possible to give a prob¬
abilistic lower bound for the number of stations where an increase in

extreme precipitation events is indeed occurring.

Allowing arbitrary dependence requires a special structure of the data.

However, for multiple testing of associations the requirements are in gen¬

eral fulfilled. The gene-expression example and the detection of trends
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in extreme precipitation events are amenable to the analysis presented
in this paper. In contrast, the astronomical example does not allow for

permutation-based testing, which is central to our approach. Inciden¬

tally, the gene-expression and extreme-precipitation examples are also

those applications in which the issue of dependence among test statistics

is particularly pressing. Expression levels are sometimes heavily corre¬

lated among genes, and the occurrence of extreme precipitation events

is likewise very much correlated among recording stations, especially if

they are located in the same geographical region.

Starting with Schweder and Spj0tvoll (1982), estimators have been

developed for mi that are conservative in the sense that

£(mi)<mi. (5.2)

The number of true null hypotheses is estimated in Schweder and Spj0tvoll

(1982) by a linear fit of the empirical distribution of p-values; see also

the recent application to neuroimaging data in Turkheimer et al. (2001).
Another idea in the paper of Schweder and Spj0tvoll (1982) that also ap¬

pears in Storey (2002) is to estimate the number of true null hypotheses

by the number of p-values greater than some threshold A and then divide

by 1 — A. Suggestions for an adaptive choice of A are proposed in Storey

(2002). For independent test statistics, an estimator with property (5.1)
was proposed in Genovese and Wasserman (2004). The estimator pro¬

posed in this paper is to our knowledge the first to provide a lower bound

for mi under general dependence structures between the test statistics.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Setting and notation

Let y G y be a class variable with y — {1,..., h} for some h G N or,

more generally, a variable with y = R. Let (Xy)yey be a family of m-

dimensional random variables with components Xy = {Xy^\,..., Xy^n}.
In multiple testing of associations, one is interested in whether or not the

distribution of the components of Xy are independent oî y E y.

Assume that there is some set S Ç {1,... ,m} such that the joint
distribution of {XVfk,k G <S} is identical for all values of the variable

yey-.

{Xy>k; kE$} = {Xy,tk; kE$} for all y, y' E y. (5.3)

Let AT be a subset of {l,...,m} such that (5.3) is fulfilled and such

that there is no subset that fulfils (5.3) and has larger cardinality. The
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cardinality of A/* is denoted by mo. The quantity mo can be interpreted
as the number of true null hypotheses in the sense that it describes the

number of components of Xy whose distribution is not dependent on the

class variable y E y. Note that the definition of the set Af of true null

hypotheses depends on the joint distribution of all components in this

set. In particular, consider the case in which the marginal distributions

of two components Xyj and Xyjk are both independent of y, but their

joint distribution is not. Then k and / are not both members of any set

S that fulfils (5.3) and hence do not both count towards the number of

true null hypotheses. The number of false null hypotheses is defined as

mi — m — Tno- Note that the setting is also applicable to cases where y

is random.

5.2.2 A simple example
We begin with a simple example to clarify ideas and notation. The

setting is similar to that of linear discriminant analysis. Let the class

variable be binary with y — {0,1}. Let Xy=o and Xy=i both follow

Gaussian distributions with common but unknown covariance matrix S:

Xy=o ~ A/"m(0,E)

Xy=1 ~ M»(0,E).

The vector 6 of means has components 8 = [0\,..., 0m). The null hypoth¬
esis for each component k — 1,..., m is that the distribution is identical

under either y = 0 or y = 1, which is equivalent to $k = 0. The set A/* of

true null hypotheses is thus given by A/" — {k : $k — 0}. In the context of

gene expression microarray data, the class variable y might distinguish
between cancerous and non-cancerous tissue, and the question arises of

whether or not the expression levels for genes show a systematic upward
or downward shift between these conditions.

5.2.3 Confidence Interval

It is assumed that an n-dimensional vector (yi,..., yn) G yn of class

variables is available, along with corresponding observations of Xyi,..., X,

which are assumed to be independent. We suppose that a suitable

test is provided for independence of the marginal distributions of Xy^,
k — l,...,m, from the class variable y. The outcome of such a test,

applied to every component k — 1,..., m, is a set of p-values Pi,..., Pm,
where Pk ~ Un[0,1] if Ar G A/". For example, for a two-sample problem
with y E {0,1}, as in S5.2.2, a t-test or a Wilcoxon test is appropriate
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for testing for a shift in location between the two groups. In general, the

test will be adapted to the problem at hand. The number of hypotheses
with p-values in a given rejection region [0,7] is denoted by R(j):

R(l) = E HA ^ 7}.
fc{l,...,m}

The number of false rejections, denoted by ^(7), is the number of p-values

Pk below 7, where k is a member of the set A/*:

V(7)= E W<7}-
keAf

We first introduce the key concept of a bounding function. Unless stated

otherwise let F be the interval [0,1]. A bounding function at level a is

a random function Ga(j) which is monotonically increasing with 7 for

every realisation such that

P[sup{V(7) - Ga(7)} > 0] < a. (5.4)
7er

We will show explicitly in S5.2.5 how a bounding function can be con¬

structed. The proposed estimator of mi is given as the maximal difference

between the realised number of rejections ^(7) and a bounding function

Ga{^) at level a:

mi=sup{Ä(7)~Ga(7)}. (5.5)
7er

The estimator of mo is simply mo = m — mi. As mentioned above,
F — [0,1] unless stated explicitly. Note that both R{j) and Ga(j) are

monotonically increasing with 7. Furthermore, the number R^) of p-

values less than or equal to 7 is constant except for a set of at most

m points of discontinuity, at which the supremum in (5.5) is attained.

The supremum can hence be efficiently evaluated by maximising over the

finite random set of realised p-values. We show that the estimator of mo

indeed provides an probabilistic upper bound for the number of true null

hypotheses.

Theorem 5.11 A one-sided (Ta) confidence interval for mo is given by

[0, mo]. A one-sided (1-a) confidence interval for mi is given by [mi, m].
In particular,

P(rrii < nil) > 1 — a.
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A proof is given in the Appendix. Note that Theorem 1 allows for arbi¬

trary dependence among the components of the m-dimensional Xy; we

only require independence of the n observations Xyi:... ,XVn, i.e. for

the data sample.
The properties of the estimator are solely determined by the choice of

the bounding function. In particular, the power to detect true non-null

hypotheses is markedly different for different choices of the bounding
functions. We are going to discuss in the sequel a general method for

obtaining tight bounding functions.

5.2.4 Sufficient criterion for a bounding function

It is not possible to verify criterion (5.4). Criterion (5.4) requires

knowledge of the distribution of V and hence of mo, which is the very

quantity one is trying to estimate. We shall show that the distribution

of V can in some sense be bounded from above by the computable distri¬

bution of a random variable V77, obtained by permutations of the class

variables (yu ... ,yn).
Let Z be the sample with ordered values (t/(i), • •

•, 2/(n)) °f the class

variables {yi,-..,yn)-

Z = {(y(i),Xyi)}i=i,...!n. (5.6)

Let 7T be a random permutation of {1,..., n} and define the action of a

7T on Z by the permutation of the class labels according to 7r, tt(Z) ~

{(2/7r(i))-^ï/i)}i=i,...,n- Define the random variable P/!, k — l,...,m, as

the p-value of the kth hypothesis under randomly permuted class labels,
where each of the n! permutations of the set {1,..., n} has equal proba¬

bility:

PZ(Z) = pkMz)}.

The random variable V^{^) is now defined as the number of components,

k, for which P£ is smaller than 7:

^(7)= E !W<7}. (5-7)
k{l,...,m}

The distribution of V* is determined by the unknown distribution of the

test statistics. However, the distribution of V77 conditional on Z is com¬

putable if we use all n! permutations of the class variables (yi,... ,yn)-
The distribution of V* thus yields, in a sense made precise below, a useful

upper bound for the distribution of V.
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Theorem 5.12 For any M Ç {1,..., m}, define ZM as ZM = {(y^y,Xyi
M)}t=ijmmmtn. Let, for any M Ç {l,...,m}, Gm,ail) be a random, o~(ZM)~
measurable function. If, for all M Ç {1,..., 772} and Zm — zm,

P[sup{ E 1W < 7} - GMfa(7)} > 0\ZM = zM] < a,

then Gad) = maxM Gm,ail), where the maximum is taken pointwise for
each 7 G [0,1], is a bounding function in the sense of (5.4).

Proof. Consider M = J\f. Let n be the random permutation that puts
all class variables into their original position. Conditional on Zj\r — zj\r,

it holds that all permutations are equally likely, P(n — tt\Zj^ — zj^) —

(1/n!). Thus, using V(-y) = EkeJV ^k < 7}, and Ga(i) > G^,a(7),

P[sup{F(7) - Ga(7)} > 0\ZM = zM] <

7er

P[sup(E 1W < 7} - GKa(j)} > 0\Z^ = zN],

where the probability is with respect to a random permutation tt (with
equal probability 1/n! for every permutation). By the assumption in

Theorem 2, applied to Gj^j0i, and integration over Z, it can be seen that

the r.h.s. of the last equation is smaller than a. In summary, it holds for

all Zj\f = zm that

P[sup{y(7) - GQ(7)} > 0\ZM = zM] < a,

7er

and the proof follows by integrating out over %.

Often, it is not necessary to verify the condition in the Theorem

above for every subset M Ç {l,...,m}. Most bounding functions are

monotone in M in the sense that GMl,a{l) > Gm2,ol{i) f°r an 7 and

all M2 Q Mi. If this monotonicity constraint is fulfilled, it holds that

Gail) = maxM Gm)Q(7) = <j{i,...,m},a(7)> that is the bounding function

Ga must satisfy

P[sup{ E xW < 7} " ^(7)} > 0\Z = z\<a, (5.8)
7er

ke{l,...,m}

where the probability is with respect to a random permutation tt. One ex¬

ample that fulfills the monotonicity constraint is provided by the bound¬

ing function that corresponds to control of the family-wise error rate,
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see section S5.2.6. Another important example is the quantile bound¬

ing function, as described below. It can be derived as the upper end-

point (that is M — {1,... ,m}) of a monotonically increasing sequence

of a(Zm)-measurable functions Gm,ail), and it suffices hence to check

for the quantile bounding function that (5.8) is fulfilled.

5.2.5 Quantile bounding functions and computation
We propose to use the quantile function of V(7) as a bounding func¬

tion. Let Qf (7) be the /3-quantile of Vn(i), conditional on Z — z. This

function can be computed by random permutations of the class variables.

Let ß(a) be the minimal value of ß E [0,1] such that (5.8) is fulfilled for

Qz(l)- The quantile function Qz (7) is then a valid bounding function.

Note that any function Ga which fulfils (5.8) is bounded from below by
the (1 — Oi)-quantile of V7r(7); that is Ga(l) > Q\~a(l) for any bounding
function Ga- It follows that 1 — a < ß(a) < 1.

Let n be a set of random permutations of the class variable. For the

finite set n, the computation of the quantile functions can be limited to

the set of quantiles ß E {1,1 - l/|n|, 1 - 2/\U\,..., 1/|H|}. For ß = 1,
criterion (5.8) is surely fulfilled. The value ß(a) is found by checking

iteratively, starting with ß — 1 and then for successively lower values

of /?, whether or not criterion (5.8) is fulfilled for the quantile function

Qf (7). Note that, if the criterion is not fulfilled for some ß, then it

cannot be fulfilled for any value lower than ß. The value ß(a) is the

lowest value for which criterion (5.8) is fulfilled.

To check whether or not criterion (5.8) is fulfilled for the quantile
function Qf (7), calculate for every tt E n the p-values P£, k — 1,..., m,
of all hypotheses. Check, for every permutation tt G II, whether or not

^(7) < Qßz(l) for all 7 G {Pf,..., P^}. If this condition is fulfilled, set

c(tt) — 0. Otherwise, set c(tt) = 1. Criterion (5.8) is fulfilled if and only

ifEwc(7r)<a|n|.
By (5.5), the estimator of mi is then given by

mi^sup{Ä(7)-Q?(a)(7)}-
7er

As a result of the monotonicity of Qz il), the supremum is attained by
some value of 7 in the finite, random set of realised p-values {Pi,..., Pm}.
Evaluation of the supremum is hence achieved by maximising over a

finite set of points. It holds by positivity of the bounding function that

0 < mi < m.
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It might seem that the computational burden of this procedure is

prohibitive if a permutation-based test is used for computation of the p-

values, as the algorithm as laid out here involves in these cases a double

permutation. It is therefore of interest to note that the algorithm also

works when we use, instead of p-values, raw test statistics.

5.2.6 Connection to the family-wise error rate

Another possible choice of a bounding function is given by

G„(7) = ( ° 1-9(!a\
,aKU \ oo 7 > g (a)

where g(a) is the largest value in [0,1] such that (5.8) is fulfilled. By Bon¬

ferroni's inequality, g(a) > 1/m. The estimate (5.5) for this bounding

function is given by

mlw = R{gia)},

and is equal to the number of rejections when controlling the family-wise

error rate at level a.

5.2.7 Asymptotic power

Here we compare the asymptotic powers of rh? and rh± to detect the

correct proportion of false null hypotheses. The ability of the estimators

to identify a large proportion of all false null hypotheses depends of course

on the power of the individual tests. We settle here for the simple setting

of a two-sample problem, where a one- or two-sided Wilcoxon test is

used to test whether or not the distribution of a random variable Xy=o
is shifted compared to the distribution of another random variable Xv=\.
The total number n of observations is given by n = no + ni, where no is

the number of independent observations of Xy=0 and ni is the number

of independent observations of Xy=\.
We are particularly interested in how well the estimators can cope

with a large number m of tests. Thus for the following analysis m is

increasing with n, so that m — m(n) —» oo for n —» oo. Both Xy=o and

Ay=i are assumed to be infinite-dimensional. For n observations, the

first m(n) components are tested for association with the class variable.

We need three reasonable assumptions.

Assumption 5.10 There exists some c > 0 such that, for all false null

hypotheses k G A/"c,

\P(Xy=0tk < Xy=ltk) - 1/2| > c.
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Assumption 5.11 The dependence between test statistics is such that,

for some r G (0,1),

772

sup E |cov(l{P/c < 7}, 1{Pj < 7}) I = o(m1+T) m = m(n) —> 00.

^r kj^i

Assumption 5.12 The proportion of false null hypotheses converges to

k E (0,1), while the proportion of observations from class y ~ 1 converges

to some v E (0,1):

mi(n)/m(n) —> k for 7?, —» 00

721/n ~* v f°r n ^ 00.

Assumption 1 could be relaxed by replacing c with a sequence cn such

that cn —» 0 sufficiently slowly as n —> 00. However, it suffices in its

current form to illustrate the difference in power between the estimators.

Assumption 2 is a weak condition regarding the strength of correlation

between test statistics. For example it is fulfilled if test statistics are

block-dependent and the size of the largest block is increasing at most

as o(mT). For independent test statistics, the assumption is fulfilled for

any r > 0. The second part of Assumption 3 seems reasonable. An

interesting field for further research would be to study the behaviour of

the estimators for k — 0, where the proportion of false null hypotheses
is vanishing for n — 00; see Meinshausen and Rice (2006) for the case of

independent test statistics.

Theorem 5.13 Let Assumptions 1-3 be fulfilled and let n_1 log m(n) —>

00 for n —» 00. Then, for n —> 00, in probability,

rhli /rni — 0

rhi/mi — 1.

From an asymptotic point of view, estimation of mi with 7721 is thus more

powerful than estimation with m^. Note that the number of hypotheses
increases very quickly in the result above as a function of the number of

observations.

In general, the power of miw to detect the presence of false null hy¬

potheses deteriorates with the number of tested hypotheses. The esti¬

mator rh^ is equal to the number of rejections that can be made under

control of the family-wise error rate, as already mentioned above, and it

is well known that the family-wise error rate is very conservative if the
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number of tested hypotheses is large. The result in Theorem 3 is thus

perhaps not very surprising. However, Theorem 3 shows that, for the

purpose of estimating mi, more powerful estimators are available which

do not suffer from vanishing power for an increasing number of tested

hypotheses.

5.2.8 Composite null hypotheses
The method was primarily developed to test for identical distribution

of the components of Xy for all y E y. In practice, one might like to allow

for more general composite null hypotheses, and here we show how the

proposed method can be generalised. Suppose that the family Xy, y G 3^,
of random variables is parameterised by a vector 9 — (6>i,..., 6m) G 0m.

Consider first the case of point null hypotheses 6k — 0. The set of true

null hypotheses therefore corresponds to the set J\f — {k : 9k = 0} and

the number of true null hypotheses is given by mo = X^fcLi ^-{ßk — 0}.
Now suppose that the null hypothesis is given rather by 6k G @o

for every component k — 1,... ,m, and some ©o C 0. In this case the

number of true null hypotheses is given by mo = Xl^Li l{$fc e Oo}.
The proposed method can be applied without further modifications to

this problem under the perhaps crucial assumption that one can couple

together the values 6k E ©o and 9k — 0 in the following sense. Let Pk(Bk)
be the p-value of the fcth hypothesis under parameter value 9k. Suppose
now that the parametrisation is so chosen that almost surely the p-values
under any 9k G ©o are at least as large as under 9k — 0:

«9fcG@o => Pk(9k)>Pk(0) (5.9)

almost surely. Then the proposed estimators mi have the desired prop¬

erty that P(t72i < mi) > 1 — a, where mi is now defined as mi =

SfcLi 1{^A; G ©o}- This follows by an inspection of the proof of Theo¬

rem 2. Such a coupling can be achieved for a large number of potentially

interesting composite null hypotheses. As an example, consider again the

setting of S5.2.2. Let the null hypotheses be given not by 9k — 0 but

instead by 9k G ©o = (—oo,0], so that mi measures only the number of

hypotheses in which the shift in mean for class y = 1 compared to class

y = 0 is positive. If we use a sensible test like the t-test or the Wilcoxon

test, it is obvious that (5.9) is fulfilled in this case.

5.2.9 Estimation of error rates

There is by now a multitude of error rates for multiple hypothesis

testing; see Shaffer (1995) or Dudoit et al. (2003) for an overview. The
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most important ones are the family-wise error rate, the per-comparison
error rate, which is defined as E(V)/m, the expected number of Type I

errors V divided by the total number m of hypotheses. Furthermore there

is the per-family error rate, E(V). Finally there is the false discovery rate,
which is defined as E(Q), where Q is the proportion of falsely rejected

hypotheses, that is Q = V/R if R > 0 and Q = 0 if R = 0. Storey (2002)
was the first to make use of an estimator of mo to give a less conservative

estimator of the false discovery rate. Our proposed estimators of Tno can

also be used to give less conservative estimators of the per-comparison
and per-family error rates. The value of the per-comparison and per-

family error rate are given for a fixed rejection region [0,7] by

PCER = mol/m,

PFER = m07.

The value of mo is unknown but bounded by m. The error rates can thus

be trivially bounded from above by PCER < 7 and PFER < 7717. These

bounds are rather conservative if there are many false null hypotheses.
If we use for example the proposed estimator mo of mo, less conservative

estimators are obtained. For the per-comparison error rate, the proposed
estimator of the per-comparison error rate is

PCER = mol/m.

This estimator is always smaller than the conservative upper bound:

PCER < 7. We are still on the safe side, however, as the estimator

is, by Theorem 1, larger than the true value of the per-comparison error

rate with high probability:

P(PCER > PCER) > 1-a.

A similar result holds for the per-family error rate. In Storey (2002),
it was shown that a useful estimator for the false discovery rate, when

rejecting all hypotheses with p-value less than 7, is given by moi/R(i)-
Let 7720 be some estimator of mo- A plug-in estimator for the false dis¬

covery rate is then FDR — rhol/R. In particular, the estimator of mo in

Storey (2002) is

< = ^^. (5.10)

This estimator has the property that ^(mg) > m0 and E'(FDR) > FDR.

Instead of using rriQ1 as an estimator of mo, it is possible to use different

estimators, such as our mo. We compare both estimators in the sequel.
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5.3 Numerical Examples

5.3.1 Simulated data

The set-up for the numerical comparison is the same as in the example
of S5.2.2. The set J\f of true null hypotheses is generated by randomly

drawing mo elements from the set {l,...,m}. For k G A/", 9k — 0,
whereas for false null hypotheses with k G Afc, 9k = 1. The Wilcoxon

test is used to test for a shift in mean between the distributions of Xy=o
and Xy=i for all m components. The total number n of observations is

assumed to be even and there are n/2 independent observations of Xy=o
and n/2 observations of Xy=i. The covariance matrix £ is defined by
£ — aK~l, where a is a scale factor, chosen so that the diagonal of £ has

unit entries and K is an m x m matrix with unit entries in the diagonal
and Kij — (/2 if \i — j\ — 1 or {i,j} = {l,m}, and K^ — 0 otherwise.

Independent test statistics are obtained if ( — 0. If C, = 0.995, this gives
a covariance matrix with non-diagonal entries in the range of 0 to 0.9.

About 90% of all correlations are below 0.01.

For n = 60 observations, the empirical distribution of rhi/mi, at

level a ~ 0.05, is shown in Fig. 5.1 for 100 simulations and independent
test statistics under an increasing number m of hypotheses. The number

of false null hypotheses mi is kept at a constant proportion 0.1 of all

hypotheses. It can be observed in Fig. 5.1(b) that the power of a method

that controls the family-wise error rate, corresponding to m^w, vanishes

for large m as expected from Theorem 3. The proposed estimator mi

shows qualitatively different behaviour. The power actually increases for

increasing m, converging to a positive value close to 1. In Fig. 5.1(c), the

smoother estimator of mi, proposed in Storey and Tibshirani (2003) and

denoted by rh\ 'bm, is shown for comparison. The bias of this estimator

is smaller, but the variance is substantially larger than for any of the

proposed estimators.

Next, a more thorough simulation study is done for m — 1000 hy¬
potheses. The number of false null hypotheses is varied with mi G

{0,100,500}. The estimators mi and m^ are compared in Table 5.1.

Additionally, the estimator mf is shown, as proposed in Storey (2002);
see equation (5.10). The parameter A has to be chosen heuristically and

the commonly-made choice A — 0.5 is used. A bootstrap method for

obtaining an optimal choice of A was proposed in Storey (2002). The

resulting estimator is denoted by m^ '

. Finally, the smoother estimator

m" ,sm
proposed in Storey and Tibshirani (2003) is shown. If there is no

single false null hypothesis, mi — 0, the estimators m^w and Thi estimate
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Table 5.1: Simulation study. The average value (mean), stan¬

dard deviation (sd), root mean square error (rsme) and the proba¬

bility P(rhi > mi) of overestimation (pr) for different estimators

of mi, the number of false null hypotheses. Except for pr, values

are rounded to the nearest integer.

c = 0 c = 0.995

mi := 0

mean sd rmse pr mean sd rmse pr

rhi 0 0 0 0-02 0 0 0 0-03

m[w 0 0 0 0-00 0 0 0 0-00

10 17 20 0-37 96 136 166 0-48
„ st,sm

m1
' 19 29 35 0-45 211 259 333 0-55

«£,st,b

m1
' 61 72 94 0-88 278 300 408 0-64

mi = 100

mi 86 4 14 0-00 72 10 30 0-00

m^w 45 5 55 0-00 46 13 56 0-00

rhf1 99 31 30 0-48 152 169 176 0-48

- st.sm
91 60 60 0-42 250 291 326 0-52

- st.b
163 75 98 0-89 357 292 388 0-67

mi = 500

mi 435 14 66 0-00 428 22 75 0-00

m^w 224 11 276 0-00 229 51 276 0-00

mf* 495 22 23 0-44 510 109 109 0-54
* st.sm

m1
' 486 48 50 0-38 529 232 233 0-59

-
st.b

m1
' 543 55 70 0-86 651 154 215 0-73

mi correctly by 0 in at least 100(1 — a) percent of the simulations, as ex¬

pected from property (5.1). In contrast, in this case the estimators rhf,

mf'sm and rhf' produce large estimators of mi, especially for dependent
test statistics. Note that these last three estimators are thresholded at 0

and m respectively, and the conservative property that E(rhi) < mi is

thereby lost. Hence the average value of rhf is often larger than mi in

the simulations shown here.

The power of m[w to detect a sizeable proportion of all false null

hypotheses are in general poor, as already expected from theoretical con¬

siderations above. Furthermore, the estimator mf' ,
with a bootstrap

choice of A, seems unsuitable for dependent test statistics. The smoother

estimator rhf'sm likewise has a large bias and variance for dependent test

statistics. The original estimator rhf with fixed A seems to be the most
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useful among rhf, rh\ ' and rh\ 'fem, at least for the data examined here.

This leaves rhf, with a appropriate predetermined choice of A, and

7?2i as sensible estimators of mi. In terms of root mean squared error,

rhf is best for independent test statistics and larger proportions m\/m of

false null hypotheses. For dependent test statistics, either rhf or 7721 has

the lowest root mean squared error. The probability of overestimating

mi is conservatively controlled with mi at level a, as expected from

Theorem 1. With rhf, the probability of overestimating mi is usually
around 0.5. The high variance of rhf under dependent test statistics

suggests that there is a rather high probability of overestimating mi by
a large amount.

5.3.2 Microarray data

With microarray studies it is possible to monitor the expression values

of several thousand genes simultaneously. A common aim with microar¬

ray studies is to find differentially expressed genes, that is genes whose ex¬

pression values show systematic variation among different groups. Given

a class variable y like tumour type or clinical outcome, it can be tested

for each gene k if the expression values Xy^k are associated with y. We

look at three microarray studies, in all of which the response variable is

binary y G y = {0,1}. In the study on breast cancer from van't Veer

et al. (2002), y corresponds to the clinical outcome; in the leukaemia

study in Golub et al. (1999), the class variable y distinguishes between

two different subtypes of leukaemia; and finally, in a colon cancer study
in Alon et al. (1999), y indicates absence or presence of colon cancer.

The number of genes involved is m = 5408 for the breast cancer study,

m — 3571 for the leukaemia study and m = 2000 for the colon cancer

study.

Table 5.2: Estimators rhi of the number mi of differentially expressed

genes, with P(rh > mi) < a, for three gene expression microarray

datasets.

a = 0.05 a = 0.01

colon leukaemia breast colon leukaemia breast

m$w, Bonferroni 55 266 2 32 191 0

m{w, Step-down 64 281 3 36 202 0

mi 286 957 355 245 811 126

In Table 5.2, estimators of mi with the property that P(rhi > mi) <
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a are compared. For the estimator 7721, the approach laid out in S5.2.5 is

used. The estimator 772iw is equivalent to the number of rejections when

controlling the family-wise error rate. We use the step-down method of

Westfall and Young (1993) to control the family-wise error rate. Also

shown is the number of rejections for control of the family-wise error

rate, based on the Bonferroni correction.

With the estimator 7721, a consistently higher proportion of false null

hypotheses are detected than with control of the family-wise error rate.

The gain of using the proposed estimator compared to control of the

family-wise error rate depends on the number of tested hypotheses. In¬

deed, the least dramatic gain, which still represents roughly a factor of

four, is for the colon cancer and leukaemia data with the lowest number

of tested hypotheses. The gain is most pronounced for the breast-cancer

data, where not a single rejection can be made when controlling the

family-wise error rate at level a = 0.01, while the estimator rhi at the

same level indicates that there are more than 100 true null hypotheses.

5.4 Proofs

5.4.1 Proof of Theorem 5.11

It suffices to show that P(rhi > mi) < a, where

rhi = sup{#(7) - Ga(l)}-
7er

The number of rejections can be split into R(l) — S(i) + ^(7), where

S(y) is the number of correct rejections. Let A/"c be the complement of A/"

in {1,..., m}. Then £(7) - EkeAf^ liP* ^ 7>- Note that sup7r{S(7)} =

S(l) = mi. Thus

P(mi>mi) - P[sup{Ä(7)-Ga(7)}>n2i]
7er

- P[sup{V(j) + Sd)-Ga(l)}>rni]
7er

< P[sup{y(7)-Ga(7)} + S(l)>mi]
7er

< P[sup{y(7)-Ga(7)}>0].
7er

The function Ga(l) is a bounding function at level a. The quantity

P[sup{F(7) - Ga(7)} > 0}
7er
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is thus strictly smaller than a by definition of Ga, and the claim follows.

5.4.2 Proof of Theorem 5.13

The estimator is given by m? = R{g(a)}. According to (5.8), the

value of g (a) is the minimal value of g such that, for a given Z ~ z,

P{F7r(l - g) > 0\Z = z] < a, which is equivalent to Ql~a(l - g)} <
1 I T

0. By Lemma Al, there exists some sequence öm ~ rn~ï + z so that

Ql~a(l)/rno > 7
— am- It follows that mo{l — g(a) — 5m} = 0. Let

7min be the minimal p-value under a Wilcoxon test, 7min = no!ni!/n!.
If 7min > 1 - g(ot), it follows that R{1 - g(a)} = 0 and hence m^1 = 0.

Hence it suffices to show that mo(7min — 5m) —> oo for n —> oo as then

7min > 1—g(ct) eventually, implying that R{l—g(a)} —> 0 for n —> oo. By

Stirling's formula, it holds that — log7min = cn{l + o(l)} for some c > 0

and n —» oo. On the other hand, for some d > 0, — log(5m = <ilogm{l +

o(l)}. As logm(n)/n — oo for n —» oo, it follows that «5m/7min —> 0

for n —> oo. It thus suffices to show that mo7min — oo, which is, since

k < 1, equivalent to showing that m7min —> oo for n —» oo. This follows

again by — log7min — O(n) and log m(n)/n —> oo for n — oo.

For the proposed estimator mi = max7Gr{-R(7) — Qz (7)}» it is

first shown that P(rhi/mi > 1 + e) ^ 0 for any e > 0. It clearly holds

that ß(a) > 1 — a. By Assumption 2 and Lemma Al, there exists some

sequence 5m ~ m~2
+ î such that, for all 7 G T, Qz (i)/mo > 7

— <W

Since #(7) < mi + J2keM Hpk < 7}» it holds that

P(mi/mi > 1 + e) < P{sup(^ l{Pfc < 7} - m0(7 - Sm) > emi}.
7r kAT

As rnoöm — o(m\), the term mo«5m can without loss of generality be

neglected. Note that |T| < n2 for the Wilcoxon test. By Bonferroni's

inequality, it thus remains to be shown that P(^2k^M ^-{pk
—

7} —mo7 >

emi) — o(n~~2) for all 7 G F and n —> 00. It holds that E(J2kej^ l{Pfc <

7}) = mo7- Furthermore, by Assumption 2, var(^/cG_^ l{Pk < 7}) =

o(ml+r). By Chebychev's inequality and since k, G (0,1), it follows that

p(J2kjsfHpk < 7} - mol > emi) = Oim1"1). As logm(n)/n -> 00

for n —> 00, it follows that P(J2keAf ^{pk < 7} — mo7 > emi) — o(n~2),
which proves the claim.

It remains to be shown that P(rhi/mi < 1 — e) —> 0 for any e > 0

and n —> 00. By Lemma Al, Q^_/3(7)/m < j/ß for all 7 G (0,1). As

ß(a) < a/\T\ and \T\ < n2, it follows that Qßz{a)(1) < myn2/a for all
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7 G (0,1). Let

7n — max{7 G T : 7 < n_2/logn}.

Then, from the above results and since n > 0, Qz (in)/mi — o(l) for

n —> 00. Since

mi = SUp{Ä(7) " Qßz{a)(l)} > R(ln) - Qî{a)(ln)
7er

and Qz (in)/m\ — o(l) for n —> 00, it remains to be shown that,

for any e > 0, P{R(yn)/mi < 1 — e} — 0 for n — 00. By Assump¬

tion 2, var{Ä(7)/mi} = o(l). By Chebychev's inequality it hence suf¬

fices to show that, for any e > 0, E{R(^n)/mi} > 1 - e for m = m(n)
large enough. The number of rejections R(in) — Ylk=i ^-{pk < In}
is bounded from below by XlfceA^ ^{pk < In} and it thus suffices to

show under Assumption 1 that, for any false null hypothesis k E Afc,

P(Pk < n~2/logn) —> 1 for n — 00. This follows from Lemma A2

below, which completes the proof.

5.4.3 Two lemmas

Lemma 5.14 Let Q%(l) be the ß-quantile ofVn(i), conditional on Z =

z, under a rank-based test. Let V be the corresponding discrete set of p-
values. It holds for any v > 0 and z G Z under Assumption 2 that there

exists a sequence 5rn ~ m~2+ï such that m.iß>vQ^(^)/rrio > 7 — Sm.

Furthermore, Q^"/3(7)/m < 7//? for all 7 G (0,1).

Proof. For the first claim, it is sufficient to show that P{7—V* (7)/mo >

8m\Z = z} -> 0 for m -> 00 and all 7 G T. Replace ^(7) - £=1 liPk <

7} by the smaller random variable YlkeAf ^{Pk
—

7}' where the sum

stretches only over components k in the set Af of true null hypotheses.
As a rank-based test is used, it holds that the distribution of {Pk; k E A/"},
conditional on Z, is identical to the distribution of {Pk; k E Af}. Hence

it is sufficient to show that P(7 — ^- Y2keAf ^{pk < 7} > <W —> 0 for

m — 00. Note that E(-£- Y^k&M Hpk < 7}) — 7- It follows by Assump¬

tion 2 and k < 1 that var(^ EfceAf l{Pfc < 7}) = o(m-1+T). The first

part of the claim follows thus by Chebychev's inequality.
For the second part it is sufficient to show that, for every 7 G T,

P{V(7)/m > j/ß\Z = z}<ß, where ^(7) = ££=1 l{Pf < 7}- Let

n be the set of all possible permutations of {1,..., n}. Then the above
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is equivalent to showing that

1
m

n\ £ *<£ XW < 7} > mi/ß} < ß- (5-11)
'

7rn k=i

Assume to the contrary that (5.11) is not fulfilled. This implies that, for

at least ßn\ of all permutations, J2k=i ^iPk ^ 7} > ml/ß and hence

à X^Tren SfcLi ^{Pk —
7} > ml- However, as a rank-based test is used,

it has to hold that P{P£ < ^\Z = z} = ± T,^u liPk < 7} < 7, which

leads to a contradiction. Hence (5.11) is fulfilled and the claim follows.

D

Lemma 5.15 Let Xy=o and Xy=i be two independent random variables

fulfilling Assumption 1. The number of independent observations of each

variable is given by no and n\ respectively, and n — no + ni. Let P be

the p-value of a false null hypothesis under a one- or two-sided Wilcoxon

test. Under Assumption 3, it holds for any Ö > 0 that P(P < n~à) —* 1

for n —» 00.

Proof. It suffices to show the result for a one-sided Wilcoxon test, where

the null hypothesis is Ho : P(Xy=0 < Xy=i) = 1/2 and the alternative

is given by Ha '- P(Xy=0 < Xy=i) > 1/2. By Assumption 1, all false

null hypotheses satisfy P(Xy=o < Xy=i) > 1/2 + c for some c > 0.

Let Ri,... ,Rn be the ranks of the combined observations of Xy=o and

Xy=i. The test statistic is given by W = Y^iL\Ri-> where the sum is

understood to stretch only over observations where y = 1. Under the

null hypothesis, E(W) = ni(n + l)/2. Let wc = {1 + c)ni(n + l)/2.
Under Assumption 3, ni/n —> v G (0,1) for n —> 00. Hence it follows

by Theorem 2.1 in Stone (1967) that, under the null hypothesis H0,

P(W > wc) — 0{exp(—cn)} for some constant c > 0. Thus, for any

value of Ö > 0, P(W > wc) = o(n~ö) for n —> 00. It thus remains to be

shown that, under the alternative, P(W < wc) —» 0 for n —> 00. Under

the alternative hypothesis, E(W) > (1 + 2c)ni(n + l)/2 and var(VF) =

0(n3). From Chebychev's inequality, it indeed follows that, under the

alternative, P(W < wc) —> 0 for n —> 00, which completes the proof.
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Figure 5.1: Box-plots for the ratio rhi/mi as a function of the number

m of tested hypotheses for independent test statistics, for (a) the pro¬

posed estimate rhi, (b) the number of rejections m^w when controlling the

family-wise error rate, and (c) the smoother estimate rh\ 'sm.



Chapter 6

False Discovery Control for Multiple

Tests of Association under General

Dependence

We propose a confidence envelope for false discovery control when test¬

ing multiple hypotheses of association simultaneously. The method is

valid under arbitrary and unknown dependence between the test statis¬

tics and allows for an exploratory approach when choosing suitable re¬

jection regions while still retaining strong control over the proportion of

false discoveries.

6.1 Introduction

Testing of multiple hypotheses has attracted considerable interest re¬

cently due to the availability of ever larger data sets. Many fields have

adopted the practice of screening over many candidate hypotheses to

filter out a few interesting "discoveries". To control the probability of

erroneously rejecting true null hypotheses, traditional techniques rely

mostly on control of the family-wise error rate (Sidak, 1967; Simes, 1986;

Holm, 1979; Westfall and Young, 1993). It is well known that control of

the family-wise error rate is very conservative if the number of tests is

large. The false discovery rate (FDR) was introduced by Benjamini and

Hochberg (1995) to alleviate this problem by controlling the expected

proportion of false discoveries among all rejections.
We follow here the notation by Genovese and Wasserman (2002) and

call the false discovery proportion FDP the ratio of the number V of true

null hypotheses among all rejections R,

FDP-/ V/R R^O
FDP-

0 P = 0
'
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If rejecting all hypotheses with p-value in the region [0,t], we write

FDP = FDP(t) to indicate the dependence of the proportion of false dis¬

coveries on the chosen rejection region. The notion of FDP(t),t G [0,1],
as a stochastic process is discussed in Genovese and Wasserman (2004).
For details of the notation see Genovese and Wasserman (2002). The

false discovery rate is defined in Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) as the

expectation of this quantity,

FDR = £(FDP).

It was argued in Genovese and Wasserman (2002) and Genovese and

Wasserman (2004) that instead of controlling the expectation of FDP,
it is of considerable more interest to control the random variable FDP

itself, as we are really concerned about the number of false rejections
in the given experiment (and not in an average of FDP for hypotheti¬
cal replications of the experiment). See as well Korn et al. (2004). In

Genovese and Wasserman (2004), confidence envelopes for FDP are de¬

veloped. Confidence envelopes FDP(tj) are random functions such that

at any chosen level a > 0,

P(FDP(t) < FDP(t) for all t G [0,1]) > 1 - a. (6.1)

A confidence envelope allows to choose the rejection region adaptively
while still retaining control over the number of false discoveries. A con¬

fidence envelope for the proportion of false discoveries is equivalent to a

confidence envelope for the number of false rejections.
Even though test statistics are strongly dependent in most applica¬

tions, e.g. microarray gene expression data analysis, most work on FDR

uses the assumption of independence. The confidence envelopes in Gen¬

ovese and Wasserman (2004) are no exception. Some success in broad¬

ening the applicability of FDR-controlling procedures to the case of de¬

pendent test statistics has been made in Storey and Tibshirani (2001);
Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001); Storey et al. (2004).

In this paper, we consider multiple tests of association as they occur

e.g. in microarray gene expression experiments. The structure of the data

allows for permutation-based testing. In this setting, a method to control

the FDP is proposed in Korn et al. (2004) which takes the dependence
between test statistics into account. It does not, however, provide a

confidence envelope for FDP. A simultaneous bound in the sense of (6.1)
is useful as it allows the user to choose the appropriate rejection region
in an exploratory fashion while still retaining strong control over the
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proportion of false discoveries. We show that confidence envelopes like

(6.1) can be constructed for multiple tests of association under arbitrary
and unknown dependence between the test statistics.

6.2 A Simultaneous Upper Bound for the

Proportion of False Discoveries

Let X — (Xi,X2,..., Xm) be a m-dimensional random vector and Y

a real-valued response variable. We are interested in finding components

of X which are associated with the response variable Y. In microarray

gene expression experiments, the components of X might e.g. correspond
to expression values of m genes and Y to the some clinical variable. We

note that the following approach is valid as well for designed experiments,

where a non-random class variable y takes the place of Y.

Let N Ç {1,..., rn} be a set of components of X, which are jointly

independent of the response variable,

Y±{Xk,keAf}. (6.2)

The set A/" is potentially not uniquely defined, e.g. there might be several

blocks of components of X, which are jointly independent of Y. In this

case, let A/" be any set of interest which fulfills (6.2) .
The null hypothesis

Hojk for each component k — 1,..., m is that k belongs to the set A/".

The alternative Hi>k is true if k <£ A/*.

Given a sample of size n of independent realizations of (Y, X), one can

conduct tests of association individually for every component Xk, k —

1,..., m. The outcome of this multiple test procedure is a m-dimensional

vector P of p-values. Denote the p-values under the original sample of

(X, Y) by Pi, P2,... and let P(i), P(2),... in the following be the ordered

version such that P(i) < P(2) <
...

< P(m)- We assume for the following
that rejection of some hypothesis entails that all hypotheses with identical

or more significant test results are rejected as well. P-valucs are allowed

to be tied but we require that hypotheses that belong to tied p-values
are either all rejected or neither of them is rejected. The total number of

rejections R(t) for a rejection region [0, t] is

R(t) = #{k e {I,... ,m} : Pk <t},

while the number V(t) of false rejections and S(t) of correct rejections,
with R(t) = V(t) + S(t), are given by

V(t) = #{keM:Pk<t},
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S(t) = #{kE{l,...,m}\Af:Pk<t}.

The false discovery proportion FDP(t) for a rejection region [0,t] is then

FDP(4)
=

2\
,v;

max{R(t),l}

We aim to bound FDP(£) from above by a random function FDP(£) such

that (6.1) is fulfilled. The bound relies essentially on a lower simultaneous

bound S(t) for the number of true discoveries S(t). Given a bound Sft)
with

P(S(t) > S(t) for all t E [0,1]) > 1 - a,

a simultaneous bound for the number of false discoveries is given by

V(t) = R(t) — S_(t). A bound for the false discovery proportion which

fulfills_(6.1) is then FDP(t) = V(t) / max{R(t), 1}. All three bounds

S(t), V(t) and FDP(t) for the total number of true discoveries, false dis¬

coveries and the proportion of false discoveries are completely equivalent.
Given one, the other two can be calculated immediately.

6.2.1 Algorithm
The confidence envelope S_(t) for S(t) is obtained in three steps. Note

that the algorithm works as well with raw test statistics without explicit

computation of p-values. Basing the approach on test statistics rather

than on p-values is in particular useful if computation of p-values involves

a computationally intensive step, as e.g. for the exact computation of p-

values under the Wilcoxon-test. For simplicity of notation wc chose to

work with p-values exclusively.

Step 1: Compute p-values for all hypotheses under permuted samples

of the response variable.

Let n — {7Ti, 7T2, •

•., 7TW} be a set of w random permutations of {1, 2,..., n},
where every permutation has probability 1/n!. For every permutation
7T G n, consider the permuted version of Y. (For computational effi¬

ciency we might focus on the set of permutations that lead to distin¬

guishable outcomes if applied to Y, drawing each permutation indepen¬

dently from this set with appropriately reweighted probabilities.) For

this permuted version and the original values of X, p-values for all m

hypotheses are calculated. For each permutation, a m-dimensional vec¬

tor Pn = (P[,P£, -..,Pm) of p-values is obtained. The result for all
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permutations can be arranged in a w x m matrix of p-values,

p7Tl pTTl p-TTl
^1 r2 • • • rm

P^ Pp ... P% I (6.3)

S^ep #; Ordering of the p-values.
The first column of the previous matrix contains the p-values of the first

hypothesis under random permutations of the class labels, while the sec¬

ond column contains the p-values of the second hypothesis under the

same permutations. For each column, these p-values are now permuted

randomly. Consecutively, for each row, the p-values are put into in¬

creasing order, so that the first row contains the ordered p-values of all

m hypotheses under a random permutation of the class labels (where
the permutations can be different for the various hypotheses). Next,
the values within each column are put into increasing order and the re¬

sult is written, for each column 1 < k < m as an w-dimensional vector

(QlQ2k,...,Q^)with

Ql<Ql<-..<Q^ VI < k < m,

where w denotes again the cardinality of the set of permutations. The

result of the second step is again an w x m matrix, given by

Qi Q2

Ql Q\ ... Qm I (6-4)

We denote the row vectors of this matrix by Q£ — (Q{, Q2, - -

-, Qm) for

£ — 1,... ,w. By construction, it holds that the smallest p-value from

each permutation is larger than or equal to Q\, while the second smallest

p-value from each permutation is larger than or equal to Q\ and so on.

The first row Q1 gives thus a natural bound for the empirical distribu¬

tions of p-values under permutation of the response variable. The bound

is, however, rather conservative. A less conservative bound is found in

Step 3 by stepping through the rows Q1, Q2,..., Qw and selecting -as a

bound for the empirical distribution of p-values under permutations of

the response variable- the largest row which fulfills a suitable criterion.

Step 3: Compare with permutation matrix from Step 1.

For each row Ql, £ = l,...,u> of matrix (6.4), calculate the quantity
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ß(£) as the proportion of permutations for which the ordered p-values
are bounded from below by Ql,

W

where the inequality Qe < P^ is fulfilled if it is fulfilled for all m compo¬

nents, that is Qe <Pn &Q{< PJ}, Vfc = 1,..., m, and (P^, PJ/2),..., PJ/m))
is the ordered version of (P[, P2 , , Pm)- Find the largest row index

£(a) such that ß(£) is still larger than 1 — a,

£(a) = max{^ e{1,...,w}: ß(£) > 1 - a}. (6.6)

Note that it holds in general that 1 < £(a) < (1 — a)w. Define for all

tE [0,1],

B(t):=#{kE{l,...,m}:Ql(a)<t}. (6.7)

This function corresponds to the quantile bounding functions in Mein¬

shausen and Bühlmann (2005). The lower bound for the number of true

discoveries is defined as

S(t):= max R(t) - B(t). (6.8)

Upper bounds for the number of false discoveries and the false discov¬

ery proportion are then given by V(t) := R(t) — £[(t) and FDP(i) : =

V(t)/ m.8iK{R(t), 1} respectively.

6.2.2 Simultaneous probabilistic bound

We verify that FDP(rj) = V(t)/ max{Ä(t), 1} is indeed a simultaneous

upper probabilistic bound for FDP(t) = V(t)/ max{R(t), 1} in the sense

of (6.1). For this, it is sufficient to show that V(t) is an upper bound for

the number of false discoveries.

Theorem 6.14 Let £[(t) be defined as in (6.8) for some a > 0 and

V(t) — R(t) — S_(t). Under arbitrary distribution of (Y, X),

P(S(t)> S(t) for all tE [0,1]) > 1-a,

P(V(t) <V(t) for all t G [0,1]) > 1-a,

Proof. Let P be the vector with components

p
rPfc kEM

n~1 1 kEAfc
V/c-l...,m.
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The ordered vector is denoted by (P(i),P(2), • • • >-P(m)) so that P(i) <

^(2) <
• • •

< P{m)- The number of false rejections, for a rejection region

[0, t], is given by V(t) = #{k G Af : Pk < t}. Hence, for t < 1,

V(t) = #{ke{l,...,m}:P{k)<t} (6.9)

If it holds that

P(P(k) > Qka) for all k G {1,... ,m}) > 1-a, (6.10)

then, by comparing (6.9) with (6.7), it follows that

P(V(t) < B(t) for all t) > 1-a. (6.11)

Thus B(t) is an upper simultaneous bound for V(t) if (6.10) holds true.

Continuing with this assumption for the moment, the number of true

discoveries S(t) = #{fc G {1,... ,m} \ Af : Pk < t} can be written

as the total number of rejections less the number of false discoveries,

S(t) = R(t) — V(t). Note that any realization of S(t) is monotonously

increasing in t. Hence

S(t) = max S(r) = max R(r) - V(t).
0<T<£ 0<T<t

If (6.10) is indeed true, then, using (6.11), it holds with probability at

least 1 — a that

S(t) > max R(t) - B(t) for all t G [0,1],
0<T<t

and the result follows.

It hence remains to show (6.10). Consider the statistic T that includes

the sample of {Xk,k G A/*} and the ordered sample of Y. Conditional

on T, P and P71" have the same multivariate distribution for a random

permutation tt g n, where P71" is the vector of p-values P after a random

permutation ix of the observed response variable Y. Let £(a) be defined

as £(a) in (6.6), yet using p-values P instead of P in the definition of ß

in (6.5). It holds that 1(a) > £(a) and hence Q^a) > Q£k{a) for all k.

Thus, for any T,

P(P(k) > Q^ for all A; G {1,..., m}\T) >

P(P{k) > QÏ(a) for all k G {1,... ,m}|T). (6.12)

By definition of 1(a), P(P(k) > Qka) for all k E {1,..., m}) > 1 - a. In¬

tegrating over T and using (6.12), equation (6.10) follows. This completes
the proof.
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6.3 Properties

The algorithm discussed above is well suited for implementation.

However, it does not provide good intuition about the rationale behind it.

We discuss a few properties of the proposed bounds and discuss relation

to previous work. Hopefully this sheds a little light on how and why the

algorithm works.

6.3.1 Simultaneous bound

The main property of the estimate, and the motivation for the work,
is that the bound (for either the total number of false discoveries or its

proportion) is valid simultaneously for all possible rejection regions under

arbitrary dependence between the test statistics. The latter condition re¬

quires a special structure of the data. The algorithm is e.g. not going
to work if one is just given a list of possibly dependent p-values. This

is what distinguishes our estimate from the one proposed in Genovese

and Wasserman (2004). Somewhat related to our method, a bound for

the number of false rejections is proposed in Korn et al. (2004). Their

false discovery control works like this: one specifies an absolute number

u of false rejections one is willing to make. Based on this choice, the

algorithm returns a number of rejections. The true number of false re¬

jections is then larger than u only with small probability a. The same

works as well when specifying proportions instead of absolute numbers

of acceptable false discoveries. However, the estimate lacks the property

of simultaneous control and is not a confidence envelope in the sense

of property (6.1). Choosing the number of rejections adaptively invali¬

dates in particular the conservative property of the bound in Korn et al..

As with the confidence envelope proposed in this paper, the estimate of

Korn et al. utilizes permutation of the response variables. It will be seen

in the numerical examples that the bounds are rather close numerically.
This is no coincidence. Indeed, the number of false discoveries V(t) is

conservatively estimated in Korn et al. essentially by

B(t) = #{/, G {1,..., m} : Qi1-^ < t}. (6.13)

This is almost the bound B(t) in (6.7), except for the fact that (1 — a)w
has been replaced by k(a) < (1 — a)w. Note that B(t) offers point-wise
control in the sense that, for any chosen t G [0,1],

P(V(t) < B(t)) > 1 - a.

Instead of providing point-wise control at level a like B(t), the bound

B(t) offers point-wise control at some level smaller than a. Thus it holds
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in general that B(t) < B(t). The level at which B(t) offers point-wise
control is chosen such that B(t) is a simultaneous bound at level a,

P(V(t) < B(t) for all t G [0,1]) > 1 - a.

However, we do not bound the number of false discoveries directly by

B(t). By inspection of the algorithm, it can be seen that the number of

false discoveries is instead bounded by

V(t) = R(t) - max (R(r) - B(r)),
\ /

o<r<t

which is smaller than or equal to B(t). It still produces a valid simulta¬

neous upper bound for V(t) due to the simultaneous nature of the bound

B(t) and monotonicity of S(t). Using V(t) is hence less conservative

than B(t). Indeed, it can be less conservative than the point-wise bound

B(t). Consider the limit t —> 1. The total number of rejections R(t)

converges in this setting to m. Both B(t) and B(t) converge as well to m

irrespective of the level a. The upper bound V(t), in contrast, converges

in general to some smaller value, giving an upper bound for the number

of true null hypotheses, as explained below.

In conclusion, building a confidence envelope is only slightly more

conservative than using point-wise control (sometimes even less conser¬

vative), while offering the possibility of choosing the rejection region in an

exploratory fashion and still retaining strong control over the proportion
of false discoveries.

6.3.2 Monotonicity
Note that the number of true discoveries S(t) is monotonously in¬

creasing with t. When rejecting more hypotheses, the total number of

correct rejections cannot decrease. By definition (6.8) of £[(t),

S(t) = max R(t) - B(t)
0<T<t

it is clear that the proposed lower bound is as well monotonously in¬

creasing with t. Interpretation would be somewhat difficult for a non-

monotone bound: consider the statement that there are at least 5 true

discoveries among the first 10 hypotheses, but only 4 true discoveries

among the first 20? Clearly, given the first statement, we expect to find

at least 5 true discoveries among the first 20 rejections. Monotonicity

is hence a desirable feature of any lower bound for the number of true

discoveries. Note that even when only requiring point-wise control, the

method in Korn et al. (2004) cannot produce a monotonie lower bound

for the number of true discoveries.
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6.3.3 Total number of false null hypotheses
In some applications it might be of interest to just estimate the total

number of false null hypotheses mi (Liang et al., 2002; Turkheimer et al.,

2001). By definition of S, it holds that mi = 5(1). The function S(t)
leads thus directly to a lower probabilistic bound for mi, by setting mi —

5(1). It follows from the above properties that indeed

P(mi > mi) > 1-a. (6.14)

Note that no parameters have to be tuned to obtain the estimate mi

and it gives a natural estimate of the total amount of true alternative

hypotheses. Property (6.14) is valid under arbitrary dependence between

the test statistics. This has already been established in Meinshausen

and Bühlmann (2005). The estimate 7721 is in particular equivalent to

the estimate in Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2005) under the quantile

bounding function. In Meinshausen and Rice (2006), the asymptotic

properties of a similar estimate are discussed for the case of independent

test statistics. These papers are, however, just concerned with estimating

the total number of false null hypotheses. It was only established later

that similar techniques can be used to give confidence envelopes for the

proportion of false discoveries, as shown in this paper.

6.4 Numerical Examples

6.4.1 Simulation study
We study the properties of the proposed bound for a few numerical ex¬

amples. To reflect the dimensions of microarray gene expression datasets

considered later, the number of hypotheses is chosen asm- 1000. The

response variable Y has a Bernoulli distribution with p
— 0.5. The predic¬

tor variable X is normally distributed X ~ Af(fa S) where the covariance

matrix S is given by £^ = 1 and Tiij = p for i / j and some 0 < p < 1.

The mean is given by fa — 0 if Yi — 0 or i < 600 and fa = 1 otherwise.

Hence there are 600 true null hypotheses. Test statistics are calculated

under a two-sided Wilcoxon test. 500 randomly chosen permutations of

the response variable are used for the construction of the lower bound

S. The level is always chosen in the following as a = 0.05. The lower

bound S_(t) is plotted as a function of the true number S(t) of true dis¬

coveries in Figure 6.1. The more observations are made, the closer the

lower bound S_ is to S. The bound is particularly tight if only a few

hypotheses are rejected. For the dependent test statistics the variance of
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Figure 6.1: Boxplots of the lower bound S_(t) as a function of the true

value S(t) for 100 simulations and t E [0,1]. The continuous line corre¬

sponds to S_(t) — S(t). The number n of observations in each sample is

increasing from n — 20 (left column) to n — 80 (right column) in steps of
20. The dependence between the test statistics is p

— 0 (upper row) and

p = 0.4 (lower row) respectively.

false discoveries is larger, at least for fixed rejection regions. The bound

has to accommodate this and hence tends to be more conservative.

Next, we examine the probability of

3t G [0,1] : FDP(t) < FDP(t), (6.15)

which is the same event as 3t G [0,1] : S_(t) > S(t), e.g. there is at least

one t G [0,1] for which the lower bound for the number of true discoveries

is larger than the actual number of true discoveries. The probability of

these events is limited by construction by the level a. The setup is

exactly the same as above. However, we do not only use mi — 400 but

test the procedure as well with a considerably smaller amount of false null

hypotheses, mi = 10. The results are shown in Table 6.1 as an average

over 500 simulations.

It can be seen that the bound is in general rather tight. The true level

at which one is controlling seems to be in general above 3% when using

a — 5%. The bound is unduly conservative only for independent test

statistics and many false null hypotheses (mi = 400, p = 0). For p — 0.4

and mi = 10, the proportion of false discoveries is underestimated with

the proposed bound in 5.4% of all simulations. This is above the 5% level

but does not represent a significant deviation.

To illustrate the usefulness of a simultaneous bound, we consider again
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Table 6.1: The probability (in %) of underestimating the true

proportion of false discoveries (using a — 5%) for some t E [0,1].

p = 0

p = 0.2

p = 0A

mi = 400 mi = 10

n = 20 n
- 60 n = 100 n = 20

1.6

3.2

5.0

n 60 n = 100

1.4

3.8

4.8

0.8

3.0

4.4

3.0

3.8

4.4

4.2

3.6

5.4

4.8

4.6
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Figure 6.2: The lower bound S_(t) as a function of the number R(t) of

rejections for (from left to right) leukemia, colon, and prostate cancer

data, broken line. The unbroken line corresponds to the total number of

rejections R(t).

the above setup with n
— 60, p = 0, m = 1000, and mi = 10 false null

hypotheses. For a given threshold of 6 permitted false rejections (where b

is chosen as either 5, 10, or 50), as many rejections as possible are made,

once with the proposed method and once with the method of Korn et al.

(2004), both at nominal level 5%. For the simultaneous bound and 500

simulations, the average number of rejected hypotheses is 8.36, 13.78,

54.02 for 6 = 5,10, and 50 respectively. Of theses rejections, 7.19, 8.70,

and 9.78 are on average correctly rejected false null hypotheses (there
are mi = 10 false null hypotheses in total). The probability of rejecting

more than 6 hypotheses for any b G {5,10, 50} is 0.2% in the simulation

study and hence bounded by the nominal level 5%, as expected from the

simultaneous nature of the bound. For the method of Korn et al., the

average number of rejections is 10.46, 16.01, and 57.05, of which 8.04,

8.93, and 9.79 are on average correctly rejected null hypotheses. The

average number of correctly rejected hypotheses is thus slightly larger
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Figure 6.3: For the same data as in Figure 6.2, the simultaneous bound

FDP(t) as a function of the number of rejections R(t), broken line, and

the pointwise bound, dotted line.

than for the simultaneous bound and the probability of rejecting more

than b hypotheses is bounded by 5% for each b separately. However, the

probability that the number of false rejected null hypotheses is larger
than b for some b G {5,10, 50} cannot be controlled with this method

and is indeed 12.6% in the simulation study, larger than the nominal

level 5%.

6.4.2 Microarray gene expression data

We illustrate the method for three microarray gene expression data

sets. In a microarray gene expression experiment the expression levels

of thousands of genes (about 5000) are measured simultaneously. The

number of observations is on the other hand typically small, in the region
of about 50. Specifically, the datasets of Singh et al. (2002) about prostate

cancer (102 observations, 6033 genes), Golub et al. (1999) about leukemia

(72 observations, 3571 genes), and Alon et al. (1999) about colon cancer

(62 observations, 2000 genes) are considered. The three datasets contain

a binary response variable Y E {0,1} which is typically the subtype of a

specific cancer under consideration. We note that one might rather tend

to consider these studies as designed experiments and think of a binary
non-random class variable y in this context. The method is unaffected by
this choice, however. Gene k — 1,..., m is called differentially expressed
if the expression values Xk of gene k and the response variable Y arc not

independent. Here we consider the more specific case of over-expression,

that is we test for each gene with the one-sided Wilcoxon-test if its mean

expression level is higher for class 1 than for class 0.

We compute the lower bound S_(t) for the number of true discoveries

as in the previous section. The result is shown in Figure 6.2. The lower
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bound bound has in all three experiments a distinctive shape, first grow¬

ing almost as fast as R(t) and then levelling off slowly. While the optimal
number of rejections will in general depend on the gain from making a

true discovery versus the loss of making a false discovery, it does not

seem worthwhile to reject hypotheses that fall into the "flat" region of

the bound S(t).
Finally, we compare the bound FDP(t) to the bound implied by the

method in Korn et al. (2004). The results are shown in Figure 6.3 for the

three datasets. The proposed bound FDP(t) tends to be more conserva¬

tive for smaller rejection regions. This is intuitively clear as the proposed
bound holds simultaneously for all possible number of rejections. For

larger rejection regions, the situation is reverse and the proposed bound

is tighter than the point-wise bound. For reasons explained above, the

proposed bound does not converge to 1 as t — 1. Instead, it gives for

t = 1 an upper bound for the total proportion of true null hypotheses.
For all three datasets, the bound implies e.g. roughly that there are at

least 10% of genes for which expression levels are higher for the speci¬

fied class. This relative proportion corresponds of course to the highest
level that S_(t) reaches, compare Figure 6.2. The important feature of the

proposed method is, in our view, that the bound for the number of true

discoveries holds simultaneously for all rejection regions and allows thus

for an explorative approach when choosing a rejection region without

giving up strict control over the proportion of false discoveries.
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